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CORRIGENDA 

Page 

17 Equation (1 - 7) should read: 

f cn..) 2 ft /rad/ft 

35 The 5th and 4th lines from the bottom of the page should 
read: 

the values proposed by Houbolt (ref. 20). i.e. n = 2, 
- 6 -6 -6 and C = .7 x 10 an'd 20 x 10 for good and rough 

runways respective~. - - - - - - -

36 Immediate~ after equation (1 - 19), 

delete: which results in a curve with two linear 

segments on the log-log axes. 

and insert: which results in a smooth ourve on the 

log-log axes. 

80 'The 4th line after the title should read: 

The mean-square value - - - - - - -
" 

80 The 1st line of equation (4 - 2) should read: 

80 ,The 2nd line of equation (4 - 2) should read: 

= w f
4• H;!£2( W

f
). pq( W f ) 

q 

82 ,Equation (4 - 4) should read: 

= (OOS.Eo. Wf + - - - -
V 
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82 Equation (4 - 6) should read: 

hI = i Wf'( C03 .!!. W f' + i sin .!!. W f) e i Wf't 
, V V 

95 Line 2. 

4.5 and 4.6 should read: 4.7 and 4.8 

106 The equation immediately after equation (4 - 30) should 
read: 

H(i w) = - - - - - = 
3 

I 

h 

106 P~lf way dOdn page: 

.', H(i W)h ,; jr-------,' x j 
r 

should read: 

• '. \ lI(i tU )~\ = J 

107 Equation (4 - 33) ~hould read: 

107 Equation 

:72 
x 

108 The two linen immediatoly af'ter equation (4 - 38) should 
read: 

The trough3 on the curve will occur when 

125 Line 19. 

C03 ,Q. Wf' = -1 
V 

deleto: f'roill table 4.3 

and insert: uocd to produce the values in table 4.3 
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126 Lines 12 and 13. 

delete: 

and insert: 

Thus, for a given set of 

tends to lower tho modal 

parameters, coupling 
, 

damping substantially. 

Although the values of (3 = 0.0448 and 0.0295 

reflect an effective increase in damping due 

to the neglect of tyre stiffness, causing lower 

resonant frequencies, there is indication that, 

for a given set of parameters, coupling tends to 

lower the modal damping. 

133 3rd line from the bottom of the pag8. 

Fieure 4.2.4 chould read: Figure 4.24 

198 Line 14. 

Davidson should read: Davidon 

210 1'hQ lOth line after tho titlo should read: 

roaliccd, particularly for high stHfn'Hln and loVl damping. - -

21,8 Equation (A - 13) chould read: 

252 Line 6. 

after: 

insert: 

oD 

2/ </40 
.il.2 d.JL 

JL_ 27r 
- L 

These values are plotted on figure Bl. 

The curves have been approximated by straight 

lines, although strictly, for an arithmetic mean, 

each pair of pointo v/ould be connected by a 

curved lino. 
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A statistical analysis has been developed, usinr; power 

spectral a.en,;i ty methods, to examine the response of an aircraft 

to runway unevenness. The analysis includes ri{~id body heave and 

pitch and any number of syrnrr:etrical flexural modes of the airframe, 

linear values of main and nose oleo and tyre stiffness and damping, 

and wheel masses. The analysis has been used to produce computer 

programs for response and optimisation studies, to investigate the 

effecb on rcsponso of flexural mod.cs, t:,'xiine velocity, oleo 

stifffJf;f:3 ;:;,nJ dalJjI)in{~, XiJ. undercarriage po~,d tion. 

It is found that for the aircraf't used for the 

investigation (the values are based on the D-oeing 707) a good 

estimate of the response can be obtained by considering rigid body 

modes only. Of the flexural modes the 1st and i,th are by far tlJe 

r:103t predominant, but their ef'fccts tell::l to cOlJnt(:T'b!llnllG(~ CIJ,cl. other. 

:PI1C re~lJ:;onse acceleration at nny positicn Oil the fllsclnc;e 

eenernlly increases with increased. taxiing velocity, althuueh this 

is not ol wo..ys a steady increase. Uneiulations are apparent on the 

response curves, particularly for the pilot loca ti.on, where they are 

cUll.sed by the effects of tbe phased undercaI'r.i:.:l.{~e inputs Oll the 

pi tcl d ne fllode. T bose on the r~lnill\'.-11ecl res]jonse curve, dUt' to tile 

heave fl.o!le, DJ'e less pronounced. 

ii 

Reducing the oleo stiffness is by far the most effective way 

of reduci1lC the response, the main oleo having by far the most effect 



on the maillwheel location response, which is predol'1inantly due to 

heave, but l'oth oleos having a large effect on the pilot location 

response, which has large contributions from both heave and pitch. 

Increasing the damping also causes a reduction in response, but 

only to a quite small extent. 

As the mainwheels are moved aft from their orir,inal 

position, the response at the pilot location decreases, but that 

at the mainwbeel location increases, the sum of the two responses 

remaining remarkably unaffected by undercarriage position. 

An approximation to the response has been cleveloped, 

which, when used as an optimisation function, produces good 

worl:illf, optima in ver.r short computer times. 

'l'be simplified system developed in this thesis is useful 

for preliminary clesign, for the study of the effects of paremeter 

variation:.:>, and for optimisation. 
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NOTATION 

The following is a list of symbols used in this tllesis. Any 

symbols or suffices used which are not included in this list Are 

explained in the text. Where symbols or suffices can represent more 

than one quantity their use is made clear in the text. 

a 

b 

Ccrit 

C 

C 
e 

C. 
J 

C 

distance from aircraft 0(; to main unclercarriaee 

displacements in rigid body and first flexural 

modes respectively for eqUivalent 3 mass system 

distance from aircraft ce to nose unllercarria!;e 

non-linear ( vlv\) dampine coefficients for main 

and ncse oleos respectively 

equivalent linear (viscous) damping coefficients 

for main and nose oleos respectively 

viscous damping coefficient for main oleo 

viscous dalCping coefficient for nose oleo 

ilinear tyre dampine coefficients for main 'anel nose 

una.ercar!'ia!;es respectively 

cri tical viscous da(,ping coefficient 

equivalent viscous oleo dal:,ping coefficient for 

ri!;id body heave mode 

equivalent viscous oleo dampinG coefficient for 

rigid bolly pitch mode 

linear structural dampine; coefficient for jth mode 

rUl1r;uy unevenness constant 

C for lower frequency and higher frequency lines 

respectively for eeometric menn runviny 

viii 



d 

e 

I·' ti 

F . 
SJ. 

h 

I,J 

Y. 
e 

k 
tl 

L 

L 
HI 

L 

k 
t2 

n 

ix 

longitudinal distance between main and nose 

undercarriages 

clis tance from aircraft Cl', to pilot location 

oleo damping force for ith oleo 

tyre force for ith oleo 

nett oleo spring force for ith oleo 

force transmitted to the airframe from the two oleos 

freCluency response function relating output x to 

input y 

runway profile elevation; 

heave input to undercarriage system 

runway profile elevations at main and nose undercarriages 

respectively 

moment of" inertia in pitch of aircraft about cC 

equivalent line"r oleo stiffne,;s for riGid body 

heave mode 

equi valentlinear oleo stiffness for rieid· body 

pi tch mode 

linear sprine stiffnesses for main and nose oleos 

res pee ti vely 

linear tyre stif'fnesses for main Clnd nose unJcrcllrriages 

respectively 

runway unevenness wavelenGth 

distance from aircraft cr; to main and nose 

undercarriages respectively 

proportion of the aircraft rr.ass carried by lII"in 

undercarriage 



N 

N 1 

n 

M 
2 

J1 
a , '\ 

P. (t) 
J 

p 

p (X) 

S. 
J. 

v 

un sprung masses of' main and nose undercarriages 

respectively 

generalized masses for rigid body heave and 

pitch modes respectively 

generalized mass in jth mode 

total number of modes including undercarriage modes 

number of flexural modes 

number of modes including ricicl body mod.es but 

exeludine undercarriage 1~:01'.~s 

minus the slope of' the s tr ... :dght-line PSD fune tion 

11 for lower frequency ancl hif,her frequency lilies 

respectively f'or geometric JIlean rum,ay 

Generalized forcing function in jth mode 

Laplace transform variable 

main and nose landing gear forces respeotively 

static values of Ql ' Q
2 

respectively 

autocorrelation function 

stro],e of ith oleo from static e~uj.librium poc;i.tion 

vertical displacement at i th location on a.irfrarne 

taxiing velocity of aircraft 

unsprung weights of main and nose un:lercarrillges 

respectively 

vertical displaoements of mnin allu nO:JO wheol 

masses respectively 

ceneralized coordinates of rigid body heave and 

pitch 80des respectively 

x 



x. (t) 
J 

x 

y(x) 

Z(x,y,t) 

cs 
, 

(J 

cfJ-"'J 
p~ (l») 

<:tJW) 
cfL j ( -0<., ':5.) 

ceneralized coordinate of jth mode ( j = ~ to If 

for flexural modes ) 

static displacements of masses Ml ' M2 respectively 

displacement along the runway 

mean-square-value of x 

vertical displacement at any position x along the 

rum·yay 

vertical displacement of any point on airframe 

structural drunping coefficient 

largest acceleration peak 

magnitude of acceleration peal: that occurs 10 

times durinc a take-off run 

central deviation from a straieht edge 

unit impulse function 

modal displacement at the point where the i th 

oleo joins the air frame 

pitch input to undercarrinf,c sYBtem 

eir:envalue 

root-,oean-square value of dis turuance y(x) 

average peak amplitude of unevenness 

pOYlcr spectral density ( PSD ) of a quantity at 

spacial frequency--'1.. 

xi 

PSD of response displacement at circular frequency W 

P'3D of runway unevenness amplitude 

P3D of response acceleration 

jth mo·.ie shape at ith location on airrrame 

spacial frequency ( = 2.11 ) 
L 

circular frequency 



[CA) 

LF(t)] 

[G1 
[kJ 

£x1 
[ Xj1 
{ X(iW~1 

xii 

natural damped frequency 

frequency of input disturbance 

modal frequency in the jth mode 

natural undamped freg.uency 

damping matrix of equations of motion of aircraft 

defined by equation ( 3 - 29 ) 

damping matrix defined by equation (3 - 23), j = 3·to N 

forcing funotion column matrix defined by equation (3 - 31) 

forcing function column matrix defined by equation (4 - 9) 

stiffness matrix of equations of motion of aircraft 

defined by equation (3 - 30) 

stiffness matrix defined by equation (3 - 21,.), 

j = 3 to N 

diagonal maS S matrix of. ~.Ij , j = 1 to N 

diagonal matrix of generalized masses, j = 3 to N 

column matrix of Generalized forcing functions 

matrix of transfer functions for aircraft system 

defined by equations (I, - ll) and (4 - 12) 

column lIla,trix of Generalized coordinates Xj , j = 1 to N 

column matrix of generalized coordinates X. j = 3 to N 
J 

column matrix of r;eneralized coordinates of 

frequency response functions in the various modes 

Jefincc1 by equation (4 - 15) 

row matrix of mode shapes at ith locntion on 

aircraft, j = 3 to N 

column matrix of frequency response functions in 

the various modes 



xiii 

r u..) 

.Ij 
diagonal matrix of modal frequencies, j = 3 to N, 

Wj = 0 for j = 3,4 

[ T\ inverse of matrix 
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v 
vectors 
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lliTRODUCTION 

Wi th the 8dvent of larger more flexible n.ircraft Lhe 

un(lercnrriage designed purely to withst"ncl Iftndinr: impact i:; no 

loncer n. completely satisfactory vibration absorber for CJ",und 

Jrover::ent, i. e .. :for taxiing, take-off runs, and Innc}ing run::: .. 

},~any problerr.s are associated with vibration of the aircraft 

during .~round mance uvring, such as f'atir;uc in the nirframe, 

degrllcllltion of a pilot's ability to control the aircraft ,'llrine 

the cT'i tical rotation phase of take-off, and crev: nn 1. pn~;s('nc;el' 

discomfort .. 

Several criteria have been proposed as limi b for the 

level of vibraticn response in the pilot compartmEnt, and. DS 

llmi ts to the level of runway uncvenncs s ,:hich may be tol"l':; ted. 

Most runV"ty rouchness criteria have been presented in the i'nl'I:l of 

power spec trill clensities of unevenness amplitude of the rUl1' .... "y 

profile. There is a requirement of COUrse for reliable me thods 

of a.nalysis so that the aircraft may be designed so as not to 

produce excessive response levels. 

Analytical method.3 of es tim1tting the dynamic re,sponge of 

an c.ircraft to runway unevenness fall into tv/o broacl categories: 

deterministic, and statistical. The cIeterminis tic method invol vcs 

the solution, by dieital or analogue means, of the clifferential 

eque,tions of the nirfrnme ond underce.rriac;e system, usin,'; a 

deterministic input such as discrete values of elevation alnng a 

runway profile. These methods in ceneral have the disoclvnntage of 

requirinf: le.rge amounts of computer time, but Cl'n produce very 

1 



accurate results. The statistical methods use linearized cqu8.Uons 

of. n:otion of the nirframe n.nd undercarriaGe ,~ys tern, in conjll)lction 

with the power- spectrCtl density function of a rummy, to pr,,,]uee 

n sto.tif1tical analysis of the response. These methods ccncr,~.lly 

have the c1isndvantages that only statistical inforrr,Cttion c.b"ut the 

responne is obtained, such as root-:-mean-square values of acceleration, 

and that roD averace response along a runway is produced, so that 

il'.dividual rouGh areas cannot be detected. However, the method is . 

conc:i.sc, nnd c,enernlly thout~ht to be of particular use when the 

responee to many runwnys is required, for example, for fnl;i!:ue 

studies. Authors who have presented statistical "-,,alyses i'<J.ve only 

generally considered two modes of vibrntion, either ricic1 bo:ly heuve 

nnd pi teh (usually uncoupled), or riGid body hcave nnd. the firs t 

flc-:-:uJ'nl lJ~odc. 

The nim of this thesis is to develop a statisticnl c.nalysis, 

usinG po,,!cr spectro.l density methods, in which any number of modes 

of the airfro.me EflY be used, and to use the nnalysis In computer 

proer~:ms for response and optimisation studies to investignte the 

effect of' vnr:i.ou3 underce.rriaGe parameters on the rm3 value of the 

response nccelerntion of the aircraft. The ,analysis rtill illc}ude 

rigiil body heave end pitch and any number of symmetrical flexural 

modes of the Girframe, linear values of main and nose oleo Dnd tyre 

stif'iness ['nd damping, and wheel masses .. The effects on rcsponse 

of flcDlral modes, taxiing velocity, main e.nd nose oleo stiffness 

and an.rnjling, rmcl un(lcrcnrrillce position will be investigated. 

2 



SECTION 1 

DISClTSSIon OF THE PROBLEM 17ITH REFEP.EII'CE TO PRF.VIOUS ';,-ORK 

For many years aircraft undercarriages have been designed 

primarily to absorb landing impact, and the landing problem has been 

3 

extensively investigated. For many practical purposes the air-pressure 

force ru1d the seal friction in the oleo unit, and the lower or unsprung 

mass, can be completely ienored, and the tyre-force deflection 

relationship con be assumed to be linear (ref. 1). The forces ru1d 

responses induced on landing are predominantly dependent on the oleo 

dampinc characterin tics. 

While aircraft were relatively stiff "nd had low take-off 

an,] landing speeds they v;ere not particularly susceptible to runway 

rou{;ime:Js induced vibrations, and the undercarriage designed purely 

for the lar.ding case was perfectly satisfactory. In current 

,·ubsonic a.nd supersonic transports the change of mass distl'ibution, 

coupled with incl'eased structural flexibility and lligher SIjeeds on 

the cround, results in a dynamic system with several flexible modes 

whose frequencies are low enough to be excited by the runway 

wavelenGth variati.ons present in the runway unevenness. Furthermore 

the lover frequency modes may have frequencies of the Same order as, 

and be closely coupled with, the rigid body henve and pitch modes. 

The probl"m of runway induced vibrations has been discussed 

in n.n introduction to a previous work by the author (ref. 2), which 

Wc.s mainly cOllcerned vd th experimental inves tigD. tions into the 

fCllsibili ty of applyinG power spectral d.ensity (PSD) techniques to the 



determination of response to runway unevenness. Further discussion 

of the problem, with a different emphasis, can be useful here, since 

the object of this thesis is to use PSD techniques to investigate the 

response of a linearized aircraft to runway unevenness, and of course 

further literature has become available since reference 2 was produced. 

There would be no problems of taxiing vibrations if all 

runways and taxiways were perfectly smooth and flat. This is of 

course not a feasible possibility. The pr"ctical difficulties 

invol ved, ana. the cost incurred, in creating and maintaining such 

perfect surfaces would be prohibitive. There is thus a need to 

establish reliable methods of' predicting aircraf't dynamic response, 

during taxiing, take-off and landing, with a view to improving the 

vibration isol"tion characteristics of undercarriage units, so that the 

aircraft designer can provide a landing gear and airframe structure 

whi.ch can operate safely and comfortably from existine runways. 

However, an aircraft can only be designed with shock absorbing 

capnbili ties for withs tandine a f'ini te and knovm level of roul3hness. 

Thus there is s tilJ. a need to produce reliable methods of measuring 

and describing runway roughness, criteria f'or indicating acceptable 

levels of runway roughness, and methods of effecting repairs 

economically. 
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1.1 Runway profiles and unevenness criteria 

Runway longitudinal profiles contain, in a somewhat random 

manner, waves of different wavelengths with the amplitudes generally 

becoming larger as the waveleneths increase. There are several 

methods by which the runway profile can be specified. Figure 1.1 

shows one such method. Runway elevations are simply plotted against 

distance alone the runway. The same information can also be presented 

as a list of ordinates of runway elevation measured at say 2 ft 

intervals along the runway. A very simple method of giving a 

numerical value to the runway unevenness is to state the maximum 

deviation from a straight edge hcld on the runway surface. 

The runway unevenness characteristics may also be presented 

5 

as shown in figure 1. 2. Here the elevation measurements from figure 1.1 

have been converted to PSD plots. The ordinate in fit,'Ure 1.2 is the 

power 3pectral density, 25, whioh is a measure of the power contained 

(proportional to the square of the ampli tu-ap~) in the unevenness 

correspondine to the wavelengths shown on the abscissa. Hence the 

hieher the curve in figure 1. 2, the higher the indicated rouchness 

level. The power spectrum gives a concise picture of unevenness 

rr.ake-up of a given random profile, which clearly indicates the 

wavelenGths that are troublesome, and from which additional 

infoncation about the profile may be derived. The area under the 

PSD Cllrve is equal to the mean-square value of the elevation values 

of the Ci ven profile. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the random 

.profile is of a given nature (for example a Gaussian stationary 

randoll' process), other properties such as the number of peay.s above 



a given level of elevation may be deduced. However, the PSD variation 

wi th wavelength represents an average roughness over the entire runway 

length for various wavelengths. It does not therefore distinguish 

between many bumps of small amplitude and a few bumps of large 

amplitude at a given wavelength, nor does it give any indication of the 

location of unevenness along the runway. 

In the 1950's almost all significant aircraft response 

occurred in the very narrow frequency range of It to 2 Hz (ref. 3), 

gi vine runway profile wavelengths of concern, due to the ranee of 

(';round speeds then used, of 17 to 150 feet. This range has been 

extended considerably by modern generations of aircraft. Of 

particular interest are the trend towards lower resonant frequencies 

for the larger more flexible aircraft, and the increase in runway 

speed,;. Coleman and Hall (ref. 4) showed that the frequencies of the 

predorcinant responses for a large jet tran3port and a fighter aircraft 

of the eflrly 1960' s were about 1 and 3 Hz respectively. These give 

ranees of runway waveleneths of concern of about 40 to 270 feet for 

the transport and 11, to 70 feet for the fighter. The variation of 

wavelenGth with taxiine speed for several frequencies is shown in 

figure 1.3. Shaded areas have been drawn coverine wavelenGths 

capable of exciting response in the fighter and the transport. The 

fiehter, with its relatively rigid airframe, would. ride over unevenness 

wavelengths of 200 to 300 feet with little or no response, whereas the 

same unevenness could be expected to excite considerable response in 

the jc~ transport, with its higher runway speeds and modes of lower 

. resonnnt frequency. Less response is expected to be excited at lOVler 

speeds for both aircraft. Hence a runway which is satisfllctory for 
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some aircraft may cause complaints by pilots of other types (see for 

example refs 5, 6) • 

.An investigation by Morris (ref. 7) in 1965 showed the 

predominant normal accelerc,tion responses of two transport aircraft 

to be at about ~ Hz and l~ to Ijl- Hz for the centre of gravity (cg) 

and about jl- Hz for the pilot compartment. tlitchell (ref. 8) has 

reported similar response frequencies for a Boeing 707 - 436 passenger 

transport at a maximum take-off weight of 310000 Ibf. Heavy pitching 

of the aircraft occurred at 0.7 to 0.9 Hz, and heaving at 1:1; Hz, with 

structural vibrations at higher frequencies. In 1970, Morris 

investigated the response characteristics of 6 aircraft ranging from 

a small jet trainer to a heavy bomber (ref. 6). Significant 

acceleration responses of these aircraft extended over a frequency 

ranee from % to over 13 Hz, with pitching frequencies rangine from 

2/31'08 to 1:1 Hz, tho larc;er aircraft produoing the lowest frequenoy 

resonnllces. The responses of the large aircraft were eenerally 

as soc iated VIi th runway unevenness wi tb peak-to-trough elevation 

differences of 0.05 to 0.25 feet with wavelengths of up to 250 feet. 

The first generation of supersonic transports has extended the 

ranee of vl1lvelcneths of concern even further. Calculations and initial 

taxijnlO triuh have shown (ref. 9) that the symmetric response of 

. Concorde durine take-off would be characterized by 3 main modes: 

pitching at 0.7 Hz, heaving at 1.3 Hz, and elastic vibration at 2.3 

to about 8 Hz. The lowest frequency could be excited by waveleneths 

up to 1,.60 feet. Concorde pitches more than a subsonic transport 

aircraft, probably because of its long fuselage Md short whee1base. 
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It was calculated that even on a relatively smooth runway, the nose 

undercarriage load would vary between 10000 and ~.OOOO Ibf at 0.7 Hz 

for about half the take-off run; on rougher runways the nosewheel 

could be bouncing off the runway from about 60 knots upwards. The 

heaving at 1.3 Hz would cause fluctuation cf main undercarriage loads, 

the maximum load occurring during rotation as a result of the elevator 

down load needed to initiate rotation. The elastic modes would also 

be strongly excited, particularly the fundamental at 2.3 Hz, which 

woultl be excited by wavelene;ths up to 1~.0 feet at 190 Imots. 

Thus, frequencies in the ranee of about 0.7 to 13 Hz may 

be excited in modern aircraft by runway unevenness v;avelengtbs up to 

almost 500 feet. Clearly vibrations anywhere in this frequency 

range can cause fatigue damage in the airframe, and particularly in the 

undercarrine;es and their associated structure, dependine; on the 

amplitude of the vibration. Also, in some exceptional circumstances, 

the ampli tudes may be large enough to cause limit loads, thus maldng 

the aircraft taxi-critical. However, in addition to causing structural 

damage problems, the vibration environment affects the crew and 

P'lls engers. 

Human discomfort or dhturbance by vibration will depend to 

soree extent on individual susceptibility and particular d.rculils t"nces, 

and r1:i.coomfort, or lack of it, is not necessarily a reliable guide to 
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. whether or not narking efficiency is lowered or health impaired (ref.lD). 

lTovlCvcr, the toler:illce of the human body to vibration is in general a 

. function of ,,['plied frequenoy, acceleration amplitude, and duration of 

CXjl08Ul'C, the performance of tasks involving co-ordination between hund 



and eye being most easily degraded by whole body vibration in the 

frequency ranee 4 to 8 I1z (refs la, 11). Also visual blurring 

Can be equally distraotine, and thus a threat to efficiency, whether 

it is caused by vibration of the eye or of the object beine observed. 

Whilst it has been shown that lateral vibrations are more critical 

than vertical vibrations with respect to a pilot's difficulty in 

reading instruments etc, since this thesis is ooncerned only with 

vertical response, the discussion "ill be limited to this aspect. 

Levels of vibration at the pilot looation of an aircraft 

can be twioe those at the og (refs 6, 7, 8, 12), even more in a 

supersonio transport. Calculated values of pilot compartI!lent/cg nos-

acceleration ratio (ref. 13) showed a value of 2.84 for the proposed 

American supersonio transport Boeing 733-91., taxiing at 100 ft/s on 

the Lllngley runway, as opposod to 1. 92 for a BooinG 707. Caloula tions 

and initial taxiing trials on "oncorde have shovm (ref. 9) that the 

cockpi t/ cg verticial acceleration ratio would averai,e about 3 during 

take-off, but would be higher when pitching motion was occurring. The 

" vertical acceleration in the oockpit on a given runway would be more 

than twice that for a subsonic transport. 110Vlever, these values had 

not been borne out in practice, and it appeared that the calculations in 

SOr.1e cases overestimated the aircraft response considerably. In a 

"later report (ref. 14) hlitchell has stated that on "oncorde the flying 

con troIs are very precise, and control of the rotation manoeuvre has 

proved" to be easier than on subsonic transports. PitchinG on the 

runway has not been found to introduce any pilotin(i problems. 
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Although the question of whether a runway is rough or not 

is partially a subjective one, depending on pilot interpretation and 

experience, there are many effects from which a roughness criterion 

can be obtained objectively. For example, particular ranges of 

amplitude and frequency of vibrations will lead to calculable fatigue 

damage or to definite physiological effects, regariless of whether 

or not the crew finds these vibrations unduly uncomfortable. 

Criteria for roughness oan be presented in two major ways. 

The criterion may simply be a measure of runway rouglmess, or it may 

be a measure of level of vibration at some point on an aircraft 

taxiing on the runway. In other words the criterion can either be a 

measure of the environment, or of response to' the environment. The 

two methods are not necessarily compatible for different airoraft on 

thc same rUll\1ay, due to thc differenoes' in dynamio response 

characteristios between aircraft, and thc method used would in 

general depend upon the problem being faced. 

The most widely accepted response criterion, proposed by 

Morris and Hall (ref. 5), is that the maximum vertical acceleration 

"in the cockpit should not exceed +0.4g for sections of the runway 

where precise aircraft control is required. Several authors have 

expressed agreement with this criterion. Notably, in a later paper, 

after a comprehensive series of tests on 6 different aircraft types 

. (ref. 6), Morris conoluded that the figure of ±.O.J+g in the cookpit was 

approximately the dividing line between satisfaotory and unsatisfactory 

nmvlaYs from the pilot's viewpoint, but did not represent a sharp 
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"cut-off" • Pilots described peak acclera tions greater than 0.6g 

as objectionable, peaks between 0.4 and 0.5g as slightly severe, and 

raisell no objection to peaks less than 0.4g. Cockpit acceleration 

peabl in excess of Ig had resulted in pilots' complaints of actual 

physical discomfort, considerable doubt as to their ability to control 

the aircraft, and difficulty in reading the airspeed indicator. 

Al though an acceleration response of :!:.O.J+g was generally 

considered objectionable, this does not neoessnrily !Dean thnt this 

represents a dangerous level. In measurements of cockpit vertical 

vibration in a Boeing 707-436 during routine flying by a British 

airline (ref. 8) vertical vibration of up to :!:.0.4g with occasional 

peaks of :!:.0.7g did not affect the accuracy of the speed at which the 

crew initiated rotation for take-off. 

Mitchell ho.s found (ref. 9) that a good. measure of the 

severity of a take-off is the magnitude of the acceleration peak that 

occurs 10 times during the take-off run. This was given the symbol 1:,)'\.1.,-

The acceleration peak was defined as the sum of successive peaks of 

incre~ental acceleration of opposite signs, the peak of incremental 

accelera tion beinG defined as the largest peak between successive 

zero cros3in~3. It was !"ound empirically that for both Concorde and 

VC 10 accelerations the overall rms value was (J.37 6n. , and that [:,.(\ 
10 \0 

was a more consistent measure of the intensity of the vibration than 

the more easily observed single peak acceleration. However, on 

a.vera ':e, for cocl:pi t accelerations, the lElt;est peak ,11\. was 1.47 An,o' 

Hence, it may casily be deduoed that the overall reus was, on average, 

0.252 Lln.. 



Measurements of vertical acceleration in the cockpit of a 

BoeinG 707 (ref. 15) showed that a L'l.n,o of 0.3g was exceeded frequently 

on take-off, and 0.5g on landing. These levels appeared to be 

acceptable. However, accelerations of.Ln,oc 0.5g with a typical 

peak acceleration of 0.7g, measured in the cookpit of a Super VC 10 

during take-off at Addis Ababa (ref. 9), produced crew complaints 

of inability to read instruments, and ooncern about overloading the 

airframe and undercarriage. Similarly, peak cockpit accelerations of 

:t,.0.4g, with a L'l.n,o of 0.28g, recorded in a prototype Trident I (ref. 16), 

were rated by the crew as unacceptable. If this is compared with thc 

Boeing 707 values above, the vibration should have been acceptable. 

However, whilst the report did not indicate why the vibration was 

consillereli too severe to be accepted, it is interesting to note th~t the 

predominant vibration mode was at 5.5 Hz, i.e. in thc ranee whcre 

the performance of tasks involving the skilled use of hand and eye is 

most easily degraded. On the other hand, it would be expected that 

the predominant response of the Boeing 707 would be at a much lower 

frequency. 

Thus runway unevenness can induce vibrations in aircraft of 

such frequencies, and sufficient amplitude, as to cause not only 

structural fatigue and crew and passenger disnmfort, but also in some 

_ severe cases a hazard to safety. There is little the pilot can do to 

- reduce the response other than taxi at a very low speed (ref. 3). 

However, the speed of the aircraft, particularly on take-off and 

lanilint; runs of course, is diotated by other operational requirements, 

a" is the control of lift. 
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Mitchell has produced evidence (ref. 8) to show that when 

the cockpit acceleration exceeds about 0.3g the control column is 

moved in sympathy with the acoeleration; the pilot is trying, 

possibly sUbconsciously, to reduce the acceleration. However, his 

action may well have the opposite effect. Operational data has 

shown (ref. 17) that for the case of hard landings pilot attempts 

to oorrect the effeots of an initial bounoe usually resulted in 

increased structural loads on the second bounoe due to the 

differently phased responses of the airoraft and the control system. 

Criteria for runway profile unevenness may be expressed in 

several ways, the two major methods being (a) deterministic, and (b) 

power spectral. The deterministic method usually defines the 

measured profile, the notual profile de1'in~d by measurements made at 

regular intervals. Unevenness criteria may be expressed as 

devia tions from a straight edge plnoed on the runway surfaoe. The 

PSD of an actual or measured rumlay profile will produce a line such 

as those presented in figure 1.2. Clearly more regular curves than 

these are desirable for use as unevenness criteria, and most 

proposals have been in the form of straight lines on the log-log 

scales. In spite of the disadvantages of the power spectr"l method 

of depicting criteria, and the condemnation of the method by several 

authors (refs 4, 5, 18, 19) as being insufficient to define 

acceptable levels of runway unevenness, most criteria have been 

proposed in power spectral terms. 

in other term3. 

Some, however, have been proposed 

A proposal by 1!ilwitzky (ref. 3) sUGgests criteria in the 

form of maximum deviations from straight edges placed on the runway. 
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Figure l(i) shows the average peak amplitude (1' of the unevenness 

within any given horizontal distance L. 

I~ L 

Fig. 1 (i) 

Mnximum deviations 2 cr t , for "new construction" and "needs repair", 

were based on measurements of a very good commeroial runway, nnd 

are shovm in table l(i). 

straight Maximum deviation from 
edge length straight ed~e 20-' (inches) 
(feet) 

Milwitzky lIoubolt 

New 17 .156 .141. 
construction 80 .281 .313 

150 .344 .428 

Needs 17 .313 .250 
repair 80 .562 .51+3 

150 .688 .741 

--
Table 1(1) 

It .j J worthy of note that Milwitzky's criteria were puhlished in 1959, 

at which time the runway wa.velengths of concern were about 17 to 150 

feet. Beca.use the upper limit of wavelengths of concern is now of 



the order of 500 feet, criteria expressed in this way should now 

include maximum deviations over much longer wavelengths. 

Milwitzky also produced power spectra corresponding to the 

above criteria. These are shovm in figure 1.4, together with the 

power spectra of the four runways examined. 

In a review of previous runwny unevenness studies (ref.20) 

Houbolt sets out criteria, similar to those shown in figure 1.4. 

His criterion for new construction is 

P(..t2.) = 

and for "needs repair" is 

f (-'2.) = 

6.7 x 10-6 ft2/ra~ft 
J2..'Z. 

20 x 10-6 ft2/raq/ft 
JL'2.. 

(1 - 1) 

(1 - 2) 

The criterion for new construction yields a value for maximum 

devia tion from the mean in a length L ft of 0.00146(L. 'fhis may 

be derived as shovm in Appendix A, and corresponds to !.Iilwitzky's cr' 

in figure l(i), so that the maximum deviation from a straight edge 

placed on the runway, for new construction, is given by 

2 cr' = 0.00292/1' ft (1 - 3) 

Similarly, the "needs repair" criterion yields 

2 cr' = O. 00505/L' ft (1 - 4) 

Table l(i) compares Wilwitzky's maximum deviation criteria 

with those calculated from equations (1 - 3) nnd (1 - I,). In 

Houbolt's criteria the deviations for "needs repair" are If times 

those for "new construction", whereas the corresponding factor in 

Milwitzky's criteria is 2. 

Houbolt also derives a central deviation :; between a 
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straight edge and the runway. Ref'erring to f'igure l(ii), the 

central deviation S f'rom a straight edge of' length L, f'or the 'hew 

L , j 

Fig. 1 (ii) 

construction" criterion, is derived as 

S = 0.00324;r; f't (1 - 5) 

Comparing S in f'igure l(ii) with 20-' in f'ieure l(i), and noting 

that 20-' is a maximum deviation, whilst I; is a central deviation, 

and alGo that whilst Milm tzJcy' s straiGht edce is an actual straight 

edce pl"ced on the runl7/lY surf'ace, Houbolt's "straight edGe" is in 

f'llct a straight line drawn between any two points on the rummy 

prof'ile, und can thus "cut of'f" peaks as shown in the f'i ,,'1.1 re , it is 

f'elt that S cannot possibly be greater than 20-' 

indeed be possible for b to be a nellative quantity. 

It would 

A suggested 

value of central deviation from a straight edge of' lencth L, to 

replace Houbolt's value in equation (1 - 5) is 

S = 0.00206 If} f't (1 - 6) 

This is ,lerived in Appendix A, where it is also proved that b cannot 

indeed exceed 20" , and could be e}.:pected to be of the order of' 12 cri. 

The United states Air Force specif'ication MIL-A-008862A(USAF) 
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also quotes runway unevenness criteria in terms of "straight-line" 

PSD's, the criterion for a paved rummy being 

f (n) = (1 - 7) 

The specification also states that acceptable runv,"ay roue;lmess shall 

be in accordance with the data specified in figure 1.5. This shows 

a further means of expressing criteria, the height of discrete 

(1 - cosine) undulations beins plotted against their wavelensths. 

Coleman and Hall have sho17ll (ref. 1.) what level of 

sm')othness could be obtained with the construction criteria v;hich had 

been used for many years. The maximum permissible deviation for 

most runways constructed since about 1945 had been ±:1. inch from El 

straight edge, 10 to 16 feet long, placed 'on the runway surface. 

This permissible deviation represented a compromise between increased 

constrllction costs and increased roughness. An indication of the 

level of smoothness which could be realized under these criteria is 

shovm :in fi!;ure 1. 6 (reproduced from ref. ~.). The power spectrum 

of roui,hness of a new runway at an international commercial airport 

is far below that specified by Milwitzky's criterion for new 

construction. Exper:i.ence with a number of runways had indicated that 

a runway y/Oul,l be satisfactory for most, if not all, aircrsft current 

at that time (1963) provided its rouglmess payer spectrum d:i.d not 

exceed the "new construction" line. 

In seneral then, newly constructed runways have had a 

satisfactory level. of smoothness. Of major concern has been the 

development of rOllglmess as the runway deteriorates with age and usage. 
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This deterioration may be general, such as would be expected to be 

caused by settling of the runway base or movement of the surface due 

to environmental changes, or more localized, such as would be caused 

by landing impacts or auxiliary runway construction. 

It has been indicated (ref. I,) that runway rou(;lmess 

power spectra are not a reliable basis for judging when a runway 

needs repair. The major reason for this is the inherent limitation 

of the spectrum for describing the detailed characteristics and 

location of the rouglmess, when the roughness is localized. In an 

investigation of the location and simulated repair of rough areas of 

a given runway (ref. 19) Hall nnd Kopelson used analogue techniques 

of analysis. The aircraft was simulated by a very simple 

mathematical model inoorporating rigid body heave and pi toh only, 

and undercarriages with linear characteristics. The timc IJistories 

of the simulated responses to 3 runways indicated several distinct 

runway irregularities as being the primary cause of the various peak 

responses. The "runway repairs" were made simply by "cutting off" 

peaks on the runway surface by means of horizontal lines produced 

by a 8iode limiting circuit. Considerable reduction in response of 

the aircraft was obtained in this manner. However, u comparison of' 

time histories of 2 runways showed that one was rougher in most cases 

than tile other, vrhereas the power spectra indicated about the same 

rouehncns. Thus, pGl'ler spectra based on whole runway averages did not 

appear to be suitable for this type of problem, where specific areas 

were of interest. 
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Most of the published data on runway roughness is also 

in PSD form. In addition to the limitations of the'method already 

discussed, the applicability of much of this data is limited for 

the following reaSons: 

(a) I,lost of the data was obtained in the late 1950' s. Thus 

it may not be representative of the runways as they exist today, 

and in eenera1 the spectra were oa1culated to oover only the 

range of wave1eneths of concern at that time, i.e. up to 

about 150 feet. 

(b) Many of the published speotra may be in error (ref. 21). 

The PSD's at the longer wavelengths have been overestimated due 

to a contaminating effeot of very long wavelengths such as 

runway erades. It is for this reason t,hat the values of root-

mean-square roughness derived from the power spectra have not 

been considered a reliable measure of runway roughness, since 

most of the rms value comes from wavelengths in excess of about 

60 feet. 

(c) Most of the data is sine1e-track, thus providing no 

information for the determination of roll response to runway 

unevermess. 

With regard to this last limitation, Wignot et al have 

shoym (ref. 22) that analyses which assumed the unevenness to be 

uniform across the runway overes timated the cg response by faotors of 

about 1.5 to 2.0. However, this result should be viewed vilth 

reservation, sinoe the: single-track analysis used in the comparisons 

used a single c;ear representation of the airoraft, no pi tohing 

oontribution from the runway being oonsidered. Sinoe the airoraft 
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pitchine motion contributes significantly to the wing bending (ref. 22) 

it mil.~ht woll also modify the oontribution to the cg response from 

the flexible modes, and hence modify the results of the single-

track analysis above. Experience on the Constellation, the L188 

and the P-3 aircraft have shown (ref. 23) that anti-symmetric and 

symmetric modes were approximately equally excited, whilst on the 

C130 and the C-l4-lA rigid rolling occurred, but the anti-symmetric 

elastic modes were not excited significantly. 

There is evidence then, although not conclusive, that the 

use of 3-track profiles might be desirable in analyses. 1I0rris 

(ref. 24.) has presented 3-trnok rummy elevation profil es for 2 

operational runways at United states Government installations, the 

profiles being defined along the centre-line of each rullway nnd 

alolle tracks 10 feet on either aiile of the centre-line, and Wignot 

et al (ref. 22) have presented a method of developing properly 

correlated tracks, for e:ny wheel tread, from lonGitudinal profiles 

at sm"ll lateral intervals across a runway. The task of collectinG 

the vast amount of data which would be required to produce such 

correlated tracks, for many runways, woul·d be almost prohibi ti ve. 

Furthermore, it is felt that as long wavelengths in the runway 

unevenness are more significant in exciting response of larger more 

flexible aircraft, since the anti-symmetric component of runway 

unevenness is less significe:nt at longer wavelengths, 3-track 

analysis may not be so important. for later generations of aircraft. 

Finally, although much has been saidwout runways, it must 
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be remembered that airoraft spend in the region of 80% of their r,round 

manoeuvring time on taxivrays, which are generally rougher than runways 

and are not surveyed. 
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1.2 Analytical methods of estimating the dynamic response. 

Analytical methods of estimating the dynamic response of 

an aircraft to runway unovenness during taxiing fall into two 

broad categories: 

(a) deterministic, and 

(b) statistical. 

In order for the exact response of a particular aircraft 

taxiing along a given runway to be obtained by deterministic means 

the requirements are simply: 

(a) the equations of motion of the airfreme, 

(b) an accurate mathematical description of the 

undercarriages, and 

(c) an accurately measured runway profile. 

The aocuraoy with which the above requirements arc formulatod 

dictates the accuracy of the results. 

Requirements (a) and (c) arc relatively easily obtained; 

the elastic modes and frequencies of the airframe can be determined 

with a high degree of reliability, and runway profiles can be 

measured to an acceptable degree of reproduction. However, the 

second requirement is not so easily obtained. The oleo-pneumatio 

undercarriage unit is e~tremely non-linear, particularly over large 

displacements. The stiffness depends on the polytropic compression 

and expansion of air in a tube, damping is by oil being forced 

through orifices, and friction is present betv,een the sliding 

members of the oleo; tyres also have mild non-linearities. 

other factors have an effect on the non-linearities. 

Many 



However, oleo stroking displacements are relatively small 

during taxiing. Experimental investigations by the present author 

(rei'. 2) indicated that at very low oleo stroking velocities 

compression was almost isothermal Md orifice damping was negligible, 

all the useful damping being provided by friction in the seals. 

Furthermore, this friction did not produce the classical Coulomb 

friction, :tF, but a damping effect dependent on the nth power of 

the stroking velocity, where n is less than unity. 

Notwithstanding the above complications, very good 

mathematical models of the undercarriage system can be forloulated, 

and thus the deterministic approach can be made to yield good 

results. 

The power speotral approach is easily applied if the 

equations are linear. However, sinoe the underoarriage system is 

non-linear, methods used in general try to arrive at near equivalent 

linenrized systems. Thus the same den'ce of accuracy may not be 

expected from a power spectral Malysis. Furtherl.lOre, detailed 
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information about the response, such as peak values, cannot be obtained, 

but only statistical information such as root mean square vnlues. 

However, if the nature of the random process is known, expected 

peak values may be predicted. 

It is now generally consi.dered that there is a place for 

both cateeories of analysis in the investigation of runway unevenness 

inuuccd vibrntions; the deterministic method is incomparable for 

specific studies 3uch as the response of a particular airoraft at say 



a runway intersection, whilst the power speotral techniques Can 

provide a concise and extremely useful method for such studies as 

the effects of parameter variations. 

1.2.1 Deterministic Solution 

of: 

The deterministic method of analysis consists briefly 

(a) setting up the coupled differential equations of 

motion of the airframe and undercarriage system which 

govern the reoponee, 

(b) determining the forcing functions, or inputs, to be 

introduced into these equations, and 

(c) solving these equations of motion by digital or analogue 

means. 

In a digital computer study (ref. 13) the dynamio responses 

of tbe Boeing 707 aircraft and the proposed Boeing 733-94 supersonic 

aircraft were computed using deterministic runway input. The analysis 

conoidered only symmetrical modes, 2 rigid body and 6 flexural, and 

the undercarriage models incorporated non-linear oleos with 

Coulomb friction, and linear (but undamped) tyres. The 10 ooupled 

differential equations of motion were solved by a numerical step-by

step method using an IBM 7090 digital computer. The time required 

to compute the response of the 707 aircraft for a run of 3000 feet 

at 100 ft/s was about 32 minutes when 6 elastio modes were included 

and about 10.5 minutes when only the rigid body modes were included. 

The largo computer times requircd is one of the maj or 
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disadvantages of the deterministic methods where actual runway 

profiles are to be used as input. The conventional methods of 

solution of the differential equations of motion involve numerical 

step-by-step or forward integration procedures. In computations 

on the effects of runVlay unevenness on a supersonic transport 

aircraft (ref. 14) Mitchell used a relatively simple mathematical 

model of the aircraft, incorporating rigid body heave and pitch 

and symmetrical flexural modes, non-linear undercarriages, and 

aerodynamic lift and pitching moment. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta 

step-by-step integration routine was used, runs being made with a 

number of different step lengths to find a value for which the 

integration converged to give results that did not vary with step 

length. The final step lengths and computer times were not 

stated, but it was stated that the simplifications had been made 

to re,duce col"putinG time, and thus make praoticable the study of 

the influence of several undercarriage parameters on the dynamic 

loads durinG taxiinG. The quality of agreement of calculations 

for Concorde with flight measurements Vias very ,;ood, the measured 

vibration being 0.8 of the predicted. However, agreements with 

this program had not always been that good; the measured cockpit 

acceleration on a VC 10 had been only 0.6 of that calculated, 

whilst main undercarriage rms loads for the P-3A were over-

es timated by up to a factor of 3. 

In a deterministic method for the optimisation of 

undercarriag" suspension characteristics (ref. 25) an extremely 

ambitious mathematical model was selected. It inclUded both symmetric 
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and asymmetric modes of vibration, and complicated undercarriage 

non-linearities. The analysis was not restricted to small motion, 

and therefore many effects were included which might normally be 

considered negligible. The equations of motion were to be solved 

using a Runge-Kutta numerical forward integration procedure, a 

complicated cost function being optimised by means of a Rosenbrock 

technique, and were programmed for solution on a large digital 

computer. However, the number of time increments required for 

an acceptably accurate solution was large, and for optimisation 

studies using this program the computer time VIM prohibitive. 

Even employing simplifications, feasible use of the program was 

thought to be limited. Hence, an alternative method Vias proposed 

using a much simpler model (symmetric, 2-dimensionnl) and a hybrid 

computer. 

Another very complicated mathematical model was used by 

Wignot et al (rci'. 22) in a deterministio analysis, the equations 

of motion being integrated numerically by means of a linear 

integration subroutine using a fixed integration interval. An 

integration interval of 0.0002 seconds gave good accuracy in most 

Cases .. 

It will be seen from the above examples that the computer 

time required for the large number of runs required in optimisation, 

or in investigations of the effects of parameter variations, using 

a deterrninis tic method VIi th a very complicated model is prohibi ti ve. 

The roodel must be greatly simplified, and even then the computer 

timo is f,rcfLt, very short time intervals being required along the 

runway for accuracy. 
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However, the disturbance under investigation may be quite 

discrete in nature; there is a very valuable place in analysis 

for discrete bumps such as steps or rnmps. Wignot et a1: (ref.22) 

list several bump shapes 17hich have been used in reports concerning 

unprepared runways. An obvious advantage of using discrete bumps 

is that the computer time reqUired to find the response to a short 

series of discrete bumps is much less than that required to find 

the response over an entire runway; this is one reason why 

discrete bumps analysis has been popular with aircraft manufacturers. 

A disadvantage i3 that the oixed wavelenGths found in the natural 

runway are not represented. 

Thus, it is important that the m"thematical ,'epresentation 

of the aircraft be as complete and detniled as is practical, 

bearing in c] nd the types of result required and the need to 

economiso sa much sa possible on computer time. Wignot et al 

(ref. 22) sug<;ost programa of varying refinement, the types of model 

they employed ranging from an idealized linear sinGle-degree-of

freedom system, used in studies relating to parameter variations, 

to a 3-gear flexible system with non-linear undercarriages, used for 

correlation with experience. 

The deterministic method can be used equally well on 

hybrid and analoeue computers, the selection of the type of computer 

to Use being dependent on the nature of the Vlork to be performed. 

Hybrid and analoeue computers are Clost efficient where 8'.high yield 

is required vd th only minor changes in input. An example is the 
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work done by Hall Md Kopelson on the locaJion and simulated repair 

of rough areas of a runway (ref. 19). However, set-up an,l check-

out time on complex programs can be very time consuming, so that 

a digital program would be more efficient v;here a: variety of 

individual Cases arc to be processed, the results of one run being 

required to determine data for the next run. 

1.2.2 Statistical Malysis by the power spectral density method 

The power spectrum of runway elevation fluctuations 

provides a description of the frequency content of the runway 

height variations. Since runway unevenness is a space disturbance 

rather than a disturbance in time, it 15 often desirable to define 

the power speotral density in terms of the frequency argument -rl.. 

in radians per foot, rather than W in radinns per second, in which 

case the power spectral density funotion f{n.JOf the distux'bance 

y(x) is defined as : 

J
x . .n:x 2-

;J,{-/'0\: e..v-m 1 y (~) ~ L dr.L 
T'" LJ X _ 00 2. IT X -x 

(1 - 8) 

Whilst the PSD function may be evaluated directly from 

observed data by use of equation (1-8), it has been found more 

convenient and less tedious in practice to make use of the 

autocorrelation function R(JQ, defined as: 
x 

i J y (:x-) Li ~ +):.) dv.x.. 
x-- 00 2. X -)( 

This function has the symmetricnl property R(-x,) " R( -"X.) , and is 

related to the PSD function by a Fourier cosine transform pair, 

so that 
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i (-n_j = iT- / R (x.) CD':)..n.. )(.. cA. X (1 - 10) 

0 

RCx) = IleA) c..os...n..)(d.n (1 - 11) 
0 

From equations (1-9) and (1-11) """ 
R(o) = :{(:L) =c/-= J :}(-D..) d.SL (1 - 12) 

o 

Ideally, the values of elevation of the runway profile 

from TIhich the power spectrum is to be calculated should have a 

zero mean value, and the sampling length should be long enough 

to give a reliable estimate of the average values calculated. 

Unfortunately runway profiles generally have a non-zero mean, and 

lone wavelength trends. There may also De distortion of the data 

points in tho form of extraneous "noiao" sienals, caused by such 

thinBS as instruccnt limito.tions. }'or theoo reasons the runway 

data is usually codified durine its processing so that the final 

spectrum obtained is a true reflection of the roughness which is 

important to the aircraft response problem. The details of the 

operations used are not important to this discussion, and have been 

,lescribcd many times elsewhere (000 for oxrunplo refs. 26 to 30), 

togother VIi th descriptions of the basio power spectral theory 

referred to above (see also 20, 31, 32). 

The statistical expressions in equations (1-8) to (1-12) 

may be expressed in terms of the circular frequency W. The 

frequencies, wavelengths of unevenness, and associated spectra are 

related as follo17s: 

..1l.=w=w (1 - 13) 
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(1 - 14) 

The use of a lower integration limit of Jl.. = 0 in 

expression (1-12) implies that unevenness ;vi th infinite wavelength 

exists in the runway profile. The rms value of unevenness 

contained within wavelengths beloti a certain finite length L is 

normally required,so that a lower limit of...f1...= 27fis usually 
Ll 

used. Similarly, wavelengths below say L2 would not be expeoted 

to excite measurable response in a given aircraft, and in any case 

wavelength3 below 4 feet have not been adequately specified by most 

mea3ured data, 30 that equation (1-12) usually becomes 

JL - 2.iT 

~'(~)" ,l "J-.[(JL) <LfL (1 - 15) 

Jl, = 2.iT 
T, 

The power speotrum of any desired response quantity is 

related to the power speotrum of the runway unevenness through the 

frequency response funotion for the respon3e quantity under 

consideration. The frequency response funotion is defined as the 

response due to a unit sinusoidal input of varying frequenoies, and 

reflects the dynamic characteristics of the airframe and 

undercarriage system in the output. The statistical properties of 

the response time history may thus be deduced without aotually 

evaluating the time history. Thus, the PSD of the response 

acceleration, ~ .. (w), is given by 
-x 

4-
= u.....>. pAu.:;) 

1-1;(,-,». ~~(w) (1 - 16) 
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from which the mean square value of response acceleration is given by 

•• 2.. 
-:x.. 

Wa 

= f p.;;.(u.» <tw 
w, 

(1 - 17) 

Equation (1-16) relies on the assumption of' a time-

invariant linear system, giving a unique frequency response function, 

that the response is due to a single input, and that the input is a 

stationary random process, some of' the statistical results which may 

be obtained relying on the assumption that the random process is 

Gaussian in its distribution. 

Power spectral techniques of' analysis have been developed 

to a large extent in the analysis of aircraft response to atmospheric 

gusts. Atmospherio turbulence may be fairly uniform ovel' regions of 

many miles. Purthcrmore, an airoraft traversing oontinuous 

turbulenoo will enoounter a different environment from a time history 

viewpoint than an aircraft which traversed the same area the previous 

day, so that it has been found very realistic to describe atmospheric 

turbulence as a continuous stationary random process. 

Compared to the atmosphere and its properties, the sur1'ace 

unevenness environment provided by runways is deterministic in 

character. Two aircraft passing along the runway on successive 

days should encounter identical environments, assuming of' course 

that either the airoraft follow the same traok or the runway profile 

is invariant across the width of the runway. ~urthermore, runway 

roughness is often found to be quite localized, the bump shapes 

which may be encountered being of a wide variety, but not neoessarily 
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occurring us a continuous random profile. However, for good 

quali ty rUllways ill commercial use, having rms displacements less 

than 0.06 feet, the probability density function can be considered 

Gaussian (ref. 33). It is worthy of n6te that approximately half 

the surfaces surveyed in reference 26 came into this category of 

smoothness. For rougher surfaces Gaussian distribution could 

not be assured without further investigation. 

It is now generally considered that, particularly where 

analysis is being made which concerns response to a lllr ge number of 

runways, the assumption that the profiles are stationary random 

processes, with .statistical properties similar to those of known 

surveyed runways, is valid. 

A more important obstacle to applying a atatistical 

analysiD to the airoraft taxiint; problem is that of non-lineari ties 

in the undercarriages. The equations of motion of the airframe 

may be considered essentially linear in character, and hence gust 

analysis has no such problem in this respect. Similarly, the 

airfrcme equations provide little problem fer the ground Case. The 

undercarriage units, however, as already discussed, are highly non-

linear. Morris (refs 7, 18) found that aircraft transfer functions 

cOrlputed from the ratio of the response acceleration spectra of 

aircraft to the runway input spectra varied significantly between 

repeated runs for similar test conditions and did not define a unique 

transfer function whioh was independent of amplitude and aircraft 

speed. 
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Since it is not possible to make a direct application of 

the theory of random proccsses to non-linear systems, if the method 

is to be used resort must be made to linearized systems. The 

accuracy now then will depend not only on the complexity of the 

model, but on the ability of the linearization method used to give 

a true representation of the model. 

Two important methods of linearization have been developed 

by Crandall (ref. 34) and Caughcy (ref. 35). These are the 

Perturbation Technique and the Equivalent Linearization Technique 

respectively. The application of these methods to the non-linear 

undercarriage characteristics of a taxiing aircraft has been 

discussed by Tung, Penzien and Horonjeff (rei'. 13). Neith0r method 

was directly applicable to tho problem, both methods haVing certain 

disadvantages for some types of non-linearities. It Vias stlg&ested 

that an engineering solution to the problem might be to first use 

the eqUivalent linearization method to determine the equivalent 

linear damping coefficients of the non-linear damping force:l and 

the Coulomb friction forces for both landing gears, considering the 

aircraft as a single-degree-of-freedom system, and then apply the 

perturbation method Vii th an equivalent linear dampinr:( coefficient 

and a polynomial representation for the non-linear air sprine force, 

considering the system as a mul ti-degree-of-freedom system. The 

reference does not, however, present a program for the implementation 

of this solution. 

Linear models do, however, have an important place in 
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analysi:!. Such a model Vias used by Hall and Kopelson (ref. 19) 

in the runway repair studies already described. Whilst it was 

realized that the actual aircraft landing gear could not be 

easily approximated by linearization, the simulated aircraft was 

believed to represent a typical jet transport in that the resonant 

frequencies of the 2 rigid body modes were representative. Thus, 

although the magnitude of acceleration response to a given input 

Vias questionable, it was thought that the relative response to 

runway roughness Vlould indicate which sections of the runway caused 

the most severe response, and that these same areas would produce 

the most severe response in an actual aircraft having the same 

resonant frequencies in heave and pitch. 

Runway unevenness normally constitutes 3 inputs, through 

the nose wheol and the 2 main whools. Tho assumption of mUltiple 

inputs oan greatly incrcase the oomplexity of the analysis, and 

requires considerably more measured runway data, if indeed measured 

data is to be used. In a comparison of predicted reuponses of 

vehiole components to random road-surface undulations with those 

aotually measured on the vehicle (ref. 36) Robson and Dodds applied 

standard techniques of random vibration analysis to a series of 

analytical mOdels of increasing complexity. The models varied 

from a very simple 2-degree-of-freedom linear system, subjected to 

. a single random displacement input, to a 4--wheel model requiring 4-

inputs. For the particular vehicle and road surface used, the 

4--input model gave virtually no improvement in accuracy over the 

2-input model, and even the single-input model gave remarkably good 
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results considering its simplicity. However, with systems having 

resonances of the order of say 10 Hz a 4-input model should give 

better results, since the an~i-symmetrio oomponent from the surfaoe 

would be muoh more signific~ht at this frequency. 

The report concluded that simple random vibration theory 

is relevant to vehicle response analysis, though care must be taken 

to matoh the sophistioation of the model to the needs of the 

particular problem; increased sophistication may not be justified 

in terms of increased accuracy, since the spectral description of 

roads may still contain important sources of error arising both 

from difficulties of analysis and measurement. 

In order to simplify runway input data mathematical 

expressions have been proposed to approximate the power spectra of 

rummy profilo displacements. The most common have been single 

straight lines on the log-log axes of PSD against frequency, with 

expressions of the form 

(1 - 18) 

3ilsby (ref. 12), Kirk (ref. 37) and Kirk and Perry (ref. 38) have 

all used expressions of this form in statistical analyses, using 
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the vcJ.ues proposed by Houbolt (ref. 20), i.e. n = 2, and G = 6.7 x 10-6 I 

for Lood and rough runways respectively. One American aircraft 

company uses expres sions of this form with 2 sets of values: 

(a) C = 174 x 10-
6 

and n c 2, and (b) G = 5.777 x 10-6 and n = 2.576 

(ref. 22). 
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As an aid to including PSD representations of various 

environments in computer programs, Wignot et al (ref. 22) have 

proposed an expression of the form 

(1- 19) 

which results in a curve with two linear segments on the log-log 

axes. 

In a statistical analysis to dctermine the response o-r an 

aircraft with rigid vertical trannlation and one flexible mode 

(ref. 39), Kirk used an input PSD function of the form. 

(1 - 20) 

The values of A, B and C were found by matching the function at 

3 values of -n. to an notual PSD curve. A differ en j; .i\mc tion of 

the fenl of cquntion (1-20) wns doteroined for cllOh t!D:il.nc; velooity 

V, the vnluos of...n.. uDed in the matohinG beine chosen qui to close 

tOGether in the reGion of the major penk of the frequency response 

function. 

Silsby has applied thc powcr spectral method of analysis 

to compute the uncoupled heave-pitch response of a riGid o.ircraft, 

with linear undercarriagcs, to random runway unevenness (ref. 12). 

Kirk (ref. 37) has cxtended Silsby's analysis to include non-linear 

oleo damping and Coulomb fricticn. He used U oethod developed by 

Kirk and Perry (ref. 38) tc obtain an equivalent linear damping 

coefficient which dissipated the same averaee enerey during random 



vibration as the non-linear damping and Coulomb friction. ~Wignot 

et al (ref. 22) had shown that if this method is used with the 

assumption that the motion is simple harmonic the equivalent linear 

viscous damping coefficient obtained underestimates the actual 

damping.J It was assumed that the damping was symmetric, and 

the oleos never locked. The~uivalent linear damping coefficient 

was calculated from the root-mean-square value of the oleo stroking 

velocity, using an iterative process. In all other respects the 

analysis was similar to Silsby's, the heave and pitch being analysed 

separately and their complex frequency response functions added to 

obtain the final response. 

Both Silsby and Kirk investigo.te.d the effect of to.xii1l6 

velocity on response, )(irk in particular showing interestine 

undulations on the curvcs of 06 und pilot loco.tion accelcration 

against taxiing velocity. 

SUb-section 1.4. 

These results will be discussed in 

Cook and Milwitzky have su(;gested (ref. 40) that for 

landin6 impact calculations the effeots of rigid bOdy-elastio mode 

interaction oan be approximately taken into account by considering 

the oleo force produced by the interaction of the rigid body heave 

mode with the first symmetrio elastic mode, the resul tint; olro force 

being used to obtain the responses in the individual higher modes, 

which are assumed to be uncoupled. This neglect of coupling can 

only be justified of course if the modo.l frequencies o.re well 

scpo.rated. In a statistioal analysis of taxiing induced vibrations 

in aircraft (ref. 38) )(irk and Perry used a mathematical model based 
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on this suCcestion, and used the iterative method described above 

for cODlputinc; the equivalent linear damping coefficient. A single 

random input wa5 assumed, account being taken of the rigid body 

heave mode of the aircraft and the first symmetrical fleA~ral mode 

of the airframe. A 17heel m!lSS was included, vii th a tyre having 

linear stiffness nnd no damping, nnd the oleo was assumed to have 

a linear spring, with otiffness equal to the slope of the air 

spring compression curve of the oleo at the static equilibrium 

posi tion. After findings published in references 13 nnd 41, the 

latter assumption uas expected to lead to nn ovel'estimate of taxiing 

dynamic response. 

The mathematical representation ,of the aircraft consisted 

of a 3 mass system vlhose parameters v;ere derived in a rathcr 

in tcros ting way. Tho equations of motion of the l'iC;il1 body heave 

and first elnstio modes of an airframe were written thus: 

for the rir,id body mode, 

L!oao = -Fs 

for the first elnstic mode, 

!.llnl + Glo.l + Mlt.>.J.2al =-Fd 1 

(1 - 21) 

(1 - 22) 

The top 2 masses of the 3-mass system, ana. the linear npring and 

dampcr connecting them, were made dynnmically equivalent to 

equations (1-21) and (1-22), so that their masses nnd the stiffness 

and damping V/ere expressed in terms of the parameters in these 

equations; the representation of tho oleo and the wheel Hnd tyre 

vras independent of the system resting on the oleo. 

The response acceleration of Il. Boeing 707 aircraft Vias 
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calculated, und found to be 50j~ greater than that calculo.ted in 

reference 13 by 0. deterministic method using 6 flexural modes. 

It was conoluded from this that the spectral method of analysis 

overestimates rms response by o.bout 50%, the discrepnncy being 

attributed to the assumption of stationarity, and that the method 

yields an upper bound on response. Ho.7ever, elas tic modes above 

the first were neglected in this analysis; it will be shown in 

sub-section 1+03.1 that considero.ble care must be taken in the 

selection of modes to neglect if accurate estimates of response 

are to be obtained. 

In o.furthcr "ork on this subject (ref. 39) Kirk used the 

same method of analysio aO above, but used· a rummy unevenness PSD 

input of the form of equation (1-20). The variation of rcopollsC 

wi th taxiing voloci ty wan (l)mputcd, this time the curve showinr, only 

mild undulations compared to the large undulations found in 

reference 37. It will be shown in SUb-section 4.3.2.1 that these 

mild undulo.tions arc of the form one would expect if pitchinG is 

neGlected. 
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1. 3 Effect of flexural modes 

Although several authors have commented on the effect on 

calculated response of neelecting all flexural modes of the 

airframe, no investigations appeD.r to have been made on the effects 

of individual modes. Furthermore, agreement on the effect of 

neelccting all flexural modes has not been good. For example, 

failure to include the flcxural modes led to an overes timate of Dlain 

and nose tyre forces and undercarriage loads on a Boeing 707 and 

the proposed supersonic Boeing 733-94 (ref. 13), but did not 

significantly alter those on the Constellation (ref. 22). Cook 

and Milwitzky found (ref. 4.0) that on one aircraft neglect of the 

flexural modes led to an overestimate of undercarriage loads, and 

subsequent overestimate of struotural loads, but on another airoraft, 

wi th higher structural frequenoies (L e. a relatively stiff airoraft), 

the effects of dynamic magnification when flexural modes were 

included more thon overcame the reduotion in landing gear force due 

to rigid body-flexural mode interaction, resulting in increased 

structural loads. 

It was also observed in reference 13 that the inclusion of 

fle)~ral modes in the dynamic analysis reduced the magnitude of the 

rir,id body translation. However, it should be noted that it waS 

. the rigid body mode eeneralized co-ordinate which was reduced, and 

not the total ce displacement. On the other hand, contrillutiens 

from the flexural modes increased the rigid body acceleration levels 

by approximately 2~~ for the C-l4ll (ref. 22), whilst on the 
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Constellation the rigid body motions of the aircraft were not 

significantly altered by the addition of flexural modes, since the 

driving gear forces were not significantly altered, although the true 

cg acceleration, including the flexural mode contributions, was 

significantly increased, as was the pilot compartment acceleration, 

the dynamic magnification factors due to fleA~ral modes being 

approximately 1.25 to 1.50 for the cg and 1.90 for the pilot location. 

Similarly the inclusion of flexural mode response gave considerably 

higher accelerations in the pilot compartment at higher frequencies 

for the Boeings (ref. 13), but the pilot compartment response 

displncement Vias due primarily to rigid body rotation. 

There has been General agreement, that to be sure of 

aocurate results it is nocessary to include the fl('xuro.l modes in 

analysis, particularly for response at the pilot location. However, 

the significance of the number of flexural modes selected for 

inclusion in an analysis depends on the aircraft response quantity 

being investigated. Wignot et al have shown (ref. 22) that the 

internal loads at thc extremities, such as the outer wine p/l11els, 

will require a greater number of modes to define the loads than will 

the wing root, fuselage, and landing gear. It is perhaps also 

clear from the above that if it is desired to neglect flexural 

mod.es in the interest of ease of analysis, or economy of computer 

time, an investigation must be made for the individual aircraft in 

order to determino the effect. 
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1. 4 Parameter variations 

In general, parameters which may affect the aircraft 

response may be associated with the landing gear, the airframe, or 

the operations. Tlus discussion will be limited to variation of 

taxiing velocity, and those parameters associated with the landing 

gear, since the following computer studies ·will be concerned with 

these parameters. 

It is now well known that the response of an aircraft 

increases £IS the taxiing speed increases. In power spectral 

terms, if a linear system is assumed, and it is assumed that the 

runway input speotruJ:l is of the form 

j (w) c cv 
-~ , 
w~ 

it can easily be shorm that the mean-square value of response is 

proportional to the taxiing velocity V. Taxi tests on a B-29 

aircraft (ref. 4.2) produced linear results for lOVier taxiing 

velooities, but showed a drop-off in the mean-square acceleration 

e.t higher velocities, which was attributed to the more frequent 

overcoming of stiction, end therefore more oleo sliding movement, 

at the h:cgher velocities, producing more damping. 

MilVlitzky (ref. 3) and Silsby (ref. 12) have both 

produced by theoretical analysis, and Morris (ref. 6) by aotual 

meaourements on aircraft, curves of response at the cg and pilot 
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locations against taxiing velocity, which have shown slight undulations. 

In a statistical analysis of uncoupled heave-pitch response (ref.37) 

Kirk has shown pronounced undulations on the curves of response 

against velocity for a Boeing 707, particularly at the pilot 

compartment (fig. 1.7). The undulations on the curve for the 

pilot compartment were shorm to be caused by phasing of the pitch 

frequency response with the nosewheel-mainwheel lag frequency 

response. It will be seen that, neelecting the undulations, the 

general trend of the curves shows the response to be approximately 

proportional to the square root of the taxiing velocit:r, as 

indicated in reference 42. There is a drop-off at the high 

veloci ties due to the effect of the laot peak. 

l1i tchell has shoIDl (ref. 8) in actual lLeasurements during 

airline operations that the maximum cockpit acceleration in a Boeins 

707 during take-off is likely to occur at approximately 80 or 120 

knots, which shows a fair agreement rdth Kirk's curves, whilst 

Concorde (ref. 14) reached its maximum response at 120 knots. In 

a later statistical analysis (ref. 39), this time neglecting the 

riGid body pitch mode but incorporating the first fleA~ral mode, 

Kirk sh",w~d very mild undulations on the cg response-velocity 

curve for a Boeing 707, the maximum response occurring at 124 knots. 

The effect of· oleo airspring stiffness on response has 

not been extensively investigated, but in general a reduction in 

oleo airoprin{; stiffness results in a reduction in aircraft response. 

Wignot et al (ref. 22) have shorm that the significant paramcter is 

the combined effective stiffness of the tyre und oleo in series. 



A large tyre stiffness change only has a small effect on this 

parameter, and hence CaUses only a slight change in aircraft response.' 

However, analytical studies made on n Constellation aircraft indicated 

that softening of the main gear airspring by a factor of 2, which 

resulted in a reduction of about 30/: in equivalent linear stiffness 

of the oleo and tyre in series, reduced both the passenger and crew 

station accelerations by 25%. Y~rk has compared the effects of 

two linearized airspring stiffnesses (ref. 39), corresponding to 

isothermal compression (n = 1.0) and isentropic compression (n = 1.3), 

and found that the stiffer airspring yielded rms responses at the cg , 

which were 25%' greater than those yielded by the softer spring. 

It must be remembered that with the non-linear oleo nirspring 

the stiffness depends on the compression, and hence will be affected 

by anything which affects the compression. The stiffness will be 

greatest at the aircraft', maximum all-up weight, and Kirk cnd 

Perry have shown (ref. 38) that the response of the aircraft 

increases as its weight incre"ses. Similarly, vignot et al have 

shown (ref. 22) that the neglect of lift in a dynamic analysis can 

lead to an overestimate in response of up to 50% at the final 

stage of a take-off run. 'fhe stiffness of the nose gear will 

increase with braking or with down elevator, causing an increase 

in pitching response, and hence response ac"eleration at the pilot 

location (refs. 8, 22). 

The mos t important parall1eter'J for Concorde are the airspring 

stiffness, and friction, of the main undercarriage (rei'. l~), the 

response Generally decreaC'ing as the stiffness is reduced. 
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However, to obtain the potential benefit, the softer the spring, 

the lower the oleo friction nrust be. 

Variation in oleo damping appears to be less effective 

than variation in oleo stiffness in reducin(> aircraft response. 

In an analogue study (ref. 38) Kirk and Perry have shovm that a 

tenfold increase in main oleo dampin(> coefficient would be required 

for the Boein(> 707 to decrease the cl; acceleration by 58%, whilst 

Wignot et c.l have sho.m (ref. 22) that varying the hydraulic 

damping has negliGible effect on cre" and passenger vertical 

accelera tions. The main problem with the oleo damping, of course, 

i3 that since orifice damping gives a force proportional to the 

square of the stroking velocity, at the very low stroking 

veloci tics associated "i th taxiing the dam,pin(> forces are very small. 

Hall has sholm (ref. 43) that a linear damper having the same 

maximum stroke as an orifice damper, "ould not only be markedly 

superior in taxiing operations, but would give a 10% reduction in 

strut force in heavy landings. 

Thompson haa shown (ref. 41;) that the optimum dumping 

value for ride comfort in a road vehicle depends on the 

statistical properties of the road, the speed of the vehicle, and 

the dynamic properties of the seat. Calculated values of linear 

damping rate for minimum response acceleration corresponded to 

damping ratios varying from 0.075 to 0.29, depending on the 

roue;hncss spectrum of the road. However, Kirk Ins shown (ref.45) 

that the optimum equivalent linear dampin(> ratio i3 l>l'catcr than 

0.5, I'Iherens typical equivalent damping ratios during taxiing 

have been shown to be of the order of 0.05. 
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Positioning of the undercarriages has more repercussions 

on the airl'rame design than variation of the other parameters. 

Wirnot et al (ref. 22) considered that location of the main gear 

Vias not a parameter that could be used in taxi load optimisa tion 

studies, but there "IUS a greater c.egree of freedom in selecting the 

location of the nose gear. However, moving the nose gear .:t.16% 

of the dista!loe between the nose and main gears, for a supersonio 

transport design, had negligible effect on the pilot location 

incremental load factor. Silsby (ref. 12) and Kirk (ref. 37) 

have investigated the effect of underca.rriage location, using 

statistical analyses. Both found that as the distance between 

the main gear and the aircraft cg was i !lcrer.sed, the dis tance 

between main and nose gears being leept cons'tant, the cr; response 

acceleration was reduced, but the acceleration at the pilot 

location wal> increased, although Silsby found that the pilot 

location diDplacement waS decreased. 
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1. 5 Design criteria 

Design criteria and procedures for taxiing aircraft should 

establish both the design loads and the fatigue spectra. No 

manufacturer appears to have optimised the undercarriage 

characteristics to produce minimum response; the undercarriages 

have generally been designed for the landing case and then, if at 

all, analysed to ensure their integrity, and that of the airframe, 

during ground operations. Vlhils t, in general, ground oper,' tions 

have not provided the Ijmit load case for the airframe, they have 

done so in some cases; for example the Constellation, l049G, was 

taxi cl'itical because of the external fuel tanks installed on the 

wingtips. 

The design loads or the fatigue spectrum may be 

calculated either from arbitrary criteria, such as a 2g static 

load fac tor for lirni t loads or applicat ion of arbitrary numbers 

of given incremental load factoro for fatigue, or from rational 

criteria in which the response to a runway with a design level of 

roughness is obtained by either deterministic or statistical means. 

A problem which arises with stress analysis by statistical means is 

tha t no phasing is available to indicate in what proportions the 

various design-level loads, such as wingshear and torsion, combine. 

Two methods which have been developed to overcome this problem are 

the "matchine condition" technique (ref. 46) and a "joint probability" 

technique (rof. 47); both methods are believed to offer entirely 

acceptable approaches for airworthiness requiremento. 
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In a massive and very comprehensive report (ref. 22) 

17ignot et al have carried out a survey to cs tablish the dynamic 

taxi analytical methods and design criteria used by various airframe 

manufac turers. 10 approaches to design metho"ls were obtained from 

7 airfl"allle T::,anufacturers. Findings of particular interest were as 

follows: 2 do' not specify a design load criterion, the remaining 8 

all usinc; some kind of arbitrary criterion or discrete bum",; 4 do 

not specify a fatic;uc criterion, whilst 1 of the remaining 6 uses a 

random profile traversed at constant velocity for 5 minutes per flight; 

only 1;, use runway profiles, either directly or by use of PSD' 5; 9 use 

cooplcte non-linear representation of struts and tyres, whilst the 

other ,,10es not analyse landing gear for taxi; 9 use :l flexible 

aircraft, 6 of those usinG only symmetrical Ir'odes. 

Dynamic ta."Ci design procedures have been developed and 

presented in reference 22. Firstly r. simple method was suggested 

to check whether or not an aircraft is taxi critical. This consists 

of considering a static l.Og load factor, on which is superimposed, 

in turn a 1.Og translational load factor, ,a rolling accelerdion 

related to the ['011 radius of gyration, and a pi tclling acceler'at ion 

relatccl to the ,)i tch radius of gyration. Secondly rational 

deterministic cI'iteria I':ere proposed. These involve deterministic 

analysis of the aircraft taxiing over phased (1 - cosine) bumps, 

and over runway profiles which have been amplified by sui table 

rOUGhness a"'plifica tion factors, to determine limit loads, nnd 

production of excetodance curves by d,eterministic (lnalysis of the 

aircraft taxiing at appropriate speeds for given percentages of ib 
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f,l'ound :J1ovement time over profiles Vii th different discrete rouG1Uless 

ranees. Finally ration111 statistical criteria were proposed to 

proauce both Je3ign loads nnd fatigue spectra. A method of 

generatinG random runway profiles having a given power spectral 

delCsity was presented; the profile could then be used with a 

deterministic analysis. Alternatively a set of O\esign taxi loads 

which had a specified likelihood of occurrence in the lire of the 

aircraft could be determined from taxi load spectra derived from 

PSD's. 

Reference 27 also sucgests that dy11amic taxi analysis 

should be performed using discrete step nnd (1 - cosine) bumps, 

and a contimlolls rummy profile. It sugc;ests that" 2-dimensional 

model shoull be satisfactory for the majority of aircraft, but that 

a 3-dimension111 model might be necessary for a very large flexible 

aircraft. However, the analysis should inclUde non-linear shock 

absorber and tyre characteristics, all siolificant riGid body and 

flemral modes of vibrati')n, aerodynamic and propulsive forces, and 

lcngi tudinal forces due to tyre-ground interaction and local profile 

slope effects. 
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SECTION 2 

DERIVATION OF THE 'l'l'PIGAL RUNWAY ClIAP.ACTERISTICS 

The power spectral density, .t(~/n_), of runway unevenness 

may be plotted against spacial frequency,~, as shown in figure 2.1. 

If the spacial frequency,J2, is multiplied by the velocity, V, of 

traversing the runway, and the PSD, :£'jC.n..), is divided by V, a 

curve of PSD, 'f>'j(W)' against frequency,W, can be obtained for a 

particular velocity of the aircraft. Values could be taken from 

this latter curve to use as runway data in a computer program to 

cor.'pute the PSD of the displacement x of the aircraft from the 

relationship 

f x(LU) = Hi(w). [yew) (2 - 1) 
y 

and hence the mean-square-value of aircraft displacement f'rom 

Wz. 

;(2 ':v,/1?x(W)dW (2 - 2) 

Thus the response of the aircraft to an actual runway profile would 

be found. 

,lIovlever, this would detract from onc of the main 

oclvantuccs of' usinG statistical methods in that the response to 

each runway the aircraft is likely to usc would have to be computed, 

and deterministic methods could therefore be used. Thus, an 

expression is usually used for PSD in terms of frequency which will 

give a curve approximatinG to actual PSJ) curves, and in which the 

roughness level can be varied by the adjustment of constants. 

In previous work in this fiold it has been common to assume 
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that the PSll of the input from the runway is given by 

.-L (2 - 3) 
..JL. '('L 

althouGh other expressions have been used. Common values which 

have been used are n = 2, and C = 6.7 x 10-6 rad ft for a good 

runway and 20 x 10-6 for a roueh runway. Thus, if the PSD is 

plotted acainst the spacial frequency on log scales a straight line 

will result with a slope of -2 and an intercept with the..t2..= 1 

oriinate of 6.7 x lO-~ or 20 x 10-6 (fig. 2.3). 

Whilst this b a very simple and straightforward approach 

it ia felt that it is not very representative of actual runway PSD 

curves. A more realistic expression could be deduced without 

ullduly increllsing the oomplexi ty of the calcul'a tion3, particularly 

sInce all the calculll tions Ilre mr.d" by digital computer. 

Examination of the PSD curves in reference 26 SUGgests 

that most of them could be approxinn ted very well by fitting two 

strni(;ht lines to the curve, as shown in figure 2.2. ThuD, the 

PS D can be represented by two lines of the form of equation (2-3), 

inte!rsecting at some point p. If expressions of this form arc 

found for several runways it shoule1 be pos3ible to obtain mean 

values of C and n to represent a runway of average roughness. 
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A serie3 of numbers may of course be averaged arithmetically 

or geometrically. It i3 neces'Ja:ty therefore to decide what 

propertie3 are requirerl of the average runway. Runways \Vi th PSD I s 

derived by the two averaGing method,s may be definecl as follows: 



a. Arithmetic mean runway. This would be derived by takinG 

an arithmetic mean of the PSD's of several runways. It 

!nay be said that the total sample of runwaY3 would contain 

as much rouGhness above that of the arithmetic mean runway 

as below .. 

b. Geometri_c mean runway. This would be derived by takins a 

geometric mean of the PSD's of several runways. It may 

be said that the total sample of runways would contain 

approximately as many runways with rouGhness above that of 

the ceometric mean runway as below. 

The ari tlunetic mean runway would be much rouGher than the 

geometric mean runway since a very few very rClUGh runways can boost 

the value of the ari tlunetic mcan but do not weight the "eometric 

mean nearly so much. There would thus be little difference between 

the arithmetic mean runway and a rouGh runway. In view of this 

it b felt that the geometric mean runway is the better one to 

Ch003C as a meW1. 

below'. 

The analysis for the geometric mean runway PSD is shorm 

The analysis for the arithmetic mean runway PSD is shown 

in Arpendix n, and the PSD is compared with that for the geometric 

men.n runway .. 
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2. 1 Geo~etric mean runway 

The PSD of a typical runway is given by 

(2 - 4) 

It is not sufficient to merely find the mean values of' C and n, 

since it is in fact the mean value of §{n.)which is required. 

then 

If the geometric mean of a set of values !!.:i. is required, 
bi 

Geo~etric mean = 

= 

= Geometric mean of aj 
Geometric mean of bi 

Thus the geometric mean of C and...d' may be found sepa.ra.tely. 

n' 
If the geometric mean of a set of values JL 1. is required, 

then 

~ t. __ m 1~--n~1171-x---<lA"~2-x-.-.-----;n=m 
I.l"eome rlC mean V -.ll... ~L.. .st. 

The value of' p is required such that 

= m/ ,..,"1 x ,.,"2 11 V ~ '- _ '- x .• • •• x.D.. m 

P log.D. = 1 (nllo/l..Q+ n2log-n. + .••••• o+nmlog.fl) 
m 

= 

"" p = 1 L m 
= arithmetic mean of n l 

L" 1 
Thus to find the geometric mean of a set of PSD's given 
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by equution (2-J.) it is necessary to calculate the geometric mean 

of Ci and the arithmetic mean of ni 

Referring to figure 2.2, two straight lines, A and B, 

are fitted to the PSD curve, with slopes of na and nb • Their 

intercepts with the.1l.= 1 ordinate are Ca and Cb' Table 2.1 

gives n and log C for each straight line, for each runway in 

reference 26. Many of the PSD curves had a "bump" at the high 

frequency end (see figures 2.1 and 2.2). It Was thought that this 

could be due to "aliasing" errors, and in any case always occurred 

at a vulue of J2.. greater than 1.0 raa,lft, which even at an aircraft 

velocity of 60 ft/s represents a value of W greater than 60 rad/s. 

Since it was found that PSD's in this frequency range have no 

significant effect on the response of the aircraft, these "bUmps" 

were ignored. 

Taking values from the table, 
rY\ 

Arithmctic mCM of l1a ~ L n.'a.' 
"/-""-

m 

= 3.58 

Arithmetic' mean of nb = 2.24-

e AntHog [ t, :" co~ Geometric mean of Ca 

Geomctric mean of' Cb = 8.2 x 10-6 

Thc point of intersection of the two lincs is Given by 
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8 -6 .2 x 10 
= --lL. T.'lJj: 

eiving -fL = 0.101 

Thus, the geometric mean runway PSD is "iven by 

If .fl.. <. 0.101 rud/ft, l(..n) = 

If A >0.101 rud/ft, p(..ILJ= 

3.8 x 10-7 ft2/rad/ft 
Jl.. 3•S8 

8.2 x 10-6 ft2/rad/ft 
-1L 2.24 

These values are plotted in figure 2.3, where they may be compared 

with the two single-straiGht-line PSD's discussed previously. 

It is more convenient, for computation, to work in terms 

r)f' r;irGulhr frequency, (J. Since (J = ..n.. V, then 

f (...Q) = C = CVn 
jLn wn 

,'. P (w) = P-.01 = Cvn 
V wnv 

t.e.. . p (w) = Cirn-l (2 - 5) 
wn 
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2. 2 Summary of Program Data for Geometric Mean Runway 

Analysis Program Value 
Symbol Identifier 

Ca CA 3.8 x 10-7 

na NA 3.58 

Cb CB 8.2 x 10-6 

nb NB 2.24 
-

intersection 0/,;0; CA 0.101 raajft 
JL --



TABLE 2. 1 

Analysis of' runways in reference 26 

-Fig. na Log Ca nb Log Cb 

3 2.83 -6 + 0.54 2.30 -6 + 1.07 
2.83 -6 + 0.54 2.30 -6 + 1.07 

5 2.32 -6 + 0.90 2.32 -6 + 0.90 
7 2.68 -6 + 0.10 1.85 -6 + 0.73 

10 2.60 -6 + 0.10 2.22 -6 + 1.55 
2.60 -6 + 0.10 2.22 -6 + 1.55 

12 3.13 -6 + 0.35 1. 95 -6 + 0.80 
15 3.66 -6 + 0.27 2.07 -6 + 0.73 

2.78 -6 + 0.51;. 1. 30 -6 + 1.32 
20 2.46 -6 + 1. 25 2.46 -6 + 1. 25 

2.46 -6 + 1. 25 2.46 -6 + 1.25 
2.46 -6 + 1.25 2.46 -6 + 1. 25 
2.1;:6 -6 + 1.25 2.46 -6 + 1.25 

23 2.72 -6 + 0.55 2.72 -6 + 0.55 
6.67 -6 + 3.87 2.15 -6 + 0.52 

26 3.34 -6 + 0.20 2.05 -6 + 0.55 
3.80 -6 + 0.20 2 .. 08 -6 + 1.10 

29 4.96 -6 + 1.88 2:07 -6 + 0.65 
5.66 -6 + 3.17 1.87 -6 + 0.95 

32 7.00 -6 + 4.12 2.71 -6 + 0.51;. 
7.00 -6 ... 1 •• 12 2.71 -G + 0.51,. 

37 4.90 -6 - 2.30 2.20 -6 + 0.85 
4.90 -6 - 2.30 2.20 -6 + 0.85 
4.90 -6 - 2.30 2.20 -6 + 0.85 
1,.90 -6 - 2.30 2.20 -6 +0.85 

40 3.08 -6 + 0.00 1. 73 -6 + 0.50 
3.08 -6 + 0.00 1. 73 -6 + 0.50 

43 5.25 -6 - 2.18 2.40 -6 + 1.00 
5.25 -6 - 2.18 2.40 -6 + 1.00 

1;6 2.55 -6 + 0.93 2.55 -6 + 0.93 
2.55 -6 + 0.93 2.55 -6 + 0.93 

49 2.79 -6 + 0.42 2.79 . -6 + 0.4·2 
2.79 -6 + 0.42 2.79 -6 + 0.42 

52 2.34 -6 + 1.14 1.31 -6 + 1.48 
2.94 -6 + 0.10 1.61 -6 + 0.80 

55 2.20 -6 + 1.16 2.20 -6 + 1.16 
56 1. 65 -6 + 1.93 2.91 -6 + 1.20 

'fotals 132.49 -222 - 15.64 82.52 -222 + 33.96 
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SECTION 3 

THE AIRCRAFT 

3. 1 Idealisation 

A diaGrammatic representation of the aircraft considered 

in this investigation is shoID1 in Figure 3.1. In the analysis 

it i3 assuCled that the runway profile elevation, h, measured from 

an &rbitrary datum plane, is constant across the runway. Thus, 

the dynamic response :vill be symmetrical about the lon"itudinal 

axis of the aircraft. The free-free airf'rame is therefore 

cor,sidered to be a two dimensional elastic system, as illustrated 

in }'igure 3.2, its equations of motion being formulated in terms 

of Ihe two 1'igi,l body modes (rigid body he!lve and pitch) and nny 

number of e,ymmetric flexural normal modes of the free, unrestrained 

air fraIne. It is assumed that the aerodO'nllmio lift on the airoraft 

is n8"ligib1e c1urin" tn.xiing, so that the only forces acting on 

the ~irframe are the landing gear forces Ql and Q2. 

The lnnding gear system used is shown diagrammatically in 

]'iglll'e 3.3. It is assumed that the undercarriage leg is a linear 

dev:ice, the forces being produced by a linear sprine; and a linear 

dasj'P'?t, and fl'iction in the undercarriage being neelected. The 

tyre is also represented by a linear spring and a linear damper. 

The wheel maSses plus effective masses of landine gear sO's terns are 

represented by WI and W2 for the mainwheel and nosewheel 

respectively. 
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3. 2 Equations of ~otion 

3.2.1 Free-}'ree Airfrrune 

Figure 3.2 shows the set of reference axes used in the 

analysis, the origin of the axes being located at the centre of 

gravity of the airframe. The total vertical displacement Z(x,y, t) 

of any point on the airframe may be expressed in terms of the rigid 

body heave (vertical translation), rigid body pitch (rotation about 

the y axis), and the elastic deformation of the airfrnme with 

respect to the moving.xy plane. 

Thus, the total vertical displacement of any point on the 

airframe from a horizontal reference plane is given by: 

'" Z(x,y,t) = L rpj (x,y)Xj(t) (3 - 1) 
j= :> 

wllere N = N1 + 4, Nl is the number of flexible modes considered, 

and tllC rigid heave and pitch of the x axis are relr esented by 

rigid body modes of zero frequency and generalised co-ordinates 

X3(t) and X4(t), so that 

W3 = W4 = 0 

l' 3(x,y) = 1 

q:, 4(x,y) = -X 

The shapes, Vii th their correspondinc frequencies 'll1d 

normol co-ordinates, of the flexible normal modes are denoted by 

cpj(x,y),Wj, and Xj(t) where j = 5,6---N, and the elastic 

displacemellt of the airframe relative to the movinG x,y plane may 

be reprcsen ted by superposi tion of tbese modes. 
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Xl (t) and X2( t) are the vertical displacements of the 

undercarriaf,e massCS Ml and M2 respectively, and are therefore not 

included in equation (3-J}. 

Thus, the equations of motion of the elastic airf'rame 

are as follows:-

.. 
M3X3 = P3(t) (3 - 2) 

M4-X4- = P4-(t) (3 - 3) 

. 
L!j~Xj Pj( t) (3 - 4-) MjXj + CjXj + = 

where 113 = R 
g 

114- = J, the moment of' inertia in pitch 
of the aircraft about its centre 
of gravity 

j = 5,6,----N 

Cj = 2(3 MjWj 

Mj = generalised mass in jth mode 

;B = structural damping coefficicnt 

Pj (t) = generalised forcing function of jth 
mode, given by 

Pj (t) = -(Cll - o.l)cjJlj - ('12 - o.2)CP2
j (3 - 5) 

where (ill,\)2 represent the concentrated landing gear forces 

acting en the airfrrune from the main and nose undercarriages 

respectively, and Ql,Q2 represent the corresponding static 

values of Q when V = 0, Le. the aircraft is stationary. 

rfi j 
denotes the jth mode shape at the ith location 

where i = 1,2 rcfer to points 01 and 02' the main and nose 

undercarriage locations respectively, on Fiplres 3.1 and 

3.2. 
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3.2.;' Undercarriage forces Qi 

'£he concentrated forces acting on the airframe from the 

main and nose undercarriages are represented by Ql and Q2 

respectively in Figure 3.2. Referring to Figure 3.3, for the ith 

landing gear Ui represents the vertical displacement of point 0i, 

and Xi represents the vertical displacement of mass lIi' both 

disp] ;lcements being measured from equilibrium positions for the 

stationary aircraft. The displacement U. con be expressed in , ~ 

terms of the ceneralised co-ordinates Xj of the rigid body and 

fle:rural modes of the airframe as follows: 

N 

LXj(t)~ij 
j=3 

(3 - 6) 

If the stroke of the oleo from the static equilibrium 

jJosl.t:i.on is Si then 

Si = Ui - Xi 

and Si = Ui - Xi 

Thus, the nett (Le. actual minus st"tic equilibri.um 

value) oleo spring force is civen by : 

F . 
S~ (3 - 7) 

and the oleo dWJping force is given by : . . 
C·(U. -X·) J. ~ ~ (3 - 8) 

where Ki is the linear oleo sprinG s tiffnes s ond Ci :b the 

linear oleo damping constont. 

Since Ui is measured from the static equilibrium position, 
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. . 
i .. e. (Qi - Qi) = Ki(Ui - Xi) + Ci(Ui - Xi) 

Substitutine; for (Qi - Qi) in equation (3-5) gives : 

Pj(t) = -LK1(Ul - Xl) + Cl(Ul - XW?lj 

-LK2(U2 - X2) + C2(U2 - xz27s62
j 

'" . 
where Ul =..iI Xj(t)~/ 

N • 

U2 = "2 Xj(t) ~2J 
j~3 

(3 - 9) 

(3 - 10) 

(3 - ll) 

Assuming that the tyre remains in contact ",i th the cround, 

the interacting force Fti between the ground and the tyre is given 

by : . . 
Fti = Kti(Xi + Xi + h) + Cti (Xi + hi) 

(3 - 12) 
, . 

whc!:e Fa is the linear tyro stiffness 

Cti is the linear tyre clamping constant 

Xi is the static downward displaccr.Jent of mass ];[i 

3.2.3 Overall equations 

The equation of lrotion ef the r.Jass !'~i in 
•• 

MiXi = 17i + Qi - Fti (3 - 13) 

where Wi = the vleight of the mass Mi 

i = 1,2 

Substituting for Qi from equation (3-9) gives 

(3 - 14) 

and 'expand:lnc this by equatiorl3 (3-7), (3-8) and (3-12) Gives: 

/.I):i = 17i + Qi + Ki(Ui - Xi) + Ci(Ui - Xi) - Kti(Xi + Xi + hi) . . 
- Cti(Xi + hi) 
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c. f. Equations (3-2) ond (3-3). 

Now Wi + Qi - KtiXi = o (statio equilibrium conditions) 

Let [Xj] = X3 

X4 
I 

XN 

[ sbljj = [1/ rt14 1>/J 
[9\j] = [<P 2

3 02
4 sDlJ 

Then Ul '" [Pl
j
] {Xj} 

(3 - 16) 

U2 = [<P2j] [Xj 1 
Thus, equation (3-15) becomes 

MiXi + CiXi + CtiXi - Ci[<PijJ{XjJ 

-Ki(1)i
j J[Xj] = 

• 

Putting i = 1, 2 ond substituting for hi will give the 

first two differential equations of 11 simultoneous set. 

then 

From equ11 tion (3-11), if 

[Pj] = P3(t) 

P4 ( t) 

r Pj3 = - [Kl(Ul - Xl) + Cl(Ul - Xl~[ 1\j] T 

- [K2 (U2 - X2) + C2(U2 - X2~ [ 4> 2jY 
'l'nking the first term in RHS pf (3-18) 

(3 - 18) 

- [Ki(Ul - Xl) + Cl(Ul - Xl~[ 9>lj] T 

= - [Kl [4>lj] [xjJ - KIXl + Cl[~lj] [iJ -clxJ [CP1J] T 
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Since [9>lj] is a row and [Xj} is a column it can easily 

be sbovm that 

[1>1 j] {xj1 [~l jp = [1l1 j] T [<PI j] [Xj } 

so that the first term in RHS of (3-18) now becomes 

CIXl[CPlj]T - cl[<h
j
] T[<hj]fXjJ + KI X{1>ljJT 

- KI4>lj] T[~jJ [Xj3 
Substituting (3-19) in equation (3-18) and forming the 

second term by similarity gives : 

= CIXl[PljP - C{hjy[cPlj]{Xj] + KIXl [ <P/1T 

- Kl[CPljfT<plj][xjJ + C2X2[~2jJT - C2[q,2jJT[<P2j][ij~ 
+ K~2[ CP2

j
JT - K2[4>2jY~2~ [Xj~ (3- 20) 

If fl.!jJ and rWj.J are diaGonal matrioes of the Generalised 

ma3~es Md n"tural frequencies respec tively' in the various modes, 

where 

j = 3, 4-, -----N 
"nd Wj= 0 for j = 3, 4-

then equation (3-J,) may be written : 

(3 - 21) 

'SubstitutinG for {Pj} from e'luation (3-20) in equation 

(3-21) Gives 

74-

111J fxj} - CIXl [<p IjJT - C2X2[ ~ 2j
] T + [CA] £Xj} 

- KIXl[<Plj]T - K2X2 [<P2
j
]T + [KA.J[xJ = [01 (3 - 22) 

where [CAj] and [J(]'j] are damping ond stiffnes3 matrices respectively 

for the nirframe Given by : 

(3 - 23) 
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[KAj1 = [G:1JJrWlJ r WlJ + Kl [~lj?[sDljJ + K2 [cP2 jY [Yb2
j
]] (3 - 24-) 

j = 3, 4- ----- N 

Equations (3-17) with i =1, 2 and j = 3, 4- ----N, and 

(3-22) with" = 3, 4- ----N constitute a set of N simultaneous 

differential equations which may be written: 

r1!J [Xl + [cJ[i1 + [ICJ[xl = f!(t)~ 

where G~ = r;l 
M2 0 
'r 

0 
I.lj 

-d1 
(3 - 27) 

[xJ = Xl 
X2 

[Xj} 

(3 - 28) 

[cl = Cl + Ctl: 0 i -Cl[c?lj] 
----1"::---- -----

o IC2+Ct2: -C2[<P2
j
] 

- ---f----;-]-- -----
I 

(3 - 29) 

-ciN [CAj] 

see equation 
(3 - 23) 

(3 - 30) 



• 

• 

[ 0] 
r; -1 

Premu1tip1ying equation (3 - 25) by MJ gives: 
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(3 - 31) 
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SECTION 4 

RESPONSE STUDmS 

The studies of response of the aircl'aft to a random 

runway profile are based on the following relationships, which 

have been discussed in Section 1. 

The menns-square valu~ of response acceleration is given by 
wfa 

;02 J T i. (Wr) dWf 

+1 
1> -:<. (Lt) is the power spectral density of the response acceleration 

and is r,i ven by 

(4 - 2) 
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4. 1 Frequency resnonse function 

In order to apply the above relationships, the frequency 

response function for the aircraft is required, that is the 

ampli tude of the response of the aircraft due to rolline over a 

sinusoidal curve of frequency W, and unit amplitude. There are 

in effect two transfer functions to consider, since the input to 

the aircraft is not at one point. Thero is the transfer function 

linkine the runway profile to the input to the wheels at the nose 
, 

and main undercarriage locations represented by the elevations hz 
and h2 respectively, and there is the tran3fer function linking 

the wheel injmt to the aircraft response. The produc G of these 

t'NO transfer functions will eive the overall transfer function 

linkinG the aircraft response to tho runway profile. The two 

trnnsfer functions may be treated together as follows, leadine to 

the frequency response function. 

Figure 4.1(0.) shows diagrammatically the aircraft on 

the sinusoidal runway with runway elevations hI and h2 at the main 

and nose undercarriages measured from some arbi traI"9 d'ltum. 

Rnferrin{1, to figure iJ,.l(b), where the datum line has been located 

centrally on the sinusoidal wave for convenience, the elevation h2 

is given by 

since H = 1 

= Sin 27T'tt 
L 

Since it i3 response functions which are required, this 

may be written 

i27Tvt 
e L = 
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Similarly, hl is given by 

i27T (y + <!2. 
L 

i (27TVt + 27Td) = e L ---r,-
i27TVt i27id 

= e L . e--:r.-

Since the aircraft velocity V and the runway undulation 

wavelength L can vary '"hile d remains constant, 2 7T d will vary 
---r:-

withWfo 

Thus, 277 d = 2lTV .!l = .!l 0 W f -L- ~ V V 

Hence, 

'. . . i''''t = (cos .!loW + i sw d oWf') -0 -I 

V V, , 

From equations (h-3) and (4-1,.), 

h ~ W"" i{..," t 
2 = •• ,-' 

iWrt 
i~(cos .!loWf + sin .!lowf)e 

V V 

(4 - 5) 

, 'rhe elements of {F( t)] in equation (3-31) may now be 

formed as follows: 

. -Ktlhl - CUhl = -KU(cos dOWf +isin .!loWr)el.wft 
V V iWrt 

-Ct1 i~(cos ~owr + i sin fOWf)e 

= { E-Kt1 cos .!lowf + C UWfs in dowf) 
V " V } iwt 

-i(Kt1 sin .!loWf + Cd"f cos .!loWf ) e r 
V V 

-Kt2h2 - Ct2h2 = _Kt2eiWft - Ct2i~ei~ft 

= (-Kt2 - iOt2(,)r)eiWft (4 - 8) 
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Substituting equations (4-7) and (4-8) into equation (3-31) 

r. -1 and pre-multiplying by ":J gives 

~ -Kt10oS 2: wf + Ct1t.ir sin 2: Wf) 
V V 

-i(Ktisin 2: Wf + Cti"'f cos 2: WrJ 
V V 

-Kt2 - i Ct2r.t 

[0 ] 

Equation (3-32) maynolV be written 

[X J+ r ~ -1 LC J[x] +'r ':.i-lf K][X 1 = rU-l-l [GJeit.Jrt 

wLere [ G} is a oolumn matrix havine 

Gl = (-Ktl cos 2: wf + CUwf sin 2: (,.)f) - i(~l sin 2: wf + Cti'Jf oos 2: Wf) 
V V V V 

Gi = 0, i = 3, 4 -----N 

In equation (4-9) the left hand side represents the 

airoraft system and the right hand side nc;v represents the input 

to the system from a sinusoidal runway profile of unit amplitude 

and frequency Wf. The transfer function of a system is the Laplace 

transform'of' its impulse response. Thus, to find the transfer 

function of the aircraft system, the following equation may be 

considered: 

(4 - 10) 

Taking Laplace Transforms and putting all initial values 

to zero gives 

[p2 r~ + pr~-l[CJ + rM-.l-l[Kj J [X(p)J = [1\ (4 - 11) 



which may be written 

[U(p)] [X(p)} = [I} (4 - 12) 
Premultiplying both sides by[U(p)]-l gives 

[x(p)\= [U(p)J-l[l} (4-13) 

where[U (p)] -1, the aircraft system trnnsfer function, is an 

N x N complex matrL~ in p. 

The steady-state response of a linear stable system to 

an input x = Aeiwt is given by 

y = I p( iW) I 'Aei((..It + e) 

where I p( iw) I = magnitude of p(:iJ>J) 

9 = arg p( i(.) 

p( i(..l) is determined by repl noing p by i(J in the 

system transfer function p(p). • • 

The input to the aircraft system under consideration is 

r-~-1[G1 e iWft from equation (4-9), and since this input is 

derived from a runway profile of sinusoidal form with frequenoy Wf 

nnd unit amplitude, the response to this input will be the frequency 

response required for use in equation (4-2). 

Thus, 

(4 - 14) 

The values of· the elements X j of the matrix [X (i\Jf)] are 

therefore given by 

[X(iwt)j = [[ U(iwt)] -1 rl.!.J-
1 [GJ } 

where 

(4 - 15) 

(4 - 16) 
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It must be remembered that Xj is the generalised 

co-ordinate of the jth mode. Thus, the elements of the matrix 

~X(itJf)3 may be said to be the generalised co-ordinates of the 

frequency response function in the various modes, so that the actual 

frequency rcsponse function of the jth mode is given by cf;i jXj(5jJ}), 

at frequency Wf, where ifJi j is the mode shape of the jth mode at 

the ith position on the aircraft. The matrix of frequency response 

functions for the various modes at the ith point on the aircraft 

at f'requencyl::Jf is thl'refore given by 

where '1j and a j are the real and imaginary parts respectively 01' 

the elements of [Xj (iWr) 1 . 
The elements of the matrix in equation (4-17) give both 

the magnitudes, and phases relative to each other, of each mode's 

frequenoy response function.. To take account of the phase 

differences, the real and imaginary parts must be added separately 

to give the real and imaginary parts of the overall frequency 

response function. The frequency response function required for use 

in equati6n (4-2) is therefore the modulus of this, so that 

18) 

'" where IQ = Lc?ij·rj 
j:3 

= [~ijJ[R~ (4 19) 

B = 'f4>i
j

•O j = [<PijJ [ 31 (4 - 20} 
j"::' 

[R 1 and [31 are column matrices of order N - 2 whose elements 

are rj andsj respectively. 

j = 3, 4. ----- N 
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NOTE Xl(i~» and X2(iwt) are wheel displncements an(l thus 

do not contribute to displacement of the airoraft. Hence 

in equations (4-19) and (4-20) the elements considered are 

j = 3, 4, airframe rigid body heave and pitch respectively, 

and j = 5, 6 ---N, airframe flexural modes. 
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4. 2 Computer Programs 

4.2.1 Main Response Program, RESPONSE 12 

The main response program is shown at Appendix F. This 

program computes the rms values of the response acceleration at the 

mainwheel, nosewheel, and pilot locations of the aircraft for a 

constant taxiing velooity V, which is read in with the data. The 

response is progra~ned from the equations developed in section 3 

and sub-section 4.1, and the runway PSD with two straight line 

segments on the log scales, developed in section 2. A "single 

strai!:ht line" runway PSD may be used when required simply by 

making both slopes and intercepts the same. 

The airoraft considered in the p,rogram, therefore; has 

linear oleo stiffness and damping, wheel masses, linear tyre 

stiffness and damping, rigid body heave and pitch modes, and oan 

have as many.flexural modes as required. The number of modes, 

NM, to be considered is read in with the data, together with the 

relevant informdion regarding the modes to be considered. ml 

includes the rigid body heave and pitch modes, so that the number 

of flexural modes is (NM - 2). 

The frequency response function and input PSD are 

calculated for a particular frequency, and used in equation (4-2) 

to compute the output PSD at the three required aircraft locations 

at that frequency. Earlier less sophistioated programs used 

constant step lengths of frequency and computed the area under the 

output PSD v. frequency curve by a simple accumulation of height 
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times step length. This was found to lead to some inconsistencies 

and it was realised that a much more sophisticated approach to the 

step length was required. The procedures SIMPS and SORT were 

thus developed and used in conjunction with the eigen values, 

which are also calculated in the program, to give a much more 

accurate calculation of the area, whose square root is the 

response required. The requirement for, and development of, 

the method of integration, using SIMPS etc, are discussed in 

Appendix E. 

Six procedures had been obtained, developed by Wilkinson 

at NPL, for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors. These were 

BALANCE, ELMHES, BALB.AK, ELUB.AK, CDIV, IlQR2. These Viere all used 

during the response studies to investigate'~ome effects. However, 

for use in the integration program, B.ALB.AK and ELMB.AK arc not 

required, since they apply only to eigenveotors, and IIQR2 has been 

slJbstantially shortened, the part concerned with eigenvoctors being 

removed .. .A now matrix, COEFF, is formed in the proGram, from which 

the eieenvalues are computed. It Oan easily be sho,m that for a 

system 

M:! +0>: + Kx = 0 

the e~genvalues are found from the matrix 

COEFF = (--!.:~~ l-=ll-l~J I I 0 
I 
I 

The response of the aircraft with various flexural modes 

neglected may be obtained very easily from the above program simply 

by leaving out the data for the mode or modes -to be neglected, and 



modifying m! accordingly. 

4.2.2 Uncoupled heave and pitch response programs, BDARBliH± and 

PITCH RESPONSE 6 

Programs to oompute the rms value of the response 

acceleration at the mainwheel, nosewheel and pilot locations of 

the aircraft for a constant taxiing velooity in the rigid body 

heave mode only and the rigid body pitoh mode only are shown in 

Appendix G. The response is the same at all three locations of 

course for the heave mode. The heave response program computes 

the response for a range of taxiing velooities, whilst the pitoh 

response program computes tho response for only one taxiing 

velocity, although this was amended to oover a range. The 

airoraft oonsidered in these programs has linear oleo stiffness 

and damping, but wheel masses and tyres are noglected. The 

analyses leading to these programs is shown in sub-sections 4.3.2.1 

and 4.3.2.2. 

The choioe of step length for the integration is 

again a critical factor in the pitch case, but is not so in the 

heave case. Thus, the heave program uses constant step lengths but 

the pitch program uses procedures. similar to those in RESPONSE 12, 

but differs in its method of seleoting the intermedidte integration 

limits. This is described in Appendix E. 
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4. 3 Presentation and Interpretation of Results 

4.3.1 Effect of neglecting various modes 

The response in each mode, i.e. rigid body heave and 

pitch and fle~~ral modes, ~as found by a simple modification to the 

main response program, whereby the modulus of each element of the 

matrix [~ij .Xj (iUlr)] waS found, this being the frequency response 

function for the jth mode. The response for the mode was then 

computed as ill the main response pror;ram. 

This progr::>m was used to find the response in each mode 

a.t the Il'ainwheel, nosewheel and pilot locations for the standard 

Poeing 707 aircraft parameters using the geometric mean l~nw~y. 

The values cOJ:lputecl for a taxiing velocity; of GO ft/S are shown in 

tllble 4.1. It waS found, as mieht be e:l[pected, that the Rigid 

Dody Heave mocle mndc the largest contribution to tl:e response at 

the mainwheel location and the Rigid Body Pitch mode made the 

largest contribution to the response at the nosewheel and pilot 

locations. It was ::>lso found that, of the first 6 flexural modes, 

the 1st Ilnd lfth had relatively lurge values of response, the 

response from the other 4 modes being very small. The response 

from the 1st flexural mode was particularly l,u.ge at the llOaillwheel 

location and that from the 4th flexural mode was particularly large 

at the pilot location. 

Table 4.2(a) confirms the nbove findines. The mean square 
::"2 

valuEs of the second derivative of the generalised co-ordinates, '/.. 1 

are reproduced from results presented in reference 13. The vulues 

of mode shape f are ulso taken from the reference. From these 
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values, since the mode shape is a constant for a Given mode and 

the generalised co-ordinates are stated in inch second units, the 

rms values of response acceleration were calculated from : 

er = J ~'L 1/-
12 

It will be seen that, with some slight variations, the values of 

response in the modes confirm the trends discussed above. 

Whilst this gives an indication of the contributions 

of each mode to the overall response, it does not j.ndicate whether 

or not a particular mode may be neglected. Since the modulus is 

used for each element of the matrix in finding the frequency response 

function for that mode, the find response oontributions are 

macni tu,les only, no phase being available to ~nable the effeot on 

the overo.ll response to be established. Thus, although a small 

response, as in flexural modes 2,3,5 and 6, will indicate that the 

mode could be neglected, a large response, as in flexural modes 1 and 

4, will not necessarily indicate that it cannot. Depending on the 

phose of the mode's frequency response function in the matrix 

f et, j Xj (~w~1' the neglecting of the mode could lead to either an 

underestimate or an overestimate of the response by a large amount, 

or indeed to very little error if the phase of the mode were 

approximately at right angles to the phases of the other modes, this 

assuming of course that the other modes were. all in phase or 1800 

out of phase, a not very likely state of affairs. 
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various flexursl modes, the main response program waS used, using only 



the <Lata for the modes to be incorporated each time. Figures 4.2, 

~ .• 3 and 4.4 show the results of this for the standard Boeing 707 

aircl'aft parameters, using the geometric mean runway, for various 

taxiIng velocities. It will be seen from these figures that the 

indications from the response in each mode are confirmed. 

Neglecting anyone, or a combination, or all, of flexural modes 

2, 3, 5 and 6 gives only very small errors in the estimeted response 

compared with that calculated using all 6 flexural modes. The 

largest errom are at the main-17heel location at the higher speeds 

(200, 240 ft/s) and are then only of the order of 4:;;'. NeGlecting 

the 1st or 4th flexural mode, however, does, as suggested by the. 

previ.ous program, Give rise to substantial errors. Neglecting the 

1st flen!ral mode leads to an overestimate of the response at the 

noscl"iheel and pilot location by up to 25% and "an underestimate of 

the response at the mainwheel location by up to 25~S. Neglecting 

the I,th flexural mode leads to an underestimate of the response at 

the nosewheel and pilot location; in the worst case, at 40 ft/s, 

the predicted response neglecting this mode is less than half 

that if all the modes are included. The response at the mainwheels, 

however, ~s not so badly affected by neglecting this mode, the 

result being all underestimate by up to only about 5~. 

Fieures 4.2, ~·.3 and 4.4 also show the response estimated 

by neclecting all the flexural modes, i.e. assuming a rigid aircraft. 

It c, n be seen that this gives a closer approximation to the 

response obtained using all flexural modes than was obtained by 

neglecting only the 1st or 4th flexural mode. Thus it appears that 
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the responses in the 1st and 4th flexural modes tend to counteraot 

eac i I other to some extent. 

The above results were obtained using an earlier less 

sophisticated program than the final main response program 

RESFOr:SE 12 shovm at Appendix F and discussed in sub-section 4.2.1 

and Appendix E, and slight differences in data from that derived 

in Section 2 and Appendix G (see Appendix D). The program used 

constant step lengths of 1 ra~s and the mid-ordinate rule for the 

integration of the re~ponse PSD. How,:ver, it is shown in 

App';ndix E that this tends to give a fairly conate.nt percentage 

overestimation of the response and thus, for purposes of comparison, 

would have been adequato. It was therefore assumed that the same 

resul ts would be obtained usins the more sophis tioated program, and 

they were not repeated after the development of' this progrl1m. 

Figure 4.5 shows the frequency response functions at the 

mainwheel and pilot locations plotted agains t the forcing frequency, 

for the same aircraft and rum7e.y parameters used to produce figures 

1,.2, 1,.3 and 1,.1" inoludins the first 6 flexural modes, for a 

taxiing v;locity of 120 ft/so Figure 1,.6 shows the corresponding 

power spectral clensi ties of the acceleration r.esponse. The values 

for these figures were computed as intermediate steps in response 

computations using the later more sophisticated program RESPONSE 12. 

These figures confirm that the rigid body heave and pitch, Dnd the 

1st and I,th flexural modes, contribute by far the bigger proportion 

of the response. Since the square root of the area under the 

PSD curve is the rms value of the response, it can be seen, 

particularly from figure 1,.6, that the contributions from the 2nd, 
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3rd, 5th and 6th flexural modes are negligible. 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the frequenoy response funotions 

and PSD's of aoceleration response respectively for the same 

aircraft parar:leters, runway parameters, Md taxiing velocity as 

used for figures 4.5 and 4.6, but neglecting the fleA"Ural modes. 

It can be seen that the tvlO modes (rigid body heave and pitch) 

are very close together in this case, and each contributes to the 

other peak. The eigenvalues for the cases with and without the 

flexural modes are shp1m in table 4.3, and the modes corresponding 

to the various frequencies given by the eigenvalues are noted on 

Since the two modes in figures 4.7 and 4.8 

are so close it is not immediately obvious whioh is heave and which 

is pitch., Close examination of. the eigen,veotors indicates that 

the higher frequency mode is the heave mode, although it also 

indi,cates con'liderable coupling between the modes sinoe there is a 

considerable contribution to each mode from the other. The fact 

that the lower frequency mode produces a much greater response at 

the pilot location than at the mainwheel location also indioates 

that this is the pitch mode. 

For the case where all the flexural modes were considered 
• 

(figu):,es 4.5 and 4.6) the pitch, heave, and 1st flexurll.l modes are 

olose together. This time examination of the eigenveotors did not 

give BO clear an indication of the frequenoies of the three modes, 

sinoe they did not show that eaoh frequenoy gave a olearly larger 

contribution to one mode. This indioates that the three modes 

are in faot ve~J olosely ooupled. The modal frequenoy of the 
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first flexural mode is between the two frequencies found in fieurea 

~·.5 and 1,.6 for heave and pitch, and thus theory would predict 

that this should "push apart" the pitch and heave peaks of' the 

frequency response, so that the modes in ascending order of 

frequency should be pitch, 1st flexural, and heave. This appears 

to be confirmed by the pilot location values in table 4.1. However, 

examination of the damping ratios in table 1,.3 indicates that the 

mode with frequency 6.47 ra~s is the pitch mode, and since one 

would not expect the ~eave and pitch modes to interchange order 

of frequencies, it is concluded that the modes in ascending order 

of frequency are 1st flexural, pitch and heave. This appears to be 

confirmed by the mainwheel location values in tablo 4.1. It should 

of course be noted that the values in table 1, .• 1 were results for n 

d.ifferent taxiing velocity. It is clear from the above dincussion 

that the 1 st flexura}, pi toh, and heave modes are very olosely coupled, 

producinG three peaks on the frequency response curve, and hence on 

the response PSD ourve, whioh are extremely diffioult to diotinguish 

as separate modes. 

Examination of fieures 4.6 and 4.8 indicates that the area 

under the PSD curve, and hence the response, is decreased considerably 

at the pilot location for the heave and pitch modes if the 1st 

flexural mode is included and the peak for the 4th flexural mode is 

ignored. The effect on the mainwhecl location is not so pronounced 

·but in fact a small incrense in area is obtained by including the 

1st flexural mode. How if the 1st flexural mode is excluded and 

the 4th flexural mode is included, it Viill be seen that the effect 
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will be to add the peak of the 4th flexural mode from figure 4.6 

to the rigid body response on figure 4.8, giving a large inorease 

in rnsponse at the pilot location and in fact a small decrease 

at the mainwheel location. Thus, the effects of the 1st and 

the 4th flexural modes tend to balance each other, end it will 

be seen that the areas under the corresponding curves on figures 

4.6 and 4.8 are approximately equal, so that for this particular 

aircraft con,;ideration of only the rigid body modes gives a 

fair approximation to the response obtained by considering rigid 

body plus 6 flexural modes. The values from these figures are 

Root mean square values of response 
acceleration (ft/52) 

IJainwhoel Pilot 
Location ~ocation . 

All modes 
included 6.7064 9.9952 

Rigid body modes only 
included 5.6728 10.5907 

These figures confirm the earlier indications from the 

less sophisticated program, shown for this particular velocity on 

figure 4.3, and therefore most of the remaining,investigation of 

this report, and in particul~ the development of computer programs, 

may be carried out using the rigid body modes only. This will be 

very much more economical in computer time~ 

The fact that negleoting the flexural modes causes 

considerable modification to the response in the heave and pitch 

modes may also be confirmed by reference to table 4.2. The values 
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in table (b) were calculated from results presented in reference 

13 in the same way as those in table (a). Comparing values in 

tables 4.2(a) and (b) it will be seen that by neglecting the flexural 

modez the calculated value of response in the heave mode is increased 

and that in the pitch mode is decreased. If the changes are related 

to areas under the response PSD curve the changes are even more 

apparent, since the rms value of response is equal to the square root 

of the area under this curve. Thus the changes in area Vlould be 

18.2: 29.1 ~or the heave mode and 35.6 : 23.4 ~or the pitch mode. 

Each mode will of course make a contribution to the response in 

the ol;her mode due to coupling. 

The damping in the various modes from the eigenvalues in 

table 4.3 is worthy of note here. The damping of the nose 

undercarriage Diode is higher than critical, whilst the main 

undeNnrriage lnode haS a doopinC ratio of about 0.37. Those reme.in 

essen LialJy unchanged, whether or not the f1exural modes are included 

in the analysi8. The damping constants obtained for these two 

modes by considering the expression: 

p = C 

2 {KM 
where C = oleo damping constant 

K = oleo stiffness 

M = undercarriage mass 

are;; = 3.5 and 0.48 for the nose and main undercarriage modes 

respectively. Thus, coupling the undercarriage modes to the aircraft 

modes CaUses a reduction in the modal damping of the undercarriages. 

It will be sh01m in sub-section 4.3.2.3 that this also occurs in the 

heave and pitch damping v/hen these modes are coupled. 



The heave and pitch damping ratios from table 4.3 

for the case when only rigid body modes are considered are 0.046 

and 0.120 respectively. When the flexural modes are included 

the modal damping ratios for heave and pitch are reduced to 0.032 

and 0.113 respectively. Thus the inclusion of the flexural 

modes causes a reduction in modal damping in the heave and pitch 

modes. However, although the damping in the heave and pitch modes 

is reduced by inclusion of the flexural modes, the response from 

these two modes is not increased, but is actually reduced, as haS 

already been shown. 'This is because the peaks on the response PSD 

curve are nOI1 further apart and have smaller bandwidths, giving less 

overlap and much narro .. er peaks. 

Thll modal damping used for all ~lexural Itodes was f3 = 0.025. 

It will thus be seen that the effect of coupling has been to increase 

the w_mping in the flexural modes. 

4.3.2 Variation of response with taxiing velooity 

Th0 rms values of response accleration at the mainwheels, 

nosewheel and pilot locations, for a range of taxiing velocities, 

were computed using an earlier, much less sophisticated version of 

the response program IlESPONSE 12. It .. as fotind v/hen these Vlere 

plotted that the curves of response v. taxiing velocity, whilst 

showing an increase of response .. i th velocity, had a considerable 

amount of undulation. It Vias in an attempt to explain this 

undulation, and in particulo.r to explain undulations in the 

curves of renponse v. undercarriage stiffness (sub-seotion 4.3.3), 

that the fj nal, more sophisticated, version of the response program 
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w~s developed (~ec Appendix E). The results discussed in this seotion 

are therefore computed using the response program RESPONSE 12 (see 

sub-section ~.2.1). 

Figure ~.9 shows the rms values of response acceleration 

at the mninwheels and pilot location plotted against taxiing velocity, 

using the aircraft and runway data at Appendix D. The flexural 

modes of the aircraft were neglected in the computation of values 

for this figure, as they are for the remainder of this section, and 

thus only rigid body data for the aircraft is used. It can be seen 

from the figure that p'eaks occur in the pilot location response 

curve, and to a smaller extent in the mainv/heel response curve, at 

taxiing velocitiesi'about 25 and ~O ft/s, but then at taxiing 

velocities above 60 ft/a a steady rise in response occurs with 

increasing velocity. 

There iD Dome similarity botween fiGUro ~. 9 and the 

curves published in reference 37. The curves of response ngainst 

velocity for the Boeing 707 showed peaks at approximately the same 

taxiing speeds. However, the data used in this reference for the 

707 Vias fomewhat different from that used here. In order to provide 

a better cheok of correlation between the two methods, the data used 

in reference 37 for the Boeing 707 and for the runway, was used 

with the above program. The aircraft masses were ns already used, 

but the stiff'nesses were as follows: 

Main oleo stiffness, KI = 2.03 x 106 Ibf/ft 

Nose oleo stiffness, K2 = 162000 lbf/ft 

!.lain tyre stiffness, Kt! = 1.158 x 106 Ibf/ft 

liose tyre stiffness, Kt2 = 92000 1bf/ft 
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The main oleo damping used was Gm = 21600 Ibf/(ft/s)2, 

and in order to ensure no coupling between the modes it was 

assumed that 

(4 - 21) 

where Ln and Lm are the distances from the Gg to the nose and main-

wheels respectively. For this analysis the equivalent main oleo 

damping WaS calculated using 

(4 - 22) 

as used to calculate the earlier data in Appendix D, and using 
• 
X from Appendix G, and the equivalent nose oleo damping Vias 

calculated from equation (4-21). 

Thus, the oleo damping used Was 

Me.in oleo dnmping, Cl = Cem = 12250 1bf/(ft/o) 

Nose oleo damping, G2 = Ccn C 970 1bf/(ftjs) 

The analysis in the reference used no undercarriage masses 

or tyre damping, so in order to use the response program, the same 

values were used as for figure 4.9. 

The runway used, taken from the reference, was represented 

by 

Figure 4.10(a) is reproduced from reference37. Figure 

4.10(b) WaS plotted from computer calculations using the above data 

in the response program RESPONSE 12. Although the analysis in 

reference 37 used an iterative linearisation procedure for the main 



oleo damping, and used no underoarriage masses or tyre damping, 

the two figures show remarkably similar results. The curves in 

figure 1 •• 1O(a) show a slight dip at around 130 ft/s which is not 

evident in figure 4.10(b), and the pilot location response in 

figure 4.10(a) begins to decrease at velocities over about 175 ft/s, 

which again is not evident in figure 4.10(b). However, the peaks 

on the curves occur at the same taxiing velocities, and apart from 

the above slight differenoes, the curves have a very similar shape. 

However, in general the curves in figure 4.10(b) show responses 

about 20% higher than those in figure 4.10(a). This may be 

explained by the faot that the use of equation (4-22) gives an 

underestimate of the equivalent damping constant in this case, 

even if the value of oleo stroking velocity used (8.05 i~s in 

this ca_se) were correct for all taxiing vc:).ocities. If equation 
" .' 

(4-22) is used, ± should be the peak value of-oleo stroking 

velooity, whereas tho valuo used \"Ias an rms value. 

equation should have been 

Cem = [2:.JL CmXm.:S 
311 

Thus tho 

However, a better value would probably have been obtained by 

(4 - 24) 

equating energy dissipated over a period of time for a random input 

having Gaussian distribution (see Appendix C),'so that 

(4 - 25) 

rfsing this equation, and equation (4-21) would have resulted in the 

-following values: 

Cem = 23100 Ibf/(ft/s) 

Con = 1830 Ibf/(ft/s) 

It can be seen from sub-section 4.3.4, and in particular 
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figure 1+.29 that an increase in main oleo damping from 12250 Ibf/(ft/s) 

to 23100 Ibf/(ft/s) gives decreases in response of approximately 

8 to 10% at the pilot location and 10 to 15% at the mainwheel 

lac a tion. Al though the figure does not show such low nose oleo 

damping values it may reasonably be deduced from the figure that an 

increase from 970 Ibf/(ft/s) to 1830 Ibf/(ft/s) would also give a 

decrease in response, this time the decrease being greater at the 

pilot location than the mainwheel location; The general values 

of response for figure 4.10(b) would therefore be reduoed and 

correspond more closely with figure 4.10(a). 

The curves of figure 4.10 sho.1 much more pronounced peaks 

than those of figure 4.9. This is due to the very low nose oleo 

damping used to produce figures 4.10. It is felt that these values 

are unrealistioally low and that on the actual Boeing 707 the nose 

oleo damring is approximatoly half of the main ole<> damping, or in 

fact about the same as one main oleo (see Appendix C). The 

corollary is, of course, that it is not realistic to assume the 

heave ".nd pitch modes arc uncoupled. 

It will also be seen that the response at the pilot 

location in particular in figures 4.10 stops ~ncreasing at medium 

to cliph taxiing velocities, and indeed in figure 4.10(a) begins to 

decrease at taxiing velocities over 175 ft/so This is a funotion 

of the runway profile used to produce these figures. The runway 

profile represented by equation (4-23) tends to underestimate the 

runway roughness at low frequenc:les. This will be discussed more 

fully in sec cion 4.3.6, as it is also felt that the geometric mean 

runway used may in fact overestimate the roughness at low frequenoies. 
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For completeness computations were made of response for 

varlous taxiine velocities usine the standard airoraft parameters 

with the runway describod by equation (4-23) and using the aircraft 

parameters from reference 37 with the geometric mean runway. 

Figure 4.ll shoVls response acceleration at pilot and 

mainwheel locations for the aircraft data from reference 37, used 

for fi[,'Ulu 4.10 (b), runningon the geometric mean runway with 

parameters from Appendix D. The pronounced peaks are still 

evident at low taxiing velocities, although not quite so high as 

in figure 4.10. At higher taxiing velOCities, however, the response 

increases rapidly with increase in velocity. This is unrealistic 

for the following reasons. Firstly, at such high accelerations 

the wheels, and particularly the nosewheel, would leave the ground, 

and ~incd this analysis assumes the tyres remai~ in contact with 

the c,round it oa)U1ot prediot any !:lotion whioil oocurs if this 

oondition is not met. Seoondly, if such accelerations did occur, 

they would be aocompanied by higher stroking velocities of the oleos, 

and thus, the equivalent linear daI:lping, fro!:l equation (4-21,), should 

be increased. This in turn would compute lower accelerations. 

This demrulstrates the requirement, with extreme responses, to 

calculate a new equivalent damping for each taxiing velocity, or to 

use ah iterative technique to oompute the damping and response. 

Lastly the high values of response are caused by a oombination of 

the unrealistioally low nose oleo damping us.ed in this data and the 

pos'J:lble overestimate of rUTIl7ay roughness at long wavelengths -

i.e. low spacial frequenoies - by the expression for the geometrio 

!nean runway (see seotion 403.6). 

Fig~re 4.12 shows response aoceleration at pilot and 
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mainwheel locations for the standard aircraft data from Appendix D, 

used for figure 1;.9, with the runway described by equation (1,.-23). 

Again the pe"ks at low taxiing velocities are evident, this time 

slightly more pronounced than using the same parameters on,the 

geometric mean runway (figure 4.9), but not so pronounced as using 

the parameters from reference 37 (figures 4.10 and 4.11). At 

higher taxiing velocities, however, the response at the pilot 

location increases by only 1 ft/s2 between taxiing velocities of 

100 ft/s and 240 ft/s~ whilst the main wheel location response 

increases by only 2.75 ft/5 2 over the same range. Comparing this 

with figure 4.9 it can be seen that the corresponding increase is 

12 ft/s2 when the same aircraft parameters are used on the 

geometric me,:n runway. 

It became clear durine the development of the final 

response program (RESPONSE 12), that unlike the CllSe of variation 

of response with main oleo stiffness, the peaks on the ourves of 

response v. taxiing velocity were not caused by too large a step 

length being used in the integration of the response PSD curve 

(see sub-section 4.3.3 and Appendix E). The final program, using 

a varying step length, which is smaller at critical sections of 

the c~rve, still produces the peaks,as already seen at figures 4.9 

to 4.12. 

In order to investigate and explain the peaks the heave 

and pitch motions of the aircraft have been simplified and 

investigated .1eparately as completely independent and uncoupled 

motions. It is assumed that the aircraft has linear oleo stiffness 
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and damping, no undercarriage masses, and no tyres. To find the 

frequency response functions for heave and pitch the airoraft is 

assumed to traverse a runway profile of sinusoidal form with 

frequency wf and unit amplitude. Figure 4.13 shows this in 

diagrammatic form. 

4.3.2.1 Heave response 

Referring to figure 4.13 the heave input, h, to the 

undercarriage system is given by 

= (4 - 26) 

From figure 1 •• 13, a + b = d, so that 1 - E. =.Q.. 
d d 

Using thiS, and substituting for h2 and hl from equations (4-3) 

and (4-4) givetJ 

h = e .Q. + b (cos cfo + i it..Jct ( (4 - 27) 
d d 

where ~= 

The equation of motion for the unooupled heave motion is 

o 

i. e. !.!:i + Cz + Kz = cli. + Kh (4 28) 

where C = Cn + Cm 
(4 - 29) 

K = kn + ~ 
If thc runway elevation is denoted by the suffix r, the 

input displacement to the unllercarriaee nystem by h, and the o.ircro.ft 

response displacement by x, then the frequency responne function 
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relating the aircraft response displacement to the runway elevation 

may be written 

I Il(iW)i 

Now 

= 1 = 
M(iWd' + C(iWr) + K 

• • = 1 

I(K-!.!<.Jlf + (CWf)2 ' 

and 

Il(i.J)h- CI1 + ~. 
r eiWft-

• • 

Now 

= i"'rC (% + ~ (cos</> + i sin .p V 
+ K(~+ ~ (cos f + i sin </») 

=( ~ + ~ (cos.{> + i sin <P)) (~. +,i(C"T)) 

H( iw) ~ = ( % + ~cos <pt + ( ~ cos q, r' x j'-rc-2-+-(-C-wr-)-2-" 

(% + % cos~r + (% costP)2 

= (~N + 2(~%) cos1' + (~.cos4) 2+(% sin4»2 

. (2 2 ) = 1:.2 a + b + 2ab cos </> 
d 

=' 1:.2 (a
2 

+ 2ab + b
2 

- 2ab + 2ab cos </» 
d 

= (a+b)2_ 2ab(1-coscp) 
~ ? 

= 1 - 2ab(1 - cos f) 
. 7 

Thus 
, 11I( i(o)) 1t I 1 - 2nb(1 - cos <P ) 

7 

(4 - 30) 

(4 - 31) 

(4 - 32) 
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Hence 

1 - 2ab(l-cos d.Wf ) (4 - 33 
(lZ V 

From equations (4-1) and (4-2) the mean square value of 

response acceleration is given by 
w2. 

;i2 = I w4(H(iW)~) 2 x cpr(W)d W (4 - 34) 

w, 
From equation (2-8) the PSD of the runway profile is given by 

~ (w) = evn-l 

_r u:}!, (4-35) 
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Substituting from (4-33) and (4-35) in (4-31.) gives 

wh 

;(2)- (1(' + ~ctt)2 21(1 - 2a~ (1 - cos -vdlJr») ( Cv ~~;p/.) dWf (4 - 36) 
(K-. "1'2 2 + (CWf) 1 d ) 

h 

A , omputer program (BD},RllHH4) was written to compute the 

root-mean-square value of response acceleration from equation (4-36) 

(see sub-section 4.2.2 and Appendix G) for a range of taxiing 

veloci ties. Computations were made using the aircraft parameterlJ 

derived from reference 37 and the runway profile PSD from the same 

reference. The results are shown on figure 4.14. Undulations 

are still ap larent on this curve, but are not pearly so pronounced 

.as on, figure3 4 .. 10. Thus it would appear that the heave rr.otion, 

whilst possibly making some small contribution to the peaks on the 

curve of response v. taxiin 3 velocity, is not completely! esponsible. 

In order to further underst~nd the effect of this motion, equation 

(4-36) is now examined more olosely. 

Ficure 4.15 shows the parts of equation (4-36) which have 



to be multiplied togeth,r before integrating. Curves (a) and 

(d) are independent of the taxiing velocity except insofar asUJf 

is depen:l.ent on V. Curve (C), for the simple runway profile 

used for figure 4.14, is directly dependent on V, and thus 

mngnitudes on the curve will increase directly as V increases. 

Curve (b) hovlever is a sinusoidal wave given by 

= 1 - 2ab (1 - cos A.Wr) 
d2' V 

Thus the numbel' of peaks of the curve within a given range of 

W:r will be dep,mdent on the taxiing velocity V. 

The peak3 on tie curve will occur when 

i. e. 

Cos A.Wr = 1 
V 

The troughs on the curve will oocur when 

i.e. 

cos d. wf = 1 
V 

£.t..Jr = nil, n = 1,3,5,7---
V 

(4 - 37) 

(4 - 38) 

(4 - 39) 

It may reasonably be deduced from figure 4.15 that when 
. 

the rms values of response, computed from equation (4-36) for a 

range of taxiing velocities, are plotted against taxiing velocity, 

local maxima will occur at velocities at which a peak of figure 

4.15(b) coincides in frequency with the peak of figure 4.15( a), 

and that locnl minima will occur at velocities at which a trough 

of (b) coincides in frequency vlith the peak of (a). It is 

therefore renuired to find the value of w.r at which f(Wf) is a 

maximum,. whe!"e 
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Now f(Wf ) will be a maximum when df = O. 
;:><"1' 

If f = A then '6+ = 
B ~uJt 

Thus, f will be a maximum when 

where 

B ~A 
~L0f 

A 

B = K2 _ 2Kl!"'i + U2"t 4 + C2w/ 
i.e. for maximum f(~), 

( )C2 _ 2K1!'-<!c2 + u:'ut 4 + C2
W

f 
2 ) ( 2C2"-T) . 

= ()C2 + C2w/) ( -41G.lWc + 4112w;3 + 2C2
Wf ) 

2C2)C2L.} - 4C2K1!Wc3 + 2C 2U2wf5 + 2c4£t3 

= -4JC3!.!"t + 4JC2112"t3 + 2C2)C2Wf - 4C2KMWf 3 

+4C2U2Wf5 + 2CI '''t3 

i.e. 2C 2M2Wr5 + 4JC2M
2
£t3 - 4JC3!'!wf c 0 

from which Wf = 0 

or C211,,+ 4 + 2)C2U"t 2 _2K3 = 0 

i. e. 1.0/ = _2K21\ + /4JC4u2 + 81(3C211 ' 

2C2!.1 

Taking the 1)ositive root, 

Wl'2 = (~)2 ( j 1 + ~/ - 1 ) 

where K and C are given by equations (4-29) 
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SUllstituting the values of aircraft parameters used to produce 

figure .'".14 in equation (4-40) gives 

peak frequency, L0 = 14.84 raq(s 

As a check on this value, if low damping is assumed, it 

can be said that the peak will occur at approximately the undamped 

natural fre~ ,ency, 

=[f 
= j 2.03 

= jkom + kn 
U 

:le 106 + .162 :le 106 ' 
9912 

= 14.9 raq(s 

This indicates that the damping used is very low, which can also 

be shown from the fact that 

Damping ratio, f3 = 

= 

= 

-.l?~.o-±3~O 
~(2.03 + .162)10° 

i. e. (3 = 0.0448 

,--, 
x 9912 

Puttin,; the above frequency into equation (4-38) and 

using the wheelbase, d, of 59 feet indicates that local maxima 

should oc(ur at velocities of 

140, 70, 46.6, 35, 28, 23.3, 20, 17.5,---- ft/s 

Similarly, from equation (4-39) local minima should occur at 

velocities of' 

280, 93.3, 56,40,31.1, 25.4, 21.6'018.7 ----ft/s 

These values are plotted on figure 4.14 and clearly 

coincide with the perrks and troughs of the undulations on the 

curve for the higher velocities. In order to demonstrate the 
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coincidence for the lower velocities it is clear that mnny computer 

runs would have had to be done with very small increments in 

taxiinG velocity, and it was not considered that any further value 

could be gained from this. 

It is clear from fiGUre 4.14 that the peaks and troughs 

are only small undulations on a gradually increasing response. If 

equation (4-37) is examined further it will be seen that the maximum 

value of F(~) is 

F('"'t) , 1 - 2ab(1 - 1) 
"""dZ 

whilst the minimum value is 

= 1 - 2ab(1 + 1) 
"""dZ 

= 

= 1 

= 1 - 4ab -,12 
= 0.73 

Th,. s, referring to figure 4.15, the ratio of the values 

of the peak of the final curve to be integrated for the two cases 

(i) when the pea): of (a) coincid'3s with a peak of (b) and (ii) when 

the peak of (a) coincides dth a trough ef (b) will be 1:0.73, i.e. 

a reduction of 27% betueen maximum and minimum peak values. This 

of course' neglects the effect of curve (c) which will Give a 

steadily increasing value of the peak with V." Since in c[,se (i) 

some iower values to each side of the peak Vlill be decreased and in 

ccse (H) some lower values to each side of the peak will be 

increnscd, the effect will be that the area under the fillal curve 

f"r case (ii) will be sowev.hat greater than 73% of that fm' case (i), 

alla since the rms value of response is a function of the square root 

of this arca, the rms value for Case (ii) will be son,ewhat greater 

than 85~G of that for 'case (i). This indicates that the graph of 
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variation of rms value of response with taxiin[, velocity should 

show a steadily increasing response on which is superimposed 

undulations of less than 7;~ from the mean. Figure 4.l4 shows 

that this is in fact the case. 

4.3.2.2 Pitch Response 

Referring to figure 4.13 the pitch input,80 , to the 

undercarriage system is given by 

Go = S,in-Yh2 d h1 ) (4 - 41) 

Since (h2 - hl) is very small compared with d it may be s~id that 

[) = h2 - hl (4 - 42) o 
d 

Substj 'outing for h2 and hl from equations (4-3) and (4-11-) gives 

eo = %iWrt ( 1 - C031> - i sin 1} (4 - 43) 

Tho equation of notion for the uncoupled pitch ,notion is 

.• 2'· 
I G + b2c n(Q - eo) + a Cm(e - eo) + b~(9 - Go) 

+ a2J<:m(G - Go) = 0 

(4 - 44) 

where Cc 

(4 - 45) 

Equation (4-30) applies to the pitch case if x is replaced 

by 9 Md h by the angc lar input, eo, to the undercarriage sy stem. 

Proceeding from this 'equation, 

and 

= 1 

vfCKe IWc2)2 + (C
e
4T)2 

= Cee. + !CeGo 
eiWrt 

(4 - 46) 

= ~ (iWfCe(l - cos~ - i sin~) + KeC1-co:;f- i sin~j 
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Chus 

= ~ (Ke + iWfCe)(l - cos 1> -isin!») 

= ~ (Ke2 + (CekJf )2)(1 - C9 S <j»2 + (Sincp)2) 

= t}(K/ + (C
e
wf )2)(1 - 2 cos</> + cos

2
</>+ sin24» 

= If} (KC 2 
+ (CeWf )2) ( 1 - cos ~) (L, - 47) 

=JI 
d 

1\e2 + (Couy)=-- • 

(lCe -It..)l)2 + (CeWr)2 

(1 - cos,p) (4 -48) 
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(4 - 49) 

A computer program (PITCH RESPONSE 6) was written to 

compute the root-mean-square value of response from equation (4-49) 

(see sub-section 4.2.2 and Appendix G). The angular response was 

I 

computed, and from this the linear response at the mainwheel, 

nosewheel, end pilot locations. The program Vias run for a range of 

taxiing velocities using the same aircraft parameters and runway 

profile PSD as for the heave case. The results for the pilot 

locatie,n are shovm on figure 4.16. Very pronpunmd undulations 

are opparent on this curve, which indicates that it is the pitch 

motion that is responsible for the pe~es on the curves of response v. 

taxiing velocity (figures 4.9 to 4.12). Equation (4-49) is 

examined in the same way as the heave e'lua tion was examined. 

Figure 4.17 shows the parts oi' equation (4-49) except for 

the term 2/d2 which is a constant for a given aircraft configuration. 



The curve o~ interest is again curve (b) which is a sinusoidal 

wave given by 

(4 - 50) 

The number of peaks o~ the curve within a given range o~ot is again 

dependent on the taxiing velocity V, but this time the peaks on the 

curve will occur when 

cos itJe = -1 
V 

i .. e. i.1Jr = nil, n = 1,3,5,7 ---
V 

and the troughs will occur when 

i.e. 

cos £Wf = 1 
V 

£Wf = nil, n = 0,2,4,6 --
V 

(4 - 51) 

(4 - 52) 

Re~errine to ~ieure 4.17, it is again required to find 

the frequenoy at which the peak occurs on (a). Equation (4-40) 

may be used for the pitch case if K, C and M are replaced' by Ke' Cc 

and I renpectively. However, the damping is again low, since 

= = (h.33)2.12250 + (54.67)2.970 
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0/7(4.33) x2'03 x 106 +(54.66)2d 62000 5.325 x 106 

= 0.0295 

Hence .it Can be said that the peak occurs at the undamped natural 

frequency Ci ven by 

= 9.86 racl/s 

2.03 x 106 + (54.667)2d62000 
5.375 x 10'" 



Putting this frequenoy into equations (4-51) and (4-52) 

in,licates that local maxima on fieure 4.16 should occur at taxiing 

velocities of 

185, 61.5, 37, 26.4, 20.5, 16.8 ----- ft/s 

and local minima should occur at 

92.5, 46.4, 30.9, 23.2, 18.5, 15.5 ---- ft/s 

These values are plotted on fibllre 4.16 and clearly coincide with 

the peaks and troughs of the undulations on the curve for the 

hizher velocities except that there is not a local maximum at the 

highest taxiing velocity of 185 ft/so The form of the curve has 

been estimatec at the lower taxiing veloCities, where the computed 

pvints were not sufficiently close to show the actual effect, and it 

will be seen that the computed points do agree with the estimated 

velocities of peaks and troughs. Again it. was cOLsidered that no . . 
further value could be gained by making the many· cumputcr runs which 

would be required to accurately plot the curve at the lOTIer taxiing 

velocities. 

Referring to figure 1 •• 17 it will be seen that vii thout curve 

(b) the response 1'I0uld gradually increase TIith increase in taxiing 

velocity, pince the. only curv€ directly dependent en V would be (c) 

whose magnitudes increase dir"ctly as V (for this rarticular runway 

PSD). . Hence the rillS values of response would increase as.,IV: 

Thus, the effoct of the coincidence of the peak of (a) with the 

peaks Dnd troughs of (b) will be to give maximum deviations above 

Dnd below this steadily increasing curve. A curve is dravm on 

fir;ure 4.16 to represent this. The significance of the velocity 

of 185 ft/s may now be seen more clearly. Although it does not 
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dlOW a local maximum it does give a maximum deviation above the 

"ean line. Referring again to equation (4-50) it will be seen 

chat the mean value of F(t.t) occurs when 

i. e. 

cos .ii.Wf = 0 
V 

n = 0.5,1.5,2.5,3.5,4.5---
• 

giving in this Case taxiing velocities of : 

370, 123.5, 74, 53, 41.2, 33.7, 28.5 ----ft/s 

(4 - 53) 

It will be seen that the two curves on figure 4.16 cross 

at approximately these velocities, although it is thought that this 

will not bc exactly so since curve (a) on figure 4.17 is not 

symmetrical about the peak. However, the ahJve values indicate 

that the curves will again cross at a taxiing velooity of 

approximately 370 ft/so This is born out by the fact that there 

should be another local minimum at infinite taxiing velocity, 

corresponding to n = 0 in equation (4-52). The explanation of this 

can be seen by referring to figure 4.17. The final peak at 185 ft/s 

occurs v:hen the 1st peak of (b) coincides with the peak of (a). 

Thereafter the value on (b) which coincides with the peak of (a) is 

always decreasing with increase in taxiing velocity. The two curves 

0;' figure 4.16 cross at approximately the taxiing velocj.ty when the 

point A on figure 4.17(b) coincides with the peak on (a) and after 

that the two curves on figure 4.16 diverge, the actual curve always 

d',creasing rel(ltive to the mean curve. 

In the pitch case the peaks and tr'oughs on figure 4.16 

are large undulations on the gradually increasing response. 

Examining equation (4-50) further, it will be seen that the maximum 
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value of F(Wf ) is 2, whilst the minimum value is O. In the same 

way as in the heave case this does not of course mean that the 

ratio of the areas under the final curves to be integrated will be 

2: O. A number of peaks and zeros will occur on the final curve 

to be integrated, depending on the taxiing velocity. Figure 4.18 

shows the final curve to be integrated (i.e. the PSD of the pitch 

response, the area under which is the mean square value of response 

acceleration), using aircraft parameters of 

km' = 2.4 x 106 Ibf/ft 

kn = 187000 Ibf/ft 

Cm = 6540 Ibf/(ft/s) 

C = 3438 Ibf/(ft/s) n 

The remaininG airoraft parcmetors are as ~pendix D. The taxiing 

velocity used for this figure rills 120 ft/s, giving the first peak 

of (l-cos </» at 6.39 raa/s and the following zero at 12.70 raa/s 

as marked on the figure. The peak for the aircraft parameter 

dependent part of the equation (i.e. the natural frequency) was 

calCUlated to be at 10.6 )'aa/s. It can be seon therefore that the 

effect of (l-cos«» has been to slightly lower the peak, put a 

value of 'zero at W = 12.78 raa,ls, and double the values at W = 6.39 

and 19.2 raa,ls. If the taxiing velocity had 'been such that (l-costP) 
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:: 0 at W = 10.6 raa,l s the curve. 170uld have lool:ed completely different. 

Fir;ure ~,.19 is ploti.ed for tho samo para.moters as fieure 

4.18, but us c' ng a taxiin€: velc.ci ty of 10 ft/ s thus giving many peaks 

and Zeros on the (l-cos +) CUJ'Ve which clearly show through on the 

final curve. This time there is a zero very near to the natural 

frequency of 10.6 raa,ls. 



FiG~re 4.20 shows the PSD o~ the pitch response using the 

aircraft par~eters derived ~rom re~erence 37 (i.e. corresponding 

to figu re 4.16) ~or n velocity o~ 10 ~t/s. The natural frequency 

in pitch using these pnrameters was 9.86 rncl/s. It can be seen 

that the penk nenrest to this vnlue is very high compared with the 

other peaks, indicnting that the aircra~t pnrnmeter depena.ent part 

of the equation had a high nnrrol1 peak, and thus the pitch motion 

has very 1011 damping. This is also veri~ied by the fact that the 

height o~ the main peak is almost 20 times the height of those on 

fiL~re 4.19. 

It has already been stated that the valuo of' nose 

undercarringe damping o~ 970 Ibf/(ft/o) is felt to be unrealistcally 

low. Even the values o~ dampinG used ~or figures 4.18 and 4.19 

are very lo':r, being hal~ of those originally caJ,culated for the 

Boeing 707 :Appendix D) and only approximately a quarter of the 

values cnlc:tlated in Appendix C. Referring to the c"lculation o~ 

pi tch dampi tg ratio above, it will be seen that even thouC;h the nose 

undercarrie je dnmping is m uch smaller than the main undercarringe 

damping it hns by ~ar the overriding e~~ect on the pitch damping, 

since the. oleo damping constants are multiplied by the squnre o~ their 

distance from the cg of the aircraft in the calculation o~ pitch 

damping. Thus, halving or doubling the main undercarrinGe dnmping 

will have litHe ef~ect;on the pitch dampinG, but haldng (.1' 

a.oubling the nose oleo damping \'Iill nlmost, halve or double the pit oh 

damping. Thus an increase from 970 to 3438 Ibf/(ft/s) as between 

figures ii-.20 and ij-.19 will give almost 4 times the damping in pitch. 
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It is worth pointing out here that figures 4-.18, 4-.19 

and 4-.20 are good examples of why it is necessary to use an 

integrating technique which varies the step length along the Waxis 

to give short steps at IIp~aky'lposi tions (see Appendix E). The 

integration limits used for the segments in this case \'lere the 

peaks and troughs of (1-c03</», and the undamped natural freCJ.uenc:y. 

4-.3.2.3 Overall Rigid BOdy Response 

The results of the foregoing two sub-sections may now be 

used to ,iscuf,s and explain more fully the shape of the curves of 

aircraft re3pon3e v. taxiing velocity (figures 4-.9 to 4-.12). 

Comparing figures 4-.10(b) and 4-.16 it will first of all be seen that 

the peaks occur at different taxiing velocities on'the two graphs. 

This is easily explained (see below). However, it is also evident 

tlat in general, at the pilot location, the response due to 

uHcouplec1 pitch alone i3 /7eatcr tho.n the respon3e due to combined 

heave and pitch. Thu3 it appears that the heave motion has the 

effect of damping the pitch motion in this airoraft even when the 

notions are uncoupled. It would appear that the heave and pitch 

motions must be out of phase at the pilot location (and therefore 

also at the nosewheel), so that the heave moticn actually reduces 

the response. However, it must be remembered that the analysis 

for fib~re 4-.l0(b) inoluded undercarriage ma3ses and tyre stiffness 

and d~mping which probably filtered some of the runway routhness, 

particularly at the shorter 17avelength3, thus reducing the response. 

At the main17heels, as would be eJ,:pected, the pitch motion 
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has little effect, the response at the mainwheels due to pitch being 

only 7~~ of that at the pilot location. Thus the response at the 

mainwheel location in figure 4.l0(b) is very similar to the heave 

response in figure 4.14, except again for the difference in taxiing 

velocities at which the peaks oocur. 

In the course of the computations made to produce figure 

4.l0(b) the eigenvalues were computed for the aircraft parameters 

under consideration. They ~lere found to be as follows: 

Nose u/o mode: -42.15 ± i 137.4 
• 

I.loin u/o mode: -48.92 ± i 11,6.7 

Heave mode: -0.1012 ± i 8.933 

Pitoh mode: -0.0458 ± i 5.926 

From these the modal damping for the nose undercarriage is 0.31 

nnd for the main undercarriage is 0.33 • Thus t,he nose undercarriage 

• lampinG is very low coopared \7i th tha considerabla ovardrunping 

produced by tha standard aircraft parameters from Appendix D 

(see sub-seotLon 4.3.1). 

It will ba seen that the frequencies for the heave and pitoh 

modes are 8.93 raq/s and 5.93 raq/s respeotively. These should be 

oompared with the 14.9 raq/s and 9.86 raq/s calculated in sub-sections 

4.3.2.1 and 4.3.2.2 for tha uncoupled cases; thcy explain why the 

peaks on the cUr\'es of figure 1,.10(b) occur at different taxiing 

velocities to those on figure 4.16. The reason for the reduction 

in frequencies is that unrlercarriage masses and tyre s tiff'ness and 

damp'ing were used for the overall rigid body response case. The 

reduced frequencies are almost identical to those stated in reference 

37, although this reference used no undercarriage masses or tyre 
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damping. Thus these had no effect on the frequency, as would be 

expected since the masses were very small and the damping extremely 

low. Hence the 01e03 and tyres v/ere effectively springs in series, 

giving a lower stiffness and thus a lower natural frequency. This 

helps to explain the fact that the response at the pilot location 

for pitch only (without tyres and hence v:ith higher natural frequency) 

was higher than that for overall riGid body modes. 

The values of taxiing velocity at which the peaks and 

troughs occur on the 'pitch and heave response curves, from these 

reduced frequencies,are 

Pitch 

Penks 

Troughs 

JIellvc 

111.1, 37.1, 22.3, 15.9, 12.4 --- ft/s 

55.5, 27.8, 18.5, 13.9, 11.1.-~- ft/s 

Ponks 81., 42, 28, 21, 16.8 --- ft/s 

Troughn: 168, 56, 3,.6, 24, 18.7--- ft/s 

The values of tnxiing velooity for the pitch cnse confirm those 

found in reference 37. However, this reference discussed only 

the penks on the curve for the pilot location, making no nttempt 

to produce simiJar results f,)r heave or to relate the lldmi ttedly 

small peaks on the mainwhccl response curve. It also stated that 

the expected peak at 111 ft/s was absent or not noticeable. It 

will be shol'm below however that the peak at 111 ft/s can be 

explained and is indeed apparent on the response curve. 

Referring to figure 4.10(b) it .. ill be seen that the 

peaks and troughs on the pilot location response curve eo:;'ncid .. e 
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extremely well with the velocities calculated above for pitch, and 

those on the mainwheel location curve with those calculated for heave. 

This suggests, as would be expected, that the response at the pilot 

location comes predolOinantly from pitch, and that at the mainwheel 

location predominantly from heave. The points on the curves at low 

velocities were not computed sufficiently closely to give the true 

shape of the curves, and it was felt that no useful purpose would 

be served by going back and computing more points, since the shape 

. of the curves is now :Xjllained and understood. 

It was sholm in sub-section 4.3.2.2 that the peaks and 

trou~hs on these response curves are not strictly local maxima or 

J:linima, although this is wh.:it they constitute at medium and low 

velocities where they are relatively close'.together, but are 

maximum deviati.ons abovo and belol7 a steadily increasing response 

curve. In th" so.mc way as in that section, it can be shovon that 

for the pitch case the J:lean steadily :Lncreasing curve would cross 

the actual curve at taxiing velocities of approximately: 

222, 74, 44-.4, 32, 21,.6 ---- ft/s 

Such a curve is dra.m on the pilot location response ourve on 

:figure 1,.10(b), and it can be seen that although the taxiing velocity 

of 1),1 ft/ s does not show a local maximum it does fairly clearly 

show a point of maximum deviation of the curve from this P.lean line. 

It has already been sho.m that the. reduction of the mean 

rate of increase of response l'Ii th increase of ta."'(iinC velocity at 

the hieher taxiinc velocities in a function of the runway profile 

used. Thin may be vcrificd by inspecting equation (2-5), 1. e. the 
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PSD of input from the runway, given by 

= C.Vn- l 

W ll 

Neglecting the undulations caused by the (l-cos~) terms o:~ figures 

4.15 und L,.17 the response PSD is proportional to the input PSD, 

and hence the rrns value of the respense is proportional to the 

square root of the input PSD. ThUS, rms value of response 

acceleration,cr, is given by 

er 0<: 

i. e,. CS 0.;: 

Hence, if n il less than 3, then as V_.o, aa-..... ° as shown in the 
av 

followin:: figure. 

v ~ 
In particular, if n = 2, the case used for figure 4.10, then: 

and the 310pe of the curve of respons e agains t' taxiing velocity 

Vlill approach zero at lower ta."'Ciing velocities than if n is equal 

to say 2.5. This may be clearly seell by comparing figures 4.10(b) 

and L,.ll. The fact that the slope on these· curves for the 

mainwheel location is actually increasing at the high velocities 

is of COUl'S·' due to the influence of the (I-cos ~) term. 
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The pe~cs and troughs on the curves on figure 4.11 occur 

at the same taxiing velocities as those on figure 4.10, the same 

aircraft parameters having been used in both cases. 

SimLlarly, the peaks and trou[;hs on the curves on figures 

4.9 and 1, .• 12 occur at the same taxiing velocities, the ste.ndard 

aircraft paralneters from Appendi:c D having been used for both 

figures. The eigenvalues calculated during computations for these 

curves [\]'e [\s shown in table 4.3 for the case when, rigid body modes 

only wer" con3idered. From these the pitch and heave frequencies 

are 6.012 rad/s and 8.073 raq!s.respectively, giving taxiin[; 

velocitic:> at which peaks and troughs !Jhould occur on the response 

curves as follows: 

Pitch ----
Peaks 113, 37.6, 22.6, 16.1, 12.6 it/s 

Trou,;hs : 56.5, 28.2, 18.8, 14.1, 11.3 ---- ft/s 

Heave 

Peab 7').8, 37.9, 25.3, 19.0, 15.2 ---- ft/s 

Troughs: 151.6, 50.5, 30.3, 21.7, 16.8 ft/s 

Examination of figures 4.9 and 1,.12 reveals that the peaks and troughs 

on the eur;ves of pilot location response and mainwheel response 

oceur at velocities very close to those given above for pitch and 

heave .respectively. Although the velocities calculated above are 

still an extr( mely [;ood approximation to the velocities at which the 

peal," and troughs occur on the actual curves '. they do not appear to 

be quite sO geod as were the ones for figures 4.10 and 4.11. This 

may be due to coupling between the modes leading to slight 

modification ef the curves; it will be remembered that the airoraft 



parameters ~rom re~erence 37, used to produce ~igures 4.10 and 4.11, 

were chosen to produce uncoupled heave and pitch. However the 

correlation is so close that the method is extremely valuable in 

predicting velocities at which these peaks occur. 

It is also important to note that since the velocities 

at which these peaks occur are dependent only on the ~requencies o~ 

the modes o~ the aircraftt and the aircr~t wheel base, they are 

independent o~ the sur~ace on which the aircr~t is taxiing, only 

the magnitude o~ the res;)onse at these peaks being dependent on 

the runway surface. Th~s, taxiing velocities ~ay be calculated 

which should be avoided on all surfaces in order to minimise 

response acceleration, and thus crew and passenger diocomfort and 

pilot ~atigue. However, since the velocities at which minimum 

response occurs are di~~erent ~or the pilot and,mainwheel locations, 

calculation o~ un optimum taxiing velocity will have to take into 

account the j"'portance o~ the position on the aircra~t. For a 

take-o~~ or landing run o~ course all these velocitieo must be 

passed throuGh in any case. 

Using the aircra~t parameters ~rom table 4.3 the ~ollowing 

damping ratios are calculated ~or the uncoupled heave an~ pitch 

modes: 

Heave: 

Pitch: 

f3 = 

f3 = 

0.0881 

0.2579 

From the eigenvalues in the table, ~or the case when ~lexural modes 

are'neglected, the damping ratios ~or the coupled heave and pitch 

modeo are 

Heave: (3 = 0.0463 

Pitch: f3 = 0.1199 
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Similarly, although the aircra:ft parameters from reference 37 were 

chosen to produce uncoupled heave and pitch, it has been shown that 

uhen the pitch and heave responses are calculated separately the 

lamping ratios are 

Heave: p = 0.0448 

Pitch: ~ = 0.0295 

Howev"r, when the same parameters are uoed in the overall response 

progrHIll, as was done to produce fingurGs 4.10(b) and 4.11, the 

damping ratios are found to be 

Heave: f3 = 0.0114 

Pitch: f3 = 0.0077 

Thuo, for D given set of paramGtero, coupling tends to lo;.er the 

modsl damping substantiallY. 

As an added check on the accuracy of results obtained from 

the main rcsponse program, on attcopt was made to duplicate figures 

obtained in reference 13. In the reference a computer program was 

preoented to produce the tiee history of response acoeleration by a 

deterlUiniotic method of an aircra:ft taxiinG on a given runway profile. 

From time histories of the response of a Boeing 707 taxiing on 

Runway 12,' Langley Field, the root-me an-square response accelerations 

sho\m in table 4.4(a) ,;ere calculated. ThG profile and PSD curves 

o'f thts runway are presented in reference 28; the PSD curve is 

repro'iuced here as figure 4.21 fO,r reference. A single straight line 

,appro,dmation to the PSD UaS made (line (j) orr the figure) and the PSD 

found to be givGn by 

= 15 x 10-6vl .31 

W 2• 31 
(4 - 54) 
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This value was used in the main response program in conjunction 

with the standard aircraft parameters from Appendix D, using rigid 

body modes only and a taxiing velocity of 100 ft/so It produced 

rms values of response accelerations at the pilot and mainwheel 

locations of 8.312 ft/s 2 and 4.598 ft/s 2 respectively. On inspeotion 

of the intermediate computer printout, however, it was found that 

most of the response occurred between frequency values of W= 5 to 

10 raq/s (-CL = 0.05 to 0.1 raq/ft at 100 ft/s), and since the 

estimated PSD is not a very good fit to the actual PSD curve 

between these values (figure 4.21) the above response values 

underestimate,l the actual response. A better approximation was 

therefore arnm to the curve between these frequency values (line ®) 
and produced a PSD of 

= 4.5 x 10-6y-2.0 
(,.)3.0 • 

(4 - 55) 

This was used in the prog~am with the same aircraft parameters and 

produced rms values of response acceleration at the pilot and 

mainwhccl loca ticn of 11.231 and 6.023 ft/s2 respectively. These 

are obviously considerably higher than the valucs calculated in the 

reference. However, it has already been stated that the values of 

equivalent linear damping shown in Appendix Dare loVl, and more 

realistic figures are those calculated in Appe~dix C. The program 

Was therefore run a third time usinG the aircraf't parameters of 

Appendix C, the runway profile gi vcn by equation (4-55), rigid body 

modes only, and a taxiing velocity of 100 ft/so It was also run 

using riGid body modes plus the first 6 flexural modes. However, 

since in this case response was expected up to frequenoies of 

35 raq/s (.J1..= 0.35 raq/ft) or more, and since at the higher 

frequencies equation (4-55) underestimates the roughness of runway 
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12, a further 'line was draun in the figure (line~), and lines (g) 
and (}) used as the PSD so that at frequencies below~= 0.22 raa/ft 

(W= 22 raa/s) the PSD was given by equation (4-55) and at frequencies 

above this thc PSD was given by 

~ (w) = 16 x 10-EVl.04 
(,.) 2.04 

(4-56) 

These latter two computer runs resulted in the roet-meon-square 

values of response acceleration shown in table 4.4(b). 

It will be seen from the table that the values are all 

gre:.ter than the values taken from the referenc:e. One reason for 

thi:: can bc secn by referrinG to figurc 4.21. At frequenoies 

below.-tl..= 0.05 raa/ft (w= 5 raa/o) line@overestimates the runway 

rou;;hness. H017ever, this only Gives a small error, since, even if 

all the area under the response PSD curve is removed, the values for 

the pilot location and main17heel location when 6 flexural modes are 

considered arc 8.2 and 6.05 ft/5 2 respectively, c.nd thc respective 

values whon only rigid body modes arc considored arc 8.35 and 

The closest correlation between values in tables 4.4(a) 

and (b) is the response at the pilot location for the case when 
, 

6 flexural modes are considered. Here the difference in values is 

onlc' 5%; less if allo'lance is made for the overestimate discussed 

abo re. The values calculated here for response at the mainwheel 

10c.'1 tion do not of course correspond directly l'Ii th the value from 

the reference for the cg position since the mainl'lheel response will 

contain a contribution from thc pitch mode. If this is taken 

into account the maimvheel :Location responses should be slightly 

reduced if they arc to be compared 17ath cg responses, though this 

will not be sufficient to reduce the value in table 4.1+(b), for the 



case when 6 flexural modes are considered, to its respeotive value 

in table 4.4(a). However, this value in table 4.4(a) was 

calculated in reference 13 simply by using the generalised 

co-ordinate in the heave mode for the case when 6 flexural modes 

were considered, no contribution at all being inoluded from the 

flexural modes, it apparently being assumed that the mode shape 

values at the cl; were zero. It is therefore felt that this 

result is of little value, and indeed cannot even be used as the 

cg response for the case when only rigid body modes are considered, 

since it has been sho~ in sub-section 4.3.1 that if the flexural 

modes are neglected, the response in the heave mode is considerably 

modified. 

The value oalculated here for the response at the pilot 

location, using rigid body modes only, is c.onsiderably higher than 

its corresponding value from the reference. 

Perhaps the major fnct which emerges from the above 

discussion is that if PSD methods are to be used with equivalent 

linear aircraft parameters to calcu~te responses, then the equivalent 

linear parameters and the PSD values for the runway must be chosen 

very carefully. 

If the values from table 4.4(b) are compared with those 

for 120 ft/s and 80 ft/s for the corresponding cases on figures 4.2 

and 4.}, it will be seen that 'ihilst all the values in the table are 

lower due to the increased damping, the trends between the two cases 

are very similar. However, whilst the damping has had the effect, in 

the Case where rigid body modes only aro considered, of decreasing the 

response at all positions by tho same proportion, this is not qui to so 
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for the case where 6 flexural modes \"lere considered. Here 

comparison shows that the value of pilot location response in the 

table is relatively lower and the value of mainwheel response 

relatively higher than in the figure. In other words the increase 

in damping has had the effect of reducing the relo.tive difference 

between the calculated values of response at different points on 

the aircraf't. 

It is of interest to compare the computer times required 

to produce the values discussed above. Reference 13 used an IBM 

7090 diGital computer. The times required to compute the time 

bistory of the generalized co-ordinates of the system, their first 

and second derivatives, the tyre forces of the mainwheels and 

nosewheel, the peak, mean and mean-square values of all these and 

of the displ(l<}ement, velocity, and acceleration at the pilot 

C )mpartrnent, e'er tho Boeing 707 aircraft operating at a oonstant 

taxiing vclocLty of 100 ft/a, 17ere approximatcly 32 minutes for the 

case when 6 flexural modes were included and 10.5 minutes when only 

rieid boJy mo tion ~tD.s considered. The times taken to compute the 

corresponding rms values of response acceleration at mainwheel, 

nosewheel, and pilot location for this report, using the Elliot 4120 , . 

computer vrere, exclusive of compiling time, approximatcly 78 minutes 

for the caae when 6 flcxural modes were included and 4.3 minutes 

VI,'en only rigid boJy modes 17crc considered. It 3hould be pointed 

out that in the latter case, although OlUY rms response 

accelerations were oomputed, the coupled values of the generalised 

co-ordinates of the system were computed in the process, and thus 

it Ivould have involved very little more computer time tocompute the 
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mean-square values of the co-ordinates and their first and second 

derivatives. 

Investigation showed that the speed of operation of the 

IBM 7090 i:J 0.44 times the speed of "Atlas", and the speed of the 

Elliot 4120 is 0.06 times that of "Atlas". Thus tho speed of 

operation of the IBM 7090 is 7.33 times that of the Elliot 4120. 

In order to compare the program times, therefore~ one should 

consider the times for both programs to be run on the same computer. 

Usine the IBIl 7090 computer the programs developed here, using the 
, 

values used for tablc 4.4(b), 110uld require times of approximately 

10.6 minutes and 35 seconds for the triO casca, compared vii th 32 

minutes and. 10.5 minutos for thc programs in reference 13. This 

assumes the times in the reference did not include compiling time. 

It will thus be seen that the programs developcd here give 

valucs 01' response usinG very muoh less computinG time than the 

programs in rcference 13. The proGramn un cd hero of coursc use a 

more simple model of the aircraft, and thus the values obtained. 

are probably not so accurate as thc values in reference 13. 

However, for purposcs of comparison of different aircraft, 

investiga'tion of the eff~cts of changes of aircraft or runway 

parameters, or o,Jtimisation of aircraft parameters, thes e programs 

should be of value sincc they show the same trends as mUGh more 

computer-time consuming programs. 
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4.3.3 Variation of response with undercarriage stiffnesses. 

The rms values of response acceleration at the mainVlheels, 

nosewheel, ani pilot location, for a range of main end nose 

undercarriage oleo stiffnesses, .. ere computed using the same 

earlier version of the main response program RESPONSE 12 as that 

used in early computations of variation of response with taxiing 

velocity. The carpet plots of response acceleration against main 

and nose oleo stiffnesses shorled a considerable amount of undulation 

(sce fiGures El and E.2 - Appendix E). Attompts to explain the 

undulations led to the conclusion that they were not caused by any 

physical characteristics of the aircraft or runway system, but by 

lack of accuracy in the integration method used in the calculation 

of area uniier the response PSD curves. !he cause of these 

undulfltions and the developnent of the response'program to overcome 

this problem flrc discussed in Appcndi:, E. TIro results di3cusscd in 

this scction \lere obtained using the later more nophisticated 

response program thus developed. 

Figures lr.22 anii 4.23 show carpet plots of variation of 

response acceleration, at the main uniiercarriage and pilot locations 

respectj,vely, Vii th variation of main and nose olco stiffnesses, for 
" 

a taxiing velecity of 120 ft/s, the remaining data being as Appendix 

D, i.e. based on a Boeing 707 aircraft and a geometric mean runway. 

Rigid body motles only were used in computatipn of values for these 

figures as they are for the remainder of this section. The range 

of stiffnesses investigated ViaS from half to twice the values shovm 

in Appendix D. The general trendo shown by these figurcs are that 

the rcsponse at the mainwheel location increases y;ith increase in 



main oleo stiffness, but is little affected by changes in nose oleo 

stifi'nesD, v/hilst the response at the pilot location increases 

lIith increase in either main or nose oleo stiffness. There is 

so,-'c slirht undulation on the maim/heel location response curve 

at low mc,in oleo stiffnesses and high nose oleo stiffnesses, which 

results in a minimum response value at a main oleo stiffness of 

0.6 x 106 Ibf/ft and a nose oleo stiffness of about 80000 Ibf/ft, 
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although this minimum response is only very little less than the 

response at the minimum oleo stiffnesses used, i.e.km = 0.6 x 1061bf/ft, 

kn = 46800 lbf/ft. 0he minimum response at the pilot location in 

fact very clearly occurs at these minimum oleo stiffnesses.. The 

response curve for the nose undercarriage location "as very similar 

in shape to that for thc pilot location, the values being in general 

sliGhtly lower. 

'fhe responsco ot thc oaim;hcel cnd pilot locations fol' 

the linearized stiff'ncsscs calculated fol' the Boeing 707 Ci. e. 

1)" = 1.2 x 106 Ibf/ft, kn = 93600 Ibf/ft) are shc,vm on figures 4.22 

and 4.23 by ciroles. It is clear that the better method of 

decreasing the pilot location response from this value is to reduoe 

the nose oleo stiffness, reduotions in main oleo stiffness resulting 

in a lesser decrease in response. The better'method of decreasing 

the ma:im;heel looa tion response from this value is to reduce the 

main oleo stiffness, whilst a smaller decrease in response may be 

. '. aohieved by an increase in nose oleo stiffness. 

Figure 4. 2.~. shows the PSD of the response acceleration at 

the maim,hecl Md pilot looations for tho airoraft and runway 

parameters in Appendix D, and a taxiinG velocity of 120 ft/s, i.e. 



corresponding to the circled points on figures 4.22 and 4.23. The 

lower frequency peak corre~ponds to the pitching mode, and the 

higher frequency to the heavinG mode. Clearly, with these parameters, 

most of the mainwheel location response results from vertical 

translation, whilst the contributions to the pilot location 

respon~e frc'm vertical translation and pitchinG rotation are 

approximately equal. 

Figures 1,.25 and 4-.26 show the PSD of the response 

acceleration at the m,ainwhe81 and pilot locations for aircraft 

parameters correspondinG to th8 extreme corners of t;igures 4-.22 and 

1;.23. The lower frequency peak corresponds to the pi tohing mode in 

each cese, as may easily be seen by referring to the eigenvalues 

plotte(! in f igurc E I, (Appendix E). It:i.s clear from figure 4.26 

that with hi.:h main oleo stiffness and low nose-oleo stiffness the 

heave mode cuntributes almost all the response at both mainwheel and 

pilot locaticns, whilst with low main oleo stiffness and high nose 

oleo stiffness almost all the response at the mainwheel location and 

most of that at· the pilot location oomes fron, the pitch contribution. 

}'igure h.25 indicates that when bot" main and nose 0100 stiffncsses 

are either 10Vl or high most of the mainwhoel location response is 

contributed bJ the heave mode, Vihilst for the 'pilot location response 

a significant contribution is also made by the pitch mode. 

Although the I, sets of curves in figures h.25 and 4.26 

have been drawn to different scales because of their great 

variations in height, it is clear from examination of the heights 

and bandwidths that reducing the oleo stiffness has the ei'fect of 
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inCleasing the damping in the modes, the nose oleo stiffness having 

by j'ar the greatest effect on the pitch mode, and the main oleo 

stir;'ness the greatest effect on the heave mode. 

Figure 4.27 shows the variat ion of response acceleration 

wi th mein and nose oleo stiffnesses for the same parameters as 

figures 4.22 and i,.23 except that the main and nose oleo damping 

has l)eCn doub:.ed. The outer curves only of the carpet plots have 

been drawn, but it is clear that the trends are very similar to 

those in fif;ures ~,. 22 and 4.23. However, in general the responses 

are ,:iL'l1ificantly lower due to the increased damping. With the 

hieher ,lar;;pinc the undulations, which appeared on figure 4.22 , 

ere almost non-existant, and there is even less variation in 

mainwhecl location response with chonge in nose oleo stiffness than 

there \'IDS with the J.oVler damping. 

It is of interest to note that with these hi,;h dwoping 

values the order of the heave and pitch frequencies was reversed at 

very 10Vl oleo stiffnesses. Some of the eigenvalues corresponding 

to points in figure 4.27 are sholm in table L,..5. It was not clear 

from the computer printout for some of these eigenvalues v/hich were 

pi tell values :l.nd. 'which were heave values, since the same eigenvalue, 

either pitch or heave, was not printed out first each time. In 

order to decide which eigenvalues gave the pitch frequencies and 

which the heave the eigenvalues wore plotted on fi£.;ure 4.28. The 

eicenvalues clearJ.y fall into two separate curves, which by 

comp'arison with figure E 4 (Appendix E) may be clearly identified. 
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4.3.) Variation of response with undercarriage damping 

The rms values of response acceleration at the mainwheel, 

nose:lheol, and pilot locations have been computed for a range of main 

and nose oleo damping constants, using the program RESPONSE 12. The 

ran/cc of damping constants considered was from approximately half to 

twice the values calculated in Appendix D. Again, rigid body modes 

only have been used for studies in this section. 

Fi~lre 4.29 shows this variation in response for the 
, 

main',:hed and pilot loca tions at a taxiing velocity of 120 ft/ s, 

usin:: the date, from Appendix D, i. e. based on a lloeing 707 aircraft 

and a Geometric mean runway_ The carpet plots in the figure are 

very "well-behaved", indicating a general trend for the response at 

both the mainwheel and pilot locations to decrease as either the 

main or nose oleo darnping is increased. The minimutl response 

obtainable over the range of damping considered is that at the highest 

main and nose oleo damping, i.e. Cm = 26000 Ibf/ft/s and Cn = 14000 Ibf/ft/s. 

AE;llin the response eurve fOl' the nose undorcarriage location ,/(la very 

similar in shape to that for the pilot location, the values being in 

general sJightly 10Vler. 

The responses at the ",ainwheel and pilot locations for the 

linearized damping constants calculated in Appendix D (i.e,Cm = 13080 

Ibf/ft/s, en = 6876 Ibf/ft/g) are shovm on the figure by circles. 

ReductiOllS of 17.5% and 26% in the maimlheel'and pilot locLtion 

resp.anses respectively may be obtained by doubling both the main and 

nose oleo damping constants. However, it will be seen that as the 

oleo damping is ;,ncreased the rate of reduction in response gradually 
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decr(!D.ses. Hence the trend is the same as that shown by Kirk and 

Perr,'· (ref. 38) that a tenfold increase in main oleo damping 

coefficient would be required for the Boeing 707 to decrease the 

cg acceleration by 58f,:. Kirk and Perry's analysis included only 

main oleo input, no pitching contribution being considered. It 

will be seen from figure 4.29 that the decrease in rate of' reduction 

in response is even greater for increasing nose oleo clampj ng. 

As might be expected, the pilot location response is 

infl'lenced more by the nose oleo damping than by the main oleo damping, 

altl,ough at hieh damping constants the effect of nose oleo damping 

is nubohntially reduced relative to the effect of main oleo damping. 

Similarly, the main oleo dampine has ,"ore influence on the mainwheel 

location response; at hieh drunping tbe effect of increase in nose . ' 

oleo dampinG is neGligible. 

It will be seen that (lS the nOse (,leo dampine is decreased 

to h·llf the standard value calculated in Appendix D the response, 

pari. :.cularly at the pilot location, begins to rise quite steeply. 

Vahes for nose oleo dampine; constants, from values used in 

reference,37, havc.been derived in sub-section 4.3.2, where it was 

stated that these values were felt to be unrealistically low, due te 

the fact that uncoupled heave and pitch modes were assumed. The 

values were 970 lbf/ft/s and 1830 Ibf/ft/s dependine; on the method 

of calculation. It will be seen from the trends on figure 4.29 

that either of these values would extend the curves much hiGher, 

giving a considerable increase in response, particularly at the pilot 

compartr:wnt. Figure 4030 shows the PSD of the pilot location response 



acceleration using values of Cm = 12250 Ibf/ft/s and Cn = 970 Ibf/ft/s, 

tow ther wi tb other values of aircraft and runway parameters derived 

frm: reference 37 (see sub-section 4.3.2), and using a taxiing 

The effect of the assumption of uncoupled 

moe"s can immediately be seen in the very clearly separated peaks, 

anrl the very low nose oleo damping is reflected in the extremely 

hie:il peak of the lower frequency pitch mode. The PSD of mainwheel 

location response plotted for the same parameters showed an almost 

identical heave mode pe, ,k, but a negligible pitch mode peak. 

Figure 1,.30 shows. further evidence of the importance of the type of 

intecrating procedure, particularly when investigatinB light damping. 

BearhB in mind the findings of sub-section 4.3.3, i.e. 

that I01'.'ering "he stiffness of the oleos has the effect of 

incre,',sj nc the damping, values for the lower bO)lndaries of the carpet 

plots 01' figure i f .29 were acain plotted, this time using half the 

previou:J oleo stiffnesses, i.e. km = 0.6 x 106 Ibf/ft, ~ " 46800 

Ibf/ft. The new boundaries are shorm in figure 4.31. In general 

large decreases in response relative to the values in figure 4.29 

have been achieved. Again, the min:;,mum response at the pilot 

location ,is r,ith max;,mum damping constants, i.e. Cm = 26000 Ibf/ft/s, 

Cn = 14·000 Ibf/ft/s. However, minimum response at the mainwheel 

location occurs with damping constants of Cm = 26000 Ibf/ft/s, 

Cn = 5000 Ibf/ft/s, although it should be noted that with Cm = 26000 

Ibf/ft/c, variation of Cn over the range 3.500 to 14000 Ibf/ft/s makes 

only about -r;: difference to the response. 

The eigenva1ues for the cases in figure 4.31 are shovm in 

table 4.6, where it will be seen that, when the nose oleo damping is 
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high, the :frequencies o:f the pitch and heave modes are very close 

together. Figure 4.32 shows the PSD o:f response accelera tion at 

the mainwhed wd pilot location :for the highest damping, together 

with the low sti:ffnesses. It will be seen that the ef:fect of the 

frequencies being so close together is to produce only one peak, 

the frequency of the peak on the pilot location curve, which one 

would expect to be predominantly pitch, being at a slightly lower 

frequency than that on the main17heel location curve, which one would 

expect to be predominantly heave. 

4.3.5 Variation cif response with undercarriage position 

The rms values of response acceleration at the mainwheel, 

no sev!heel , and pilot locations have been computed for a range of 

undercarriage positions. The 1:n sic runway and aircraft parameters . . 
used were those shown in Appendix D, although the undercnrriaGe 

parameters were varied f)'om those basic valuos in various ways. 

Rigid body motion only was assumed, and a taxiing velocity of 

120 ft/s was used. The range of undercarriage positions investigated 

in general covered mainwheel to cg distances of ~·.33 to 9 feet, the 

distc.nce between mainwheel and nosewheel positions being kept constnnt 
, 

at 59 feet. 

Th,'ee methods of varying the undercarriage parameters with 

position were used. Firstly the same linear oleo parameters were 

assumed for every position, seconclly the same non-linear oleo curves 

were assumed for every position, and :finally the same natural 

frequencies for main and nose oleo stiffnesses with their proportion 

of the aircra:ft mass were assumed. 



4.3.5.1 Same linear undercarriages 

The program RESPONSE 12 was used to compute the rms 

values of the response accelerations, the lineurized 

undercarriage parameters remaining constant, nnd only the 

distances of the undercarriages from the cg being varied. Figure 

4.33 shows the responses at the mainwheel, nosewheel, and pilot 

locations. The standard position for the mainwheels on this 

aircraft is 4.33 feet behind the cg. Thus it will be seen that 

as the naimlheels arc moved aft from this position the response at 

the mainwheel location increases, and that at the nosewheel and 

pilot locations decreases. This is completely opposite to the 

findings of Silsby (ref.12) and Kirk (ref.37). 

However, it j.s felt that the ass1JITI}Ation of the same 

linear oleo parameters in each case is unrealistic. Clearly as 

Lhe main wheels /lrc moved aft tho mnos oupported by thcm ,d 11 be 

reduced, resultillG, since the oleo stiffness remains unchanged, 

in nn increase in heave natural frequency, and hence, from 

sub-section ',.3.3, in an incrense in the contribution to the 

response from the heave mode. Similarly the natural frequency of 

heave of the nose17heel supported proportion of the mass on the nose 

oleo stiffness will decrease, resulting in a reduction in pitch 

natural frequency, and hence a reduction in contribution to the 

response froIn the pi tcll mode. 

shown on figure ',.33. 

These would result in thc effects 

4.3.5.2 S~.me non-linear undercarriaees 

The program RESPONSE 12 ViaS again used to compute the rms 

values of the response acceleration3, thin time tbe same non-linear 
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oleo characteristics being used in each case, so that as the: 

undercarriages were moved the linearized characteristics we!'e 

changed. The linear tyre characteristics were kept constant at 

the values shown in Appendix D. 

The linearized oleo stiffness and damping were calculated 

f'or mainwheel to cg distf!1lces of 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 feet, as sho-rm in 

Appendix C for a distance of 4.33 feet, using the oleo characteristic 

curves in figures C2 and 03, e:rcept that the final linearized values 

of damping constant were calculated using energy dissipated in a 

harmonic motion as' shown in Appendix D. The v~lues of stiffness 

and damping thus obtained were plotted, and smo<)th curves dravm 

thrOUGh them, the final values then being taken "rom these curves. 

This helped to overcome any inaccuracies in valu"s dutO to difficulty 

in measuring values and slopes from the rathe; snail dlaracteristic 

,urves, and ensured undercarriagc parameters gi v lllg smooth 

transitions from onc position to the next. The ourVes arc shown 

'In fit:ure 1,.34, the final values of stiffness an<i damring used for 

computations beine shovm in table 1".7. 

Fir:ure 4.35 shows the responses at the main·.7heel, nosewheel 
, 

and pilot locations. This time, as the mainVlhe"ls are moved aft 

from their standard position, the responses at t18 noseVlheel and 

pilot locations increase. This agrces Vii th the tren,'s shown by 

Silsby and Kirk, the amount of increase at the pilot location, about 

88% at the IEOSt aft position, agreeing very closely wj,th Silsby's. 

However, the response at the mainwheel at first decre::ses very 

slightly as the dleels are moved aft, and then with further wove",ent 
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begins to increase, the minimum response beine when the mainwheels 

are about 5 ~eet behind the eg. Although Kirk only showed values 

at two discrete positions, and Silsby at threE', both showed a 

decrease in cg response, althouch only a small decrease. This 

agrees with fiGUre 4·.35 ~or maimrheel to cg distances o~ 1,.33 to 

6 ~eet. Hm'!ever, since both references computed cg response, 

there was no pitching contribution to this value, whilst there will 

be a pitchinC contribution to the mainwheel response on fiGUre 4.35. 

Clearly, as °c.he maim;heels are moved a~t, the contribution from the 

r.i tch mode ViiI1 increase, since the noseViheel and pilot location 

responses have increased. Hence, an increase in the mainwheel 

response at the higher dc.stances is to be expected. 

Anin, the assumption of the same non-linear oleos is 

llot very realistio. The change in main oleo parameters wLll be 

small, since the proportion of load carried by the maim,heels cloes 

not chonge very much, and hence the same undercarriage mi[;ht be 

feasible. Ho,lever, the proportion of Ioad carried by the nose 

undercarriage is more than doubled, so that, referring to table 4.7, 

if the s~me undercarriage is used, because of the non-linear curve, 

a ~ive-fold increase in stiffness is produced. This accounts for 

the large increases in nosewheel and pilot location response. 

Clearly such a large increase in stiffness is undesirable, Dnd in 

any case, Vii th such large increases in load, a larger undercarriage 

would be required, producing chanees in other undercarriaee 

parameters. 
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4.3.5.3 Same natural frenuencies 

The final method of varying the oleo characteristics with 

clistcnce from the cC position was to keep constant the natural 

frequencies colculated from the moin and nose oleo stiffnesses and 

their proportions of the aircraft nass. This time the tyre 

oharacteristics and the un sprung nasses were also varied. 

The equation of motion of a mass on a spring and damper 

!:lay be w"i tten 

;c + £.X + k'..{ = p( t) (4 - 57) 
1,1 11 

It is rec,uired to ycep the natural frequency w" constant, so that 

k == constunt, 
!.! 

and,to maintain similarity in the equation;. 

----<.: 

c = constant 
!.I 

'0 0-

0.. 
\-J 

'If Y"" 
-.,Jz. I 

Fig. 4(i) 

. 

(4 - 58) 

(4 - 59) 

7 . -

Referring to ficure 4(i) the proportion of the weight of 

the aircraft supported by the maim-:heels is given by 

VII = 1'1.b 
d 

(4 - 60) 

Usin'g subscript () to denote the original aircraft parameters as 

calculated in Appendix D and n to denote the new parameters at the 
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new maim:hee1 distance, equation (4-58) t;ives 

= 

and substituting from equation (4-60) 

i.e. kIn = (4 - 61) 

Since the distance between the mainwheels and nosewhee1s remains 

constant in tilisana1ysis, equation (4-61) becomes 

Similarly, it may be shown that 

= 

and that the nose oleo parameters are given by equations of the form 

(4 - 64) 

The program RESPONSE 15 was used to compute the rms values 

of the response acceleration3. This progr,~ is based on RESPONSE 12 

but incorporate3 equations of the above form to vary the oleo stiffness 

"nd druq,ine;, the tyre stiffness and damping, and the unsprung mass of 

t:lC l1ain and nose undercarriages. 

Figure 1,.36 shows the reSpOI:3eS a t the mainwheel, nosewheel 

and' pilot locations. This time the range of undercarriage positions 

has been increased slightly to cover mainwheel to cg distances of 



3 to 9 feet. As the r.laimvheels are moved forward, from the 

stnn(lsnl position at 4.33 feet behind the cg, towards the cg, 

the mninwheel and nosewheel location responses increase slightly, 

whilst the pilot location response remains essentially unchanged. 

As the rcainwheels are moved aft from the standard position the 

effect is quite similar to that using the same linear 

undercarriages (figure 4.33), with the slight differences that a 

dip occurs in the maim:heel location response, eiving a minimum 

value when tile lllainwheels are located about 5.33 feet aft of the 

cg, and the ,lilot location response only decreas',s by 26% as 

opposed to the 51;:: on fib"tlre le.33. 

This final method of varying the undercarriage 

churacteristlcs is prcbably the most realistic, since an increase 

in load cnrried hy the undercarriaGe results ,in a proportionate 

increase in the characteristics, and in the weight of the 

unclercnrriD.i;e. It is also to sorno extent the most effective; 

moving the main undercarriac;e 1 foot aft from the standard position 

results in sliC;hc decreases in response at the mainwheel, nosewheel 

and pilot l(,cations, Ylhereas with both the other rr.ethods, at least 

one of the lesponses alYlays increases as the undercarriages are 

moved. 

4.3.6'. COElments on runways used 

The runway pJ'ofile used for most of the respon3e stUdies 

has been the G"ometric mean runway whose parameters are specified 

in Appendix D, whilst for some comparison purposes a pro:c'ile of the 

form of equation (4-23) has been assumed. The PSD's of these 

profiles are shown in figure 4.37, t03ether with the PSD of the 

profile of a rough runway reproduced from reference 26. It should 
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be noted that at frequencies below...n.. = 0.101 rad/ft the PSD of 

the e;eometric mean runway shoym overestimates that of the actual 

f,eometric mean runway cn.lculated in Section 2, from values obtained 

from reference 26, by a factor of about 1.5, as shown in Appendix 

D. 

Referring to figure 4.37 it will be seen that the 

geometric mean runway PSD curve is very similar in shape to that 

of the actual runway, but with lower values, as would be expected, 

since the actual runway is "ne of the roughest runways from 

reference 26. However, the profile described by equatio!; (4-23), 

which should describe a rough runway (ref. 20), also has l017er 

values -;han the actual runway at all frequent ies, and very 

substantially lower at the lower frequencies. 

It appears from this, and from similar inspectiol. of all 

runVlay PSD's published in reference 26, that the assumptiOl: of a 

"single straight line" PSD curve with a slope of -2 will badly 

underestimate the roughness at low spacial frequencies. However, 

it has been shovm (ref. 21) that many of the published spectra 

may be in error. The error cOll3ists of an overestimate of the 

PSD at long wavelengths (low spacial frequencies) due to the 

contaminating effect of very long wavelengths' such as runway grades. 

Figure 4.38 (reproduced from reference 4) illustrates this error. 

The circles show the individual values of PSD computed by use of 

the method which has been used for the computation of many of the 

published spectra. This method is described in reference 26. The 

.101id line sh<.lwS the spectrum computed by modifyinG this method to 

produce a better estimate of' the true spectrum at long wavelengths. 
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The effect of the above modification on the actual PSD 

curve in figure 4.37 would be to reduce the value of the PSD at a 

wavelength of 160 feet (...n. = 0.039 raa/ft) thus reducing the slope 

of the curve at frequencies below that of the next point,-O.. = 0.075 

raa/ft. Hence, a PSD curve with three straight line segments on 

the log scales may be a more realistic approximation. Since the 

geometric mean runway was derived from the actual curves in 

reference 26, it will overestimate the roughness at low frequencies 

in the same way as the actual curves. 

Hence, whilst the "single straight line" PSD with a slope 

of -2 r robably underestimates the roughness at Ion" wavelengths, the 

r,eometric mean runway described in this thesis probably overestimates 

it. 

Referrinr, to figure 4.37 it will' be seen that at spacial 

j'l'cqu~noie5 Joss than 0.1 raa/ft tho geometrio moan runwn.y oontains 

1I10re !'oughness than the "oinCle straight line" runway produced. by 

equatj,on (1,-23). The effect of this may be seen by examininc the 

response of an aircraft at tviO velocities on the two runways. If 

j t is as sum, 0. that frequencies up to 13 radians per second may 

('xcite r~sp ,noc in the aircraft (thio has been shown to be 

reasonable' hen rigid body modes only are con~idered), then at a 

. taxiing spe, 0. of 240 ft/ s spacial frequencies up to only 0.05 raa/ft 

1'lill be important, and thus the geometric mean runway will be 

consio.erably rougher over all the important ran"e. Hence the 

geometric mean nmway will produce considerably more response at 

this speed. 1I0wever, at a taxiing speed of 20 ft/s spaoial 

J'rcquenoies up to 0.65 raa/ft will be important, and thus the "single 
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straight line" PSD runway will be rougher over most of the 

important renge (0.1 to 0.65 rad/j 't). Hence this runway will 

produce a greater response at a taxiing speed of 20 ft/so T!lis 

may be verified by comparing figures 4.9 and ~-.12. The same 

aircraft parameters were used for both figures, 4.9 using the 

geometric mean runway, and 4.12 using the runway described by 

equation (4-23). It will be seen that the geometric mean runway 

produces less response up to about 70 ft/s, but greater response 

at Greder ta,ding velocities, the iif'ference at high taxiing 

speeds bein£ considerable. 

Since most of this thesis is concerned with comparisons, 

and the effects of parameter variations, the actual PSD function 

used is not critical, so lonG as it is reisonably representative 

of a pr[!ctical runway profile. 
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TABLE 4.1 

Response in each mode for parameters in Appendix D 

Response (ft/s2) 

Mode 1!ainl1hcc1 Nosewhee1 Pilot 
Location Location Loca tion 

Rigid body heave 2.2412 2.2412 2.2412 

Rigid body pitch .3394 4.2822 5.0590 

1st F1exu!'al 1.5490 .3809 .7110 

2nd " .1460 .3512 .4065 

3rll " .0128 .3817 .4905 

4th " .9936 2.419:1., 3.4559 

5th " .5833 .1389 .2778 

6th " .0841 .1074 .2070 

Higid body + 6 flcxural moucs considered. 

v = 60 ft/, .• 
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TAIlIE 1,..2 

Root-mecm-SQunre vnlues of response necclera tion calculated 

from ccncralizc(l co-ordinntes presented in reference l~. 

( a) C(13(::': ",here 6 flcxurnl modes are included 

-
Hode 

.. 2 
X c?m ~p <5"" 

ftjs2 

CSp 
£'tjs2 

l.lainnhcel 38820 
Nosewhecl 33720 
Ri(,ill body 

heave 26l,.5 1 1 1,..27 1".27 
Rigid body 

pitch .01192 52 -656 .1"73 5.96 

1 
1 94040 -0.122 0.056 3.12 1.43 
2 6930 0.037 0.103 .256 .711,. 

Flexural ( 3 477 -0.010 0-383 .018 .697 
modes ( 4 9336 0.230 -0.800 1.850 6.1"3 

( 5 5193 -0.168 0.080 1.008 .1,.80 
( 6 8863 -0.065 0.160 .507 1.250 

(b) Cnsa where rigid body modes only arc considered 

r,rocle "2 1m <:Pp q;:, CYp X 
ftjn2 ft/s2 

Uainwheel 53770 
!fosenhc'ol 27470 
lUcid" bo(ly 

heave !;.l86 1 1 5·39 5.39 
! 

Hicir! ),ouy 
pitch .007819 52 -656 .383 4.83 
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TABLE 4.3 

Eigenvalues for aircraft narameters in ADpendix D 

Rigid body modes Rigid body + 6 
only considered flexural modes 

ccnsidered 

I,lode Eigonvalue j3 Eigenvalue f3 
Nosewheel -617.8 or -37.0 -622.9 or -35.6 

Mainwheel - 44.79 ± t 114.97 .365 +' 6 -45.78 - L.114. 9 .370 

Rifid body heave 0.374 8.073 .046 0.326 10.101 .032 

RL;id body pitch O. -(21 6.012 .120 O. (31 6.4(1 .113 

13 t t'lexural 0.1(t! 5.016 .035 

2nu " O.~Ub It!.l (2 .02t! 

3rd " 0.71t! 24.('/3 .030 

4th " 1. 30~- 32. ,-46 .040 

5th " 1.037 39.097 .0265 

6th " 1.409 55.121 .0255 
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TABLE 4.4 

RIDS values of response acceleration for BOEING 707 aircraft 

taxiing at 100 ft/s on Runway 12, Lnngley Field 

(a) From reference 13 

Rigid body + Rigid Body 
6 Flexible Modes !.lodes only 
considered considered 

Pilot Location 
response (ft/s2) 8.U· 7.28 

cg response (ft/s2) 4.27 

(b) Calculated by Program RESPo;1SE 12 

Rigid body + Rigid Body 
6 Flexible Modes !.lodes only 
considered considered 

Pilot Location 
response (ft/s2) 8.605 

, 
8.820 

Nosewheel locaEion 
response (ft/s ) 6.941 7.755 

1,Iainwheel locaEion 
response (ft/s ) 6.259 4.749 



TABLE 4.5 

Eigenvalues for varying main and nQse oleo stiffnesses 

Eigcnvalucs 

k k m n Pitoh I'eave 
1bf/ft 1bf/ft 

0.6 x 106 46800 -0.840 :!:. i 6.234 -3.634:!:. i 6.090 

.. 80000 0.856 6.010 2.021 6.905 

" 120000 0.652 5.954 1.485 7~563 

" 155000 0.570 5.997 1.211 . 7.894 

" 187200 0.536 6.036 1.026 8.123 

1.0 x 106 187200 0.487 6.763 0.873 8.439 

1.2 x 106 
" 0.517 6'.951 0.780 8.601 

1.6 x 106 " 0.593 7.154- 0.618 8.913 

2.0 x 106 " 0.649 7.248 0.507 9.183 

2.4 x 106 " 0.685 7.298 0.434 9.404 

Rigid body modcs only considered. 

C = 2G600 1bf/ft/s, Cn = 14000 1bf/ft/s, othcr parameters m 

as Appendix D. 
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TABLE 4.6 

Eigenvalues for varying main and nose oleo damping 

Eigenva1ucs 

Cm C Pitch Heave n 

1bf/ft/s 1bf/ft/s 

6500 14000 -3.647 ± i 6.017 - .374:!:. i 6.269 

9500 14000 3.646 6.027 .445 6.262 

13000 14000 3.644 6.038 .527 6.256 

17000 14000 3.641 6.053 .622 6.249 

21CJOO 14000 3.638 6.069 .718 6.242 

26000 14000 3.634 6.090 .840 6.234 

. . 
26000 nooo 2.351 5.174 .910 6.340 

26000 9000 1.709 4.923 .903 6.452 

26000 7000 1.239 4.771 .843 6.543 

26000 5000 .857 4.687 .762 6.597 

26000 3500 .599 4.653 .700 6.61n 
. 

Rigid bo~y modes only considcred. 

km = 0.6 x 106 1bf/ft, kn = 46800 1bf/ft, 'other parameters 

as Appendix D. 
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TABLE 4.7 

Values of oleo stiffness c~d damping using some non-linear 

undercarriar:es 

Distnnce from Oleo stiffnesses (lbf/ft) Oleo dtJllping O-bf/ft/s) 
cg to mainwheels 

ft km kn C C 
ID n 

4.33 1.2 x 106 93600 13080 6876 

5.0 1.18 x 10 6 115000 12900 7550 

6.0 1.145 x 106 
165.000 12630 8520 

6 
. . 

7.0 1.115 x 10 238000 12360 9350 

8.0 1.08;, ,( 106 528000 12100 9850 

9.0 1. O~; J( 106 450000 11840 10170 
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FI GUK'E 4.1.3 
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F'lbUQE 4.15 

(b) 

( c) \ 

COMPONEN-rS OF" HE.AVE EQuATION 
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F=""1C,UI2E 4.17 

l-===== __________ _ 
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FIGURE 4-.21 
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SECTION 5 

OPTIlHSA'l'ION STUDIES 

5.1 Optimisation Techniques 

It is not the object of this thesis to select a best 

method of optimisation for use with the aircraft taxiing problem, 

and no attempt whatsoever has been made to do this. The selection 

of such a method Vlould be an optimisationproblem in itself, 

depending on many variables pertaining to the type of problem. 

!Ience, a lengthy discussion of the various optimisation techniques 

r.suld be out of place hel'e. However, a brief summary of some of 

the basic optirnisation methods may be advantageous. 

If a system is required to fulfil a" set of requirements 

j, t mny be said to be optimum if it performs as well as, or better 

1,lInn, nil.! 0 thc)' .'lY'l tern which oa tisf'ies the l'equil'emenb. If the 

porf'orrn8.nce Can be expressed as a mathematical function cf a number 

of v8.riables, ";hen optimisation may be ,lefined as the search for the 

m8.ximum or minimum value of the function. If the values of SO"le 

or all of the variables are limited by constraints the optimisation 

IJroceS8 is sniJ to be constrained; otherwise it is unconstrained. 

It will be assumed in this sumlOary that the optimum value required 

is Et minimum value. Methods of dealing with constraints '[;ill not 

be discussed since the only constraints likely to be \!let in this 

thesis are limitations on the maximum and minimum values of the 

variables, which are quite easily (leal t with. 

The classical mathematical approa~h to the optimisation of 

an alGebraic function f(xi)' i = 1,2,----,n, is to obtain a set of 
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stationary points by solving the set of equations 

of 
OXi 

= o (5 - 1) 

These points way be maxima, minima or saddle points, investigation 

of the matrix of second derivatives (the Hessian matrix) being 

required to Cletel'mine the minima. Although most practical 

problems cannot be expressed sufficiently simply to allow this 

form of solution, the method is useful in solving problems nhich 

arc not too complex, :llld which have only I). few variables. However, 

I"or(, important is the theoreticl).l significance of the results of 

cl"33ical optimization theory in the development of algorithms 

for solving complex optimisation problems. 

The remainder of this summary wi1~ qe limited to a class 
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of nlllllerical optimisation methods generally known ns scarch techniques. 

'l'JlC:;'., IIl:C:! Le broallly catc!:orizcd into direct scarch method,s. which 

require only function evaluation, and descent or gradient methods, 

nhich require both function cnd Gradient evaluation. An important 

problem in this class is that of finding the minimum of I). function 

of a sinGle variable, since many n-dirnensional search techniques use 

11 :-~equ(~ncc of onc-dimensional searches. 

5.1.1 Uinimum along a line 

Tv,'o norl-sequential search methods are ranc.om search and 

!I exhaus ti ve 11 search. In the forrr,er Clethod random values of the 

illdepcl1c1ent vo.rinble are generated vli thin some pro-selected range, 

and the funotion is eV:clu"tell at ench of' these values. Thi" method 

hac, the allvantnGe that at each successive eva'luation every point on 



the linc is equ"lly likely to be tested. In the latter metilod the 

pre-~elec ted l'anc;e is subdivided into a number of' equQlly spnced 

int,rvals, and the function is evalunteii at each point. lloth octhods 

are vcry ti",e consumine but mny be used to find the Glinimum of' a 

func-:.,ion v.~hich has several minima. The minimum ",ay be defined as 

the ~\oint at v,'hich the minimum function value is calculated. 

How( 'ver" for further accuracy, this minimum point may be used to 

locilte D. slIle,ller interval over which the same, or a dif'ferent, 

minimization pl'oce,lure may be used to establish a more aCGurate 

v!:luc. 

Fig. 5(i) 

1"\ 

I I 

Fii"~ure 5(i) :3hOW3 the results of an lIexhaus"tive ll search. 

It will lle, :)CCll thn t the values Xl nnd x2 brac}(ct only one minimum 

v[llue, ill this Case the [lbsolute minimum. l'he curve between Xl and 

X2 is said to 1}e unimodal. Several methods have been developed 

to find the minimum value of such a fune tion. One of the simplest 

of these is ec;ual interval search. Any number of' intervals may 

br: cilo",,,' but ;:iefer (ref. I,B) has shov.n that the 3-point (i.e. 4 

Cllunl 'intervnl~) senroh is the most economical in terms of number 

of' function' evnluntions to reach a Given interval of' uncl3rtainty. 
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The function is eV1l1untecl at L -!;- "nd :1 of the interval from xl to 

x% (figure 5 (i) ) • Then ho.lf of the original interval is ,,;-'; .• :c"cl 

(i.e. the two adjacent seements contcining at their centre the 

vclue of " at ,,;hich the function is smallest) and the process is 

rerce,tell. Part of the econorr·y of this r;]ethod is that the two 

extrel:le and the centre function values are alne.ys retained from 

the IJrcviou3 l.terntiun, a.nd hence e.f'ter ,the first iteration only 

tV,'D function evaluations [lI'e required. each time .. Thus, after m 

iterati(.IDS from fi(:;tu'c 5(i), the minit:lum will be locatccl to vdthin 

an intc]·vD.l of uncertainty of (-!;-)m. ("2 - Xl), and (2m + 3) function 

8vcl1J.2.ticns 1":ill be required. 

AlthouGh ij; mir;ht ~ppear that rejecting haL' the previous 

:Lntervnl witb e[~ch iter2tion is the best 'I:hie!;. could -l..le Qutnil1ell . . 

tld::, is r:ot the case, and the 1:::ore efficient rr.ethod2. use non-equal 

interval seo.rch. One very efficient wcthod is bnsed on Pibonacci 

nUI1,bers, defincll by 

Tbe f'ir~:t ,fevi Fibonacc.i numbers ~~.re 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 1;), 21, 3'-!--, 

55, 809, 144 ------. ~2he method is based on using c. step length of 

.,6 i+2 = Li+l. Fn-2-i 
Pn-i 

mc[CsuI'cG. from the end of the previous interval. It can be shov .. n 

thr:.t: if the oricinnl intervo.l is of' length L1, then [jtD.rting with 

li' the f-:.nnl interval of uncertninty will be 
n 

= 
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ana. tLio v:oulc1 require only n function evaluations. For exrunple, 

in order to reduce the interval of uncertainty to less than 3/~, 

G Fibonacci search steps [ere required, sincG 1 = -l < 3;;. A very 
FS 34 

Goo(l cxrlanation and exrmple of this method is given in reference l'r9 

The minimum of a unimodal function may also be found by 

assuming the function to have a simple algebraic form over the 

desil'cll r;:'..ncc, the sirlplestnssuroption beinG a quadratic polynomial. 

As an example, thG function mo.y be evaluated at threG points, a 

qua'iI'D,tic polynomial fitted to it, and the minimum of the polynomial 

fC')und .. 'r"is point then rGplnces onG of the initial points, and 

tile procedure is rCI-:ec:.ted until 0. sele-cted measure of accuracy is 

reached. Al1 algoritlun usinG this method has been described by 

Fowell (ref. '50). Cubic intel~olation ~ay'also be used, a notable 

outJlOr on this method beinG Davidson (ref.51), who kw proclucE'cl 

inte1'}JOlnt ~on equations usinG function und t;rndient evnluntions. 

5 .. 1 .. 2 Direct ncarch methods 

'rhe creat problem with the simpler search methods is that 

DS tjJC nUInber of variables (or dimensions) increases, the number of 

function eVl',luations requirecl increases enormously if the same , 
decr~e of accuracy is required. Thus, Cl random search rr:ethod can 

be used in several dimensions, ra,ndom values of ell variables being 

r;enCl'o.tccl, or a method equivalent to the one-c'imensiol1"l "exhaustive" 

8e&ro,l, method, may be used, now called Grid search. However, if say 

10 function eVl.~luation3 \'Iere used for the one-dimensiolJo.l case, then 

for the same degree of uncertainty IOn function evaluations Vloulcl be 
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required for n dimensions. Figures 1,.22 and 4.23 are in effec t 

examples of 2-dimensional grid search. 

A vlay of cutting c1Oi'!n the number of function evaluations 

required is to use a univariate search method, in which on1y onc 

variable nt a time is chnngec1.. Usually the variables are chanGed 

one by one in some sequence, the function being minimized along 

each of the co-orilinate directions, and the process repeated until 

some convergenoe criterion is reached. This pl'oceduI'c is il:Justrated. 

for the 2-Jimensional case in figure 5( ii). 

2if--"7f3--__ 

Fig. 5(ii) 

It will be noted in the figure theet 8.1 tornate points in 

tile iteration (e.g.l,3; 2,4; 3,5 etc) define lines which lie in the 

generul c.ire:Jtion of the minimum. Indeed, if' the function v;ere a 

que.uratic the '18fined lines ,iOuld loass throut;h the minimum. This 

propert.", l""ds to a class of rJethods known as "pattern move". 

Explol'(l.tory moves are maJe from a startillg point to explore the 

locnl bcho.viour of' the objective function. The moves cre not 

)1(;c8"88.ril:' intended to minimise the function alonc the co-ordinate 
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directions, so that if f(i) is the value of the function at the 

ith point in fi,;ure 5(ii), and point 1 is the starting point, then 

if' 1'(3) <..f'(2) <1'(1), the pnttern move can be made n.lonc: the 

direction of' " line through points 1 and 3. A simple !"ethod using 

this principle has been developed by Hooke "'Id Jeeves (ref. 52), a 

better devdopment of this being that of Ros(mbrock (ref.:)3). The 

methods using this principle vary in generol in the ie"rc"e to which 

the exploratory end pattern directions are explored. Rosenbrock's 

methoil has been shown in general to be very efficient for pro.ctical 

problems, particularly in locating an enrly 2.pproximation to the 

r::inirr,um .. 

The methods so filr described have used mutually orthogonal 

directions in e:).ch cycle of searches. However, this does not 

llcccf>:-;nl'ily 111'oduoe the quickest converf,ence. POYiell' n method 

(rcf .. ~~)O) u:]cs conjuGate directions. If' II qU:I~h'o.ti0 function to 

be m:i ldmiseu is 

. (5 - 2) 

then the directions ~ und .:! are said to be conjugate directions if 

.;rAw = 0 

The l'leth9rJ tn"Y be desc ribed simply as follows: The function is 

first rninim:i.sccl in each of the co-ordinr.te di:rection~, Md then in 

the .. :~~soci['.ted puttern direction. One of the co-ordinate c.irections is 

disccTded in fc.vour of' the pcttern direction for all the following 

iter"tion", since the pattern direction is likely to be a better 

direction than the discarded co-ordinate direction. Each time a 

pattern direction has been Gcnerated it replaces one of' the 

co-orClin<l tc dil'Cc tions, until at the (n + 1) th i tero. tioll, for nn 



n-dirncnsioD3.1 problem, n conjuc-ate directions are used. This 

method prolluces quadra.tic convereence, that is it v.ill minimise 

a quadratic function in a finite number of steps - in fact the 

number of varil1bles, so that the starting point for the (n+l)st 

i ter8tion is the minimum point. 

It is possible, with a non-quadratic function, for the 

set of search directions to becooe dependent, &nd hence to scan 

only a sub-space of the n-dimensional space. I'owell has added a 

r::oJification, extended by Zangwill (ref. SS), which ensures a 

reasonable rate of converGence even \"'iheH the initial approximD_tion 

is quite poor. In fact, practical functions are usuaLLy a 

rcason[,ble npproximation to a quadratic in the region of the minimum, 

and Poncll' s method_ is probably one of the bes t of the current 

search techniques not requiring gradients. 

~,~1.3 Grn(licnt metJlocls 

'1'he direct search methods have or:ly u!;ed inforrnat:ion 

about the v"lue of the function at v"-rious points in seeking search 

Jirections. If now information about the r;radient of the function 

is obtcdnable this leads to a further clf:.ss of' methods of' choosing 

search directions, potentially more efficient" than the previous 

mctho:ls. The .';raclient vector,\7 F, of a function F(x) is defined 

as 

\JF = 

This vector lies in the clirectior: of /;reatest rate of increase of 

the function and hnc, that rate of increase as its macnitude. Thus 

a llIove -in the direction - \7F is a move in the eUrection of' steepest 
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dezcent, and no vector can give a greater local reduction in B'. 

If the function to be minimised is not readily differentiable a 

discrete approximation to the gradient way be used. The method 

of steepest descent V/aS first introduced by Cauchy in 1847, many 

authors having used it since then. 

The basic method uses the step 

x 
'1+1 

= (5 - 5) 

where 20:! is the old va1ue of :!S., -"q+l is the new value of E, and 0< 

i.s a real number. The values of 1S.q+l may be found either by 

function evaluations at intervals along the direction \7F until 

there is no further decrease in F, or by minimisation of the function 

a10ne the direction V F using onc of the previously described methods. 

Although this method gives, from any posit~on) the greatest local 

decrease in F, there arc better directions which may be used, onO. 

che meLltod. is in fact relatively incfficient, pllrticularly so when 

the minimum is approached along a fairly level floor of a steep 

valley, the steps then tending to oscillate fro!" side to side of the 

vCllley. 

A further form of step which can be used is 

= (5 - 6) 

where,G is an n x n matrix. S evera1 forms for G have beon 

considered, but the potentially most efficient form of this equation 

is 
= 

where H is the Hessian matrix. This equation ii', the n-dimensional 

equivalent of the well knorm one-dimension"l Newton "pproximation, 

0..\'\ 

where if' Xq is(npproximntion to El minimum, El better npprox:lmation, 
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Xq+l' is given by 

= Xq -

The method using equation (5-7) produces quadratic 

convergerwe, an,1 therefore Generally has a very good rate of 

convergence near the minimum for a practical problem. However, 

the method can have consiclerable disadvantages. It may be difficult 

or even impossible to compute the Hessiwl matrix; even for a simple 

funotion the elements of H may be extremely time oonsuming to 

compute. Furthermore, even if H can be found, computation of the 

vector -lrl'VF is a major computational problem for functions of 

many dimens ions. Thus the method is impractical for large or 

complicated problems. 

To overcome much of this complication a method has been 

prc·,scntccl by Dn.vidcn (re1'. 51) and developed by Flet"her snc1 1'0well 

(rei'. 57) which uses nn npproximation to the Hessian matrix. 

This method is variously desoribed as a quasi-Newton method.', a 

conjugate directions method, or a variable metrio method. 

Basically equation (5-7) is used, but for the first step II is set 

to any p~sitive definite symmetrio matrix; it is con~on to set 

Il = the identity matrix, I, so that the first.'step is in the direction 

of steepest descent. The function is minimised along this direction, 

and information gainecl in this iteration is used to update the 

matrix I! for Use in the next iteration. If the function to be 

minimised is quadratic and unimodal, then for an n-dimensional 

problem the Hessian matrix is constructed, and the minimuDl reached, 

aft,or n i terntions. If the function is more complicated then the 



~'letcher Powell method generates an approximation to the Hessian 

in the "eGion of the minimum. The simplification of this method, 

over that using an actual Hessian, is that the matrix H is updated 

using first-order information, this beinG achieved by calculation 

of the Gradient at two different points. 

5.1L.I.· Scaling of variables 

The convergence of most minimisation methods Can be 

i.mprovecl. by scaling the variables. The eccentricity of the function 

can be ireatly influenced by the choice of scales. 

i'unction 

F = 144:< 2 
1 + ~2 2 

A new form of this function may be derived, using 

= F(Xl' x2 \ 

12 2 J 

Consider the 

(5 - 8) 

(5 - 9) 

(5 - 10) 

Function con;ours of F and G are shorm in ficure 5( iii) (a) and (b), 

I'Ihe1'e it, ,::il) be seen that F is much more eccentric than G, so that 

the (:radient vector of F does not point nearly so close to the 

minimum as that of G, and hence F would be harder to ",inimize. 

'rhe object of scaling is to make the gradients in each 

,1iroc tion of the same order of maGnitude It vlill be seen that 

sorr,e eccentricity still exists in figure 5(iii)(b). If there had 

been no xlx2 term, then the contours in this figure would have 

been circles, and the Gradient vector vlOuld point to the minimum. 
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Fig. 5(iii) 

On the other hand, if the coefficient of the xlx2 term had been 

numerically larger, the eccentricity would have been greater. 

The teclmique of making the coefficients of the squared terms 

equal i:3 not, in general, optimal scaling, even in quadratic 

problems, beyond the 2-dimensional case. 1l0'Jover, consiClerable 

benef;Lt can often be gained by this simple process. 

In non-quadratic problems one method is to Use a diagonal 

scaling matrix, whose elements are approxi",ations to the diagonal of 

the .Hessian matrix. The Fletcher-Powell method might be thought of 

in effect as a steepest descent method usinG D. scaling matrix. 



5.2 Method used f'or optimisation studies 

The optimisation studies which will be described are 

bused on a method of' steepest descent. Ylhils tit is appreciated 

that this is not the most efficient method of optimisation, it has 

certain advantages f'or these studies. Firs tly the algorithm 

chosen Vias easily available, and is straightforvrnrd and easy to 

use. Secondly it is relatively economical in terms of computer 

spnce. 'l'his latter point was quite important in these studies, 

since the response evnluations nre quite space consuming and the 

computer being used Vias not large (Elliott 4120, 32K). 

The optimisation procedure is based on a procedure 

STEEP 2 obtained from the mathematics departwent of' the Royal Air 

Force College, Cr811well. This procedure 'aad" in turn been based 

on procedures STEEP 1 and STEEP 2, presented in AlGorithms 203 

to ?05 of the Gollected AlGorithms "f' GAGI,I. As the optimiso.tion 

stUdies progressed it \"Ins f'oun .. that certain 1ll0dif'ic3tions were 

necessDTY in ordel' to iIilprove the ef'ficiency of' the procedure for 

this particular application. The final version of procedure 

S'l'm;!' 2 is shown in Appendix H. 'rhe modifications l.hich have been 

made are underlined and will be described in due course. 

STEEP 2 contains trIO sub-routines, procedure ATIVE, for 

cOITIjlltinG the partial derivatives, :md procedure STEP, for 

comI uting the cOIilponents of' an urray XS1'Ep I):NV], which is a new 

appr oximation of X1.!IN [1: NVJ , an arrny of the values of the 

vuri ubles at the minimum value of the' function, FInN. LB(i) and 

UB( i) are lower and upper bounds of the independent vuriables, 
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NV b the number of variables, and XS(i) is the starting value for 

XI,IIN( i). FUNK(x) is the function to be minimised, in the form 

of a real procedure, and hence any function evaluation program 

used for optimisation, eg program RESPONSE 12, had to be written in 

the form of a real procedure for use with STEEP 2. 

An estimate for the derivative is 

f(x + dx) - f(x - dx) 
2dx 

(5 - n) 

DX Vias a real number in the original procedure, and hence all the 

vcriables Vlere increased and decreased by the same amount in the 

calculation of derivatives. It Vias very soon decided that, since 

the values, and the derivatives, of the variables could be widely 

varying in order, DX should be an array with different values for 

each variable. It Vias found convenient 1;0 make the starting 

values of DX a direct proportion of the starting values of the 

variables XS(i). If the derivative is very large the program 

reduces the value of DX; if the derivative is very small the 

program increases the vaJue of DX. A maximum alloVlable value of 

DX, DXMAX, is stipulated in the data. DXl:[AX Vias also changed from 

a real number to an array. 

The sienificanoe of RELAX is to inc~ude a proportion of 

the previous partial derivative in current iterations. Thus if 

RELAX = 0.5 the effect is that the neVl partial tl.eri Va ti vc becomes 

half of the new estimate for the clerivative plus half of the 

previous partial derivative .. 

A problem encountered early in the optimisation stUdies 

Vias that when the minimum occurred at an upper or lower bound the 
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proGI',,-m Vlould not terminate, but kept oscillatin[l at the boundary. 

The statements underlined with dashed lines in Appendix H were 

inserted to overcome this problem, the longest statement replacing 

FMllI: = FUNK(Xl.IIN). This amendment had been suggested in a later 

comment on the Algorithm in eACH by someone who had had the same 

trouble. 

The computation of a ne .. es timate of the value of the ith 

variable at the minimum is done by 

XSTEP(i) = ;mlll(i) - Px«.x Xl,lllI(i) 

vThere'" is the new partial derivative, and 

P is a vreighting factor. 

P is put equal to 1 at the beginning of the proeram wld tends to 

o at the minimum. In the original program, after a decrease of the 

function the step was accepted and P was multiplied by 1.5, whilst 

after an increase P was divided by 2. PMAX replaces P when P 

becomes greater than P!.IAX, and when P becomes less than El'S the 

optimisa tion is terminated, the choice of value of EPS therefore 

beint; a measure of the accuracy required. PUAX was set to 0.5 and 

EPS to 10-4 in early studies. The above values, particularly that 

of P);;AX, were found to lead to very slow convergence to the minimum 

in some cases, as will be discussed later. ~he program r:as amended, 

the values 1.5 and 2 being replaced by PlJUL'P and PDIV so that the 

weiGhtinG factor could be varied at differel1t rates, and print 

stntemcnts for P were inserted so that the 'lroO'ess of a computer 

run could be easily traced. 

In certain stages of the pro(;l'am XIUN (i) is replaced by 

a value ZETA if XlJIH(i) <. ZETA, and FIHN is replaced by a v31ue 
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PSI if ~'MIN <'PSI. These are safeguards to l'revent denominators 

becominG too small, and values of ZETA = PSI = 1 were used 

throuGhout these studies, which in fact meant that ZETA and PSI 

were never used in these minimisations since XMIN(i) and l'MIN 

were clwcys much Greater than 1. 
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5.3. Optimisation on actual function 

In the early optimisation studies the rillS value of the 

respa,Ilse acceler"tion at the lnain17heel location Vias minimised. 

These studies used the earlier version of the ",ain response program, 

using equal interval integration steps, in conjunction with the 

early version of procedure STEEP 2. Whils t the l!linimum value s 

shorm on figUl'8S 4.22 and 4.29 17ere verified, optimising on one 

variable at a time, the computer tilne to optimise on more than one 

variable was prohibitive, and it was also at this time that the 

necessity of \lsinij the more sophisticated integration procedure was 

realised, par',;icularly for low stiffness and hiGh dampinG. However, 

durinG t.lese ,;arly studies the step lengths for finding the partial 

derivati(,ns i'l the integration procedure were ,chanced from real 

numbers to matrices, so that the step for each variable could be 

differellt, ane' the amendment to overcome cyclinc at the boundary was 

mnde. 

All further optimisation stUdies minimise the sum of the 

rrns values of response acceleration at the mainwheel and pilot 

locations. 'l'his is a simple attempt to decrease the ceneral level 

of response aJ ong the fuselage and should prevent the response being 
J 

minimised at (ne point at the expense of another. Figure ,5.1 shows 

the sum of thE lnainwheel and pilot location responses for various 

values of main "nd nos" oleo stiffnesses, keeping the oleo damping 

constant at the values in Appendix D. This ficure is in fact the 

sum of ti1e lower boul1claries of figures 1".22 and 4.23. 

response should occur when the main and nose oleo stiffnesses are 

at their lower bounds. 
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The optimisation program BDARBH60 is sLown in Appendix J. 

'fhis pro cram uses the wain response proGram written in the form of 

a real pr'Jcedure, in conjunction with the minimisation procedure 

STEEP2, to minimise the response for variable main and nose oleo 

stiffnesses, Kl and K2' Programs basically similar to this, but 

varying only Kl or K2 , were used to minimise the response, the 

computer times required beine 23 minutes for Kl and 28 minutes for 

K2' '1'he corresponding values on figure 5.1 were verifieri using 

these programs. However, program BDARBH60, optimising 01>. both Kl 

and :::2' v:as found to use a prohibi ti ve amount of computer time, 

the minir:.um not having been reeched after 90 minutes, during which 

time 33 function evaluations had been made. Minimisation using 

more than the two variables would obvious;Ly be out of the question 

wit" thi:3 program, as the number of function evaluations required 

would inercD-se substantially as tho number of vuriables inoreased. 

Clearly, modification was requil'ed before further. 

complltations could be made, the two possillilities for investigation 

bein,; the computer time required for each function evaluation, and 

the number of function evaluations required to reach a minimum. 
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5.4 Optimisation on approximation to function 

There was little possibility of reducing the computer 

time required to perform an actual function evaluation. The 

computations beine made at this stage only considered rigid body 

modes, anel the varying step integration method was required for 

consistancy between results. Hence the possibility Vias investigated 

of usine an approximation to the response function which would be 

consistent for all values of the function, i.e. which would decrease 

as the func tion decreased. 

, One of the simplest, and most promising, posdbilities 

investigated is shovm in figure 5(iv). 'l'he sum of the peak heights 

times' the bandwidths, i. e. the shadeel areas, on the curve of 

response PSD v. frequency, is taken as a measure of the area under 

theourve. Thus, the PSD need only be calculated at e,,-ch peak, 

whose frequencies are given by the eigenvalues (i.e. two only for a 

rigi(l aircraft), instead of at the very many points required by the 

full integration routine. Thus, if the ith eigenvalue is given by 
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(5 - 12) 

and the response PSD at Wi is PSDl,li at the mninwheels and PSDPi at 

the pilot location, then the approximations to the rms values of 

response acceleration at the mainl1heel and pilot locations 

respectively, om ando-p ' are 

0" m = Jr":?;=-a-i-p-SD-l,-li-' (5 - 13) 

(5 - 14) 

VaIues for these approximations Vlere calculLted for a very 

",ide range 0"' stiffnesses, damping, and taxiing velocitie", for 

rigid body modes only, using values of eigenvalues and PSD 

calculateil in the response studies. The approximations are shown 

in figure 5.2 plotted against the correspopdtng actual computed 

responses, the values for mainnhecl and pilot locations all being 

plottecl on the same graph. In faot most of the lower values are 

wainwheel location response and most of the higher values are pilot 

location·response. The points show that a very good correlation 

exists betHcen the approximate and the actual values i.n general, 

but two distinct sets of points arc seen to be diverging from the 

main curve. The lower set of points are in fact mainwheel location 

responses, and the upper set of points pilot location responses, for 

the same set of conditions. 

Investigation of these points showed that they Viere all 

nssDciated \'11th high nose oleo damlJing; the higher the damping 

the further away from the curve was the point. The line of six 

points is in fact for the highest nose oleo damping (1)+000 Ibf/f't/s) 
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with 6 values of main oleo damping ranging from 6500 Ibf/ft/s to 

26000 Ibf/ft/s. As the damping increased the frequencies of the 

peaks came closer together, and the bandwidths increased, so that 

at the higher values of damping equations (5-13) and (5-14) were 

in effect including parts of the same area in both peaks.' An 

increase in nose oleo damping had a much greater effect than the 

main oleo damping, increasing both heave and pitch mode peak 

bandwidths by a large amount. Also, of course, for hiSh damping, 

the value of a from equation (5-12) no longer gives the bandwidth. 

It was 'found after some trial that for the case of rigid 

body modes only, that is the number of eigenvalues = 2(the eigenva1ues 

for the maim"heel and nosewheel movements are discarded since they 

do not contribute to the response), the following moclification to 

equations (5-13) and (5-14-) gave good corr'el~tion with actual 

respunses for most values of stiffness and damping. 

equation (5-12) and fiijUre 5(iv), 

then equations (5-13) and (5-11.) are used. Hoy;ever, 

if (al + a2) >0.75 (W2 -(01 ) 

then e'lu"tions (5-13) and (5-14) becone 

0.75«(.)2 - Wl ) 

0.1 + 1:<2 

Referring to 

(5 - 15) 

(5 - 16) 

l"or 0. combination of very low stiffness (which has the 

effect of increasinG the dampinG) and very high dampinG even this 

modificr, tion does not produce good correlation with actual responses, 



since at these values the heave and pitch frequencies are almost 

equal for the aircraft under consideration, and even reverse 

position for some extreme values. Hence there is in effect only 

one peak, as shovm in figure 4.32. Since it is not practical to 

produce an approximation which will give correlation with actual 

responses for all values of stiffness and damping, a failure 

cri terion has been developed which ends the program if the peaks 

on the response PSD curve come so close together that equations 

(5-15) and (5-16) are in danger of giving values which are not 

proportional to the actual response. Thus, the approximation 

method fails if 

10.75(W2 -Wl)1 <.0.2 

or if I O. 75(W2 - (.)1)1-< 0.033~ 
or ifI0.75(W2 -Wl)l-< 0.05,(al + (2) 

. -
A real proceduro FUl\1J( (X) incorporatinG the nbove 

approxil:1ations to the response, and the failure criterion, is 

inclCldec. in the optimisation program shown in Appendix K. The 

procedure is written to include any number of modes, but equations 

(5-15) and (5-16) ancl the failure criterion are incorporated in a 

conllitional statement, only being used if the number of peaks being 

investig:ctecl is 2. However, it is anticipated that the procedure 
.. 

would only generally be used 17ith rigid body heave and pitch, since 

it is a methocl of Giving a quick estimate of the value of the 

parameters requirecl for minimum response. 

An initial program incorporating equations (5-13) and 

(5-1~.) was Vlri tten to minimise the sum of the rms values of response 

• 
acoeleration at the mainr:hecl and pilot locations (Le.RJ.:SM + RMSP) , 

varying only the main oleo stiffne[ls, Kl • The minimum was found at 
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a value of Kl = 0.6 x 106 Ibf/ft in only 4- minutes 54- seoonds, 

makine 10 function evaluations. However, when the program was 

modified to vary both 1\1 and 1<2 the minimum had not been reached 

after 53 minut es, dUl-int; which time 143 function evaluations were 

made (c.f. 33 function evaluations in 90 minutes for the actual 

response function). 

At this time the procedure STI~EP2 lVas still using 1. 5 

and 2 as the multiplier 

ef P!.1AX = 0.5 and EPS = 

and divider respectively of P, and values 

-4-
10 were being used. Investigation of 

the steps in the optimisation print-out shoy/ed that the value of 

K2 was very quickly reaching its lower bound (decreasine K2 gave 

the steepest slope) and the value of Kl was then being decreased 

very sl(,wly ~long' the boundary, since the, value of PMAX woul(l not 

allow l"rge steps to be) taken. Furthermore, when a minimum was 

reached, the value of P had to bo reduced below 10-lt before the 

computations \'lere terminated. The value of PlIllX in the data was 

therefol'e increased to 100 and that of EPS to 10-1 , and the same 

progrrun then produced a minimum at Kl = 0.6 x 106 Ibf/ft Dnd K2 = 
4-61300 ll,f/ft in 16 minutes 5 seconds, making 43 function evaluations. 

At this stage the procedure S'rEEP2 ~as modified by 

rep] acill.S the values of 1.5 and 2 by PMULT and PDIV so that 

differelt values could be used. Increasing the values would mean 

that tll< value of step length would be increased quicker after a 

suceesslul step ana decreased quicker after an unsuccessful step, so 

that when the minimum YlO.S reached the value of P YTOuld i'all below 

that of El'S in less iterations. For all further optimisation 
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proerCtms values of PMULT = 2, PDIV = 3, FMAX = 100, and EPS = 10-1 

were used. UsinG these vulues the minimum ut 1\1 = O. G x 106 Ibf/ft 

and K2 = 46800 Ibf/ft wus reached in 13 minutes 11 seconds, and 

35 fUllction evaluations were mude. 

Computer proGrams were written, incorporatinG all the 

above modifications, similar to that nhorm in Appendix K, but 

Tile results of optimisations using these programs 

are shown in table 5(i). 

Parameters Computer Result 
varied tine 

, , 

!Cl, 1\2 12m 9s !Cl = .600000 Ibf/ft 

K2 = 46800 Ibf/ft 

Fumc = 5.53 

Cl' C2 10m 12s Cl = 26160 Ibf/ft/s 

C2 = 13752 Ibf/ft/s 

FUl\1C = 6.65 

Kl,K2,Cl,C2 24m 49s Response approximation 
failed after 61. func tion 
evalua tions at 
Kl :; 680000 Ibf/ft 

K2 = 46800 Ibf/ft 

Cl = 26160 Ibf/ft/s 

C2 = 13752 Ibf/ft/s 
FUNK = 2.046 

Table 5(i) 

It should be noted that all the optimisation computer runs were 

6 started at the values in Appendix·D, i.e. ](1 = 1.2 x 10 , 
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K2 = 936)0, Cl = 13080, C2 = 6876, and that upper and lower bounds 

were plooed on these parameters of twice and half these values 

respectively. No atteropt was made to start near to a possible 

minimum, as would generally be done in practice to cut dovm the 

computer time, since a measure of the relative efficiencies of the 

programs rm.s required. Clearly the last programs are much more 

efficient in qUickly findinG optimum values than Vlere the earlies t 

program3 usinG the actual function. 

It will be seen that the stiffnesses have Gone to the 

lcw er bOl'.nd and the dampinG to the upper bour:d in seekinc a minimum 

response. Figure 5.1 shor,s that for constant Cl and C2 , at the 

values in Appendix D, the values of K to give minimum value of the 

actuul response are indeed at the lower bQur\.d. The values of Kl fll1 d 

K2 found by the optimisation routine could no ,,. be used in the response 

prof,ram PESPOHSE 12, to predict the actual re:;ponse. However, since 

for variation of Kl and K2 the response approximation did not fEil, 

the value of FUNK = 5.53 from table 5(i) used in conjunction vlith 

fi'"lrc 5.2 ahould give an idea of the actual response. Since there 

is come spread on figure 5.2 the value of actual response 

correspo~ding to the approximation of 5.53 lies between 8.8 and 9.8. , 
From fi/lUre 5.1 the actual sum of responses at the mainwheel and 

pilot location is in fact 9.1"-

Similarly, fib'1lre 5.3, I';hich shol'is the sum of the maim;heel 

and pilot location respolises for varyinG Cl and C
2

, wi th Kl and K2 

keepinG the values in A.opendix D (i. e. figure 5.3 is the sum of the 

lower bourldaries of the curves in figure 4.29), shows that the 

values of damping to give minimum response are at the upper bound. 



The value of' FUNK = 6.65 from the table corresponds approximately 

on figure 5.2 with the vG-lue of 12.5 from figure 5.3, the slieht 

error being due to the fact that the values of damping on figure 

5.3 are sliGhtly different froIn the upper bounds in the optimisation 

program. 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 shou the sum of the mainl'iheel and 

pilot location response from figure ~. 27, i. e. Kl and K2 varying, 

with Cl = 26000 lbf/ft/ s and C2 = 14000 lbf/ft/ s, end from fi[;\u'e 

1 .. 31, i.e. Cl andG 2 varying, with Kl = 0.6 x 106 lbf/ft and 

Ko = 46200 lbf/ft respectively. 
" 

The minimum response does in 

fact occur when the stiffnesses take on values at their 10\'ler bounds 

ani! the damping takes on values at the upper bounds. Thus, al thoueh 

the resj)onse approximation failell when va!'Y.ing !Cl' K2 , Cl and C2 

(S8<' table 5(i», the procrll~ had in fact found'the optimulll vrllues. 

The value of }'UII1<: = 2.0h6 does not ha'! ever corresponc on figure 

5.2 with the actual response value of 7.2 from fieures 5.!·, fl.Ild 5.5, 

since, &3 the peaks on the response PSD curve get cleser together, 

and the failure criterion is approached, the value of 0.75 (.)2 _Wl ) 

becoN;s small, and equations (5-15) and (5-16) underestimate the 

response by more than the proportion indicated by figure 5.2. 

Appendix K shoVls the optimisation program, OP'fU:lS ATION 

ON APPROXTI.lATE FJlSPONSE FUNCTIorf 5. This program is very similar 

to the programs used above, includings the better response 

approximation, the failure criterion, and the better optimisa tion 

procedure, but incorporates equations of the fon:! of equations (4-62) 

to (4-G~.) in order to vary the undercarriace positions ,,;hilst keepinG 

the heave natural frequencies constant. 
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The program was run, starting with values as Appendix 

D, ancl procluceU. a minimum in 5 minutes 2 seconds, performing only 

9 function evaluations. However, the minimum occurred ":i th a 

~istance from Ct; to main .. hee1 location of 3.91 feet, producing a 

minimum value of the approximation to the response acceleration of 

FUNK = 9. 7~-. Figure 5.6, which shons the sum of the mainwheel wo. 

pilot locaion responses from figure 4.36, indicates that the 

minimum value of response should occur when the clistance is about 

5~ to 6 feet. However, exanination of the figure shows that the 

difference in response between the positions 3.91 feet and 6 feet 

is only 4-~, so that although the optimisation appears to be 

inaccurate when viewed in the context of undercarriae;e position, it 

has in fact produced a minimum only 4-1% higher than the actual . 
minimum, the wide :iTuriution in undercurriuge po?i tion occurr:iniS 

becau:;e the aircraft is very inscnsi ti ve to changes in undercarriage 

positlon. Indeed, the variation in response over the whole ranee 

inve., ticated in only about 8i%. 

The value of rotual response on figure 5.2 correspondinG 

to the value of FunK" 9.74 has a spread from 15.9 to 17.1, i.e. 

In view of this the production of a 
J 

4'" .~/, apl.ears to be a very creditable performance. 

minimum to within 

The eff'ort '"hich 

would be required to produce an approximation which would give a 

better results would be disproportionately high for the improvement 

which it is possible to Ettain. At the best only a very small 

Decj'ease in response can be obtained for this particular aircraft 

by moving the undercarriages, and for an aircraft which was more 
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sensi ti vc to undercarriage posi.tion the above met.hod vlOuld produce 

the positions to minimise the response to the same small percentage 

as in th-Ls case. The range of undercarriaGe positions to produce 

values near to this minimum would then of course be smaller than in 

this Case. 

The aircra.ft under consideration is only insensitive to 

the unde)'carringe position, of course, so long as the optimisation 

function being minimised is the sum of the mainwileel and pilot 

location rIDS accelerations. Reference to figure 4.36 shows that 

if the rc,sponse at only one position were minimised the re suI t would 

be much .lOre determinate. For minimisation of pilot location 

accelera ';ion for example the moinnhcel should be pI aced 9 feet 

(the upp"r bound) behind the CC. However;, tbis would increase the 

mainwheel location response. Thus, v.hils t the 'sum of the ruainwhecl 

and pilo:; location responses varieo only very little \d th 

undercarl'iage po si tion, responocs at individual positions on tl:e 

aircraft are affected by movement of the undercarriages, and hence 

a <liffe!', ·nt weightine function, reflecting the relative importance 

at diffeJ'ent positions for inclividual caseS ,would procluce different 

results. 
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S:lCTION 6 

DISCUSSION 

Computer proi;rams have been developed, usinc 

statlstical analysis by the power npectral density metl1od, to 

inv("tic"te the response of a linearized aircraft to runway 

une' enne,;s, and to minimise this response by variation of the 

un:]l:rcarriage parameters. The detailei results have been discussed 

in "';he relevD.:nt section!:.;. However, further comment on some of the 

resul ts, and d' scussion of their overall s'.Gnificance, is appropriate 

here. 

It has eenerally been assumed that the hieher the frequency 

of the flexural mode, the less ";ould b 3 the response from that mode. 

Hence, if say 1,. fleyural modes "ere to be :Lcluded in an analysis, 

t'·.e first ~ mo,;es v:ould be chosen, since tLc.sc would be assumed to 

have ,110" I; cffen t. However, it has been shown in sub-section 1,.3.1 

I;hat tld.'l is not necessarily the Case. Par the rllrticulnr '[til'el'aft 

analysed (the v/;!.ues of the parameters were bused on the Boeing 707) 

the 2n,1, 3rd, 5th and 6th flexural modes contribute a neGligible 

amount to. the response at the maim7heel, nosewheel and pilot 

locatioll.'3, and hence,for most practical purposes of computation of' 

fusclagc accelcrations,can be neglected. The 13 t ,'nd i+ th ,"o(les 

COlltl'i11U le a significcnt amount to the response. However the 

contributions from these two modes appear to be of such maglli tude 

and phil se that they counteract each other, 2.nd whilst the re suI ts may 

not be l'epresentati ve of actual results if one of these [!Jodes is 

neGlecte'i., if both modes are neglected the results give Cl gc.od 
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ind.icr.tion of the (lctuo.l response. HeY'8e for this particular ,.ircraft, 

consic1m'ntion (f rigid bo 1y modes mly I,roduces representative values 

A nimi:cur stuoy should be performed on 



any other aircraft to be analysed before it is decided which modes 

con be neGlected. 

stuly of the effects of taxiing velocity on response 

in,licatcs that undulations occur on the curve of response v. 

taxiinc 'lelocity, particularly in the cose of pilot location 

response. These have been shol'irl to be due predominantly to the 

effect 0.' the phased undercarriage inputs on the pitching ffiode. 

The curv, s produced in reference 37 (see figure 4.10) are rather 

high, an the peaks and trouGhs have been shoym to be rather 

ey.agr;en,1.ed dlle to the unrealistically low nose oleo damping 

used in the referencc, and thc runway profile PSD used. A more 

realis ti,) CUl'\ e would be similar to that shown in fiGure 4.9, but 

with loy,cr re:ponse at high speeds, since the'runway PSD u3ed for 

this fi{1lre t,:nds to overestimate the rOUGhness at low fre'!Uencies. 

Both the response and optimisation studies have indicated 

that th(, rcsponse cecreaces vith decreasing oleo stiffness or 

increasing 01<'0 damping. Ttese variations are in general very well 

behaved, the t1inimur.\ response occurring at the lower boundary of 

stiffness' awl the upper rounc1ary of damping. The only exception 

to this is in the case 02' variation of mainwheoel location response 
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\'ri th 61AO s ti:i'fnes s .. Hl)re, for. damping values of Cl = 13080 Ibf/ft/s 

and C2 = 6876 Ibf/ft/s, for high main oleo stiffness the response 

incl'eases Vii th decreasing nose oleo stiffness, whilst for low main 

oleo stiffnes,; the response variation rlith nose oleo stiffness has 

a trough, the miniroum not being at the boundary (see fie. 4.22). 

Por JOVl nose oleo stiffness the variation of resI,onse with main oleo 



stiffness is well-behaved, but for high nose oleo stiffness the 

varia tio'l of response with main oleo stiffness shows a trough, 

the miniIlum aeain not occurring at a boundary. For ,lamping values 

of twice those above (figure 4.27) the mainwheel location response 

shows siI1ilar trends, althoueh not nearly so pronounced. In all 

other ca.;es, including all cases of variation of the sum of the 

maimihee~. ana pilot location responses, the minimum response 

occurrec' at lowest oleo stiffness and hiehest oleo damping. 

For all the response and optimisation studies except 

the s tu," ~es 0 r the effects of the various reodes, Dnd of course the 

effect of taxiing velocity, a taxiing velocity of 120 f1;/3 has been 

used .. The question therefore arises, "Will the values of' the 

parameters rihicil give reduced response at this t,u::iing velocity 

also reduce the l",sponse at other velocities; or coulll the 

response be minioised at one velocity at the expense of others?" 

RepeatinG all the studies for many velooities would of course be 11 

prodicious eomputa tional task. How,ver, in view of the fact that 

tile variation of response d th stiffness ani clamping is so well

behaved, it is anticipated that it r;ould be so i'or all taxiing 

velocities. It IYoul,l ir.deel bet sreat coincidence if the response 

were only so well-behaved at certain velociti",s, and yet that this 

cood-behaviour coincided for all variables at the velocity chosen 

for thesG stu,.ies. 

It .as sho.m in section L.. that the velocities at which 

the.pea1<s OCCUI' on the curve of response v. velocity are directly 

proportional to the frequency of the pred.ominant mode - the pitch 

moc., in che Case of pilot location response. Hence, the effect of 
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a reduction in oleo stiffness, for example, is not only to reduce 

the response at the velocity under consideration, but to reduce 

the frequencies, and hence the velocities at which the peaks and 

trouGhs occur. If the response at the velocity were not rcducell, 

the effect of squeezing the curve to the left would be to increase 

the response at some velocities and decrease it at others. 

However, the reduction in response due to the reduction in oleo 

stiffnesses is greater than the increase in response due to 

squeezinc the curve to the left, at the places where the response 

would be increased, i.e. on positive slopes. The upper curve on 

figure 6.1 is reproduced from figure 4.9. Reference to fiG~re 

4.23 shows that by halving the oleo stiff'lessEs the response at 

120 ft/s will be reduced frOll 10.6 ft/5 2 to 5J. ft/5 2• Reference 

to figure E4 shows that this reduction in stiffn,ess will cause 

Cl deorease in pitch frequency from 6 raa/s to 1 •• 9 raa/s, a deorease 

Thus the position of the peaks and trouGhs, and ally 

points reltltive to the:Je, '01ill be moved to the left on figure 6.1 
Ih~ 

by 18.4%, and hence the position on(cycle which occurred at 147 ft/s 

now occurs at 120 ft/s, so that in "ffect the point A has been moved 

across to ,coincide with 120 ft/s an,1 reduced to a value given by 

point B. If this same l'rocecure, using the same proportions, is 

now repeated for all taxiing ,elocities, a curve such as the lower 

curve in figure 6.1 may be constructed. 

If these deductions are correct it will be seen that the 

effect of a reduction in oleo stiffness will be to reduce the 

response at all taxiing velocities, but that the reduction at some 

taxiing velocities will be greater than at others. The increase 
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in damping, although not changing the frequencies by the s~e 

extent, should have a similar effect. Further computations would 

of course be required to verify these deiuctions. 

The most realistic method of varying the undercarriage 

position is to keep the same frequenCies, calculated from the oleo 

stiffness and the proportion of the aircraft mass supported by 

that oleo. Using this n,ethod, as the main undercarriage r.loves 

aft froI!l 'che standard position the noseY/heel and pilot location 

responses decrease, whilst the I!lainwheel location response, after 

a slight reduction, increases. If the optimisation function is 

tak,n as 'che sum of the rms response accelerations at the mainwheel 

and pilot locations, then the aircraft under consideration is 

particula:cly insensitive to undercarriage position, and little 

useful purpose Ylould be served by using this 'method of reducing 

the response. 

',he b est reduction in response is to 10e gained by 

reducing the oleo stiffnesses. The values oomputed agree 

approximately with Wignot et al (ref. 22) who showed that a 

reduction of about 30% in equivalent linear stiffness of the tyre 

and oleo ~n series reduces both the passenger and crew station 

accelerations by 25%. 
J 

However, no account has been taken of 

landing iml'acts and clearly any reduction in stiffnesses would have 

to t~ke into account th<3 energy absorption requirements of a landing 

impact. 

The reduction to b<3 gained in response by increasing the 

oleo damping is not so great as that by reducing the f,tiffness. 

Furthermore, these studies started with values of Cl :. 13080 Ibf/ft/s 



and C2 = 6876 Ibf/ft/s, and allowed the values to increase to twice 

these values. However, the values of equivalent damping calculated 

in Appendix C, i.e. Cl = 24650 Ibf/ft/s and C2 = 12900 Ibf/ft/s, 

are felt to be more realistic for the Boeing 707. Reference to 

figure 4.29 indicates that beoause of the shape of the curves at 

these values, only slight reduction in response would be gained 

by increasing them quite substantially. This agrees with the 

findings of Viignot et al (ref. 22) who showed that for a given 

configuration, varying the hydraulic damping has a negligible effect 

on crew and passenger vertical accelerations. 

The capability exists, in the computer programs developed, 

to do a oomplete optimisation using the actual response program, with 

all flexural modes included, and varying a~l ~he underoarriage 

parameters, including tyro parameters if required. However, the 

computer time required for suoh a table would be prohibitive. 

The simplified programs developed appear to be quite 

efficient in producing practioally useful results quite quickly. 

For example, similar resu:j. ts nere produoed, using data from referenoe 

37, as were pI'oduced in that reference (see figure 4.10), although 

the reference used an iterative technique to calculate the oleo 

damping (and hence presumably more computer time), nhilst the 

prOGI'aIUS used in these studies used a simply derived constant value 

for dampj,ng. However, for problems where large extremes of response 

are expected, an iterative technique shculd be used, preferably 

iterating a different damping constant at each frequency step, since 

increased response will produce increased oleo stroking velocity, 
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and hence increased dumping. Hence the response at high response 

levels will tend to be overestimated if a constant value of 

damping is used (see figure 4.11). Similarly, results comparable 

with those in reference 13 have been produced, requiring only 33% 

of the "omputer time for the Case where 6 flexural modes were 

included, and only 5-~ for the Case where rigid body modes only 

were included. 

In the optimisation studies good working results for 

stiffnesses and damping have been computed using only 25 minutes 

of computer time on a cOIlputer whioh is, by modern standards, 

very slow. [f.ll computer tiIles quoted in this thesis have not 

included compilation timed The procedure converges very quickly 

onto the minimum. Howeve:-:-, it must be remembered that in all 

Cases exoept the variation of undercarriage position. the minimum 

being s "ueht lay on a boun(lary - or more preoisely at the 

intersection of n boundaries. Hence values ef P1lULT, PD:rv:, PJ.IAX 

and EPS coul,l be chosen which would converge this particular type 

of problem quickly, withou"; loss of accuracy. If the minimum did 

not lie in s11ch a posi tion, but lay in a trough, the values would 

have to be c:losen differen-;ly. The value of EPS would probably 
J 

have to be reduced to enSUl'e accuracy, and the other values may 

have to be reduced to prevent oscillation back and forth across the 

minimum. Tlle fact that the method converged rapidly with only 4~ 

error in the case of variation of undercarriage position cannot 

nec'essarily be taken as being representative of all "trough" problems 

without further investigation. It must be born in mind, of course, 

when adjusting EPS to obtain accurac.r, that for the later 
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optimisation studies the optimisation function itself is an 

approximation, albeit a quite reliable one so long as the peaks 

are not too close together. 

These studies have only considered aircraft taxiing at 

constant velocities. Consideration of an accelerating aircraft, 

such as in a take-off or landing run, is not practical by the PSD 

method. However, an approximation to· the take-off run could be 

fairly simply synthesised by letting the aircraft taxi for short 

times at a number of discrete velocities to fit the acceleration 

pattern of the aircraft. The number of peak counts of acceleration 

could then be calculated from the response PSD's for these times; 

several authors have presented methods of relating peak counts 

to PSD's (see refs 22, 30, 58). 
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SECTION 7 

CONCLUSIO!<S 

1. The simplified system developed is useful in preliminary 

de:;ign, for the study of the effects of parameter variations, 

and for optimisation. 

2. Por the aircraft used for this investigation (the values are 

based on the Boeing 707) a good estimate of the response can be 

obtained by considering rigid body modes only. Of the flexural 

modes the 1st and 4th are by far the most predominant, but their 

effects tend to counterbalance each other. A similar study 

should be performed on any ,'lircraft to be analysed before it is 

decided which modes to negl :oct. 

3. The response acceloration at my position on the fuselage 

generally increases with increased ta~iing velocity. However, 

this is not ways a steady inorease, particularly for pilot' 

location response where undulations "re apparent on the response 

curve, caused predominantly by the effect of the phased 

undercarr,iage inputs on the pitching mode. Similar, but not 

nearly so pronounced, undulations were apparent on the main 

undercarriage location response curve, caused predominantly by the 

same effects on the heaving mode. 
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4. The stiffness of the oleos would be the most rewarding parameter 

to vary in terms of reduction of response. The response decreases 

approximately linearly, in general, with decrease in equivalent 

linear oleo stiffness. The main oleo has most effect on the 



mainwheel location response, which is preaominantly aue to heave, 

the nose oleo having almost no offect on this response. Both the 

main ana nose oleos have a large effect on the pilot ana nosewheel 

location responses, which have large contributions from both the 

pitch ana heave modes. 

5. Increasing the oleo aamping causes a aecrease in response 

acceleration. However, a large increase in equivalent linear 

a.amping, from what is thought to be a realistic equivalent for the 

Boeing 707, does not cause a very significant aecrease in response. 

6. As the main unaercarriagc location is moved aft, the aistance 

between the two undercarriages remaining constant, the pilot ana 

nosewheel location responscD aecrcase, ancl- the mainuheel location 

response, after a slight decrease, increases. . The sum of the 

mainuheel [ilia pilot location responses for the Boeing 707 remains 

fairly constant with change of unaercarriage position. These 

variaticns assume what is thought to be the most realistio methoa 

of moving the unaercarriages, i.e. keeping the frequency, 

calculatea from the oleo stiffness ana its proportion of the aircraft 

mass, constant. 

7. The approximate optimisation function aeveloped proauces gooa 

working optima by use of very little computer time. 

8. Some of the optimum parameters proauced may not be realistio 

when viewed in the context of lanaing requirements (for example 

the oleo stiffness may be too low). Houever, the performance 
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characteristics produced should provide a useful standard with 

whioh to compare the performance of a realizable system. 
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APPENDIX A 

IJ.!PROVED CENTRAL DEVIATION VALUE 

A.l Houbolt's derivation of maximum deviation from the mean Cref.20) 

The mean-square value of roughness that is present in 

a lenf,th L is given by 

Hence the 

00 

(/-1_ c ~ d...n.. = 
..JL-

..il.., = 6TI 

CL 
211 

L, 
root-mean-square value is given by 

c5 = J CL I 

211 

CA - 1) 

CA - 2) 

Ranc.om process theory shous that the maximum deviation, cri, 

in a lencth L can be given as 
cs ' = lee> 

where le is a form factor which depends on the nature of the roughness. 

Experience has shovm that the value of le for runuay roughness is 

approximately the same as the value for a pure sine wave, that is 

Hence, the maximum deviation is given by 

CA - 3) 

and since for new construction C = 6.7 x 10-6 rad ft, then 

cr' = 0.00146 [L' feet (A - 4) 
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A.2 Derivation of improved value of central deviation 

-'-------
Fig. A(i) 

Figure A(i) shous the central d~viation b from a straight . . 
line of length L draun betueen any tuo points on a runwoy profile. 

Houbol t' s analysis for ~ is reproduced bolow for referenoe. 

In terms of runuay elevations, b moy be written 

£ = y(oc + a) + y(oc - a) - y(oc) 
2 

The Fourier transform of S is 

Fc 0-) = l(eifta + e-i.fl..a) R - F. 
o 2 Y Y 

= [cos(J1a) - 1] Fy(~) 
This in turn yields the spectrum 

pi -"4= [cos(Jla) - 1 ] 2py (J1.) 

= (4 sin4
..J2

2
a) f y (n) 

(A - 5) 

(A - 6) 

(A - 7) 
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The mean square value o~ S is 

~2 = jJJn_J tA-.I"k 
o 

=o/:Jy(.iL) Sin4 (.iL
2
a) dn. 

If the roughness spec true is assumed to be given by the curve 

= C 
-'1..2 

(A - 8) 

(A - 9) 

then equation (A-8) yields the ~ollowing root-mean-square value of ~ 

247 

(A - 10) 

in which L = 20.. 17i th a ~orm ~actor of G as used previously, the 

maximum values of S arc found to be in the order of 

Smox c }2i~~ =jTr~L I (A - 11) 

For values of 0 = 6.7 x 10-6 and 20 x 10-6 respeotively, equation 

(A-ll) gives 

b max = 0.00324 rr: ~t (new construction) 

,S max = 0.00561jL' ~t (needs repair) 

It has been stated in sub-section 1.1 that these values 

are ~elt to be suspect. Referring to equation (A-8) no reason 

can be seen why the lower licit of integration should be zero; 

since the value of sz. within a length L is required the lower limit 

should be A= 211 as in equation (A-I) Thus it is suggested that 
L 

equation (A-8), after substitution o~ equation (A-9), should read 



from which it is clear that 
oD 

Hence 

~2< (4 ~ 
.fL}2JI ~ 

I.-

~L < 2GL 
7\ 

and ~max = j2 J $2 i 

< 2J OL i 

7f 

Thus, from equations (1).-15) and 

b max < 20- f 

(A - 12) 

(A - 13) 

(A - 14) 

(A - 15) 

(A-3) 

In an attempt to estimate o.n approximate expected value 

of S m[1X' Sin4(~ io c-"'qJandod in ccp ation (1).-12) and a 
2 

substitution madc for a = ~. 
2 

Thus ..0 

~2 = I [1 0 + 0 Coo..QL - 20 COSSLL] dJL 
2 .n? 2..3 .SI! 2 

.. JU :t;T 
-C 

= . 30L + F(L) 
411 

where·F(L) = /"" h [.! cos.QL - 2 CCS..!l..2LJ d.n.. 
..Jl.. -lJT .D: 2 .... 

Now I~ cos~L - 2 COSIL~] cannot exceed 2.5. 

Hence 

F(L) < 50L 
471 

confirming equation (A - 14) 

(A - 16) 

(A - 17) 

(A - 18) 
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Fig. A(ii) 

However, exn.mination of figure A(ii) inllicates that since 

the ronge 0 to 2/1 is not included in the b::te,gration for b 2, and 
L 

hence fOJ' F(L), the value of F(L) will be very much less than the 
00 

v"lue of 1 2.5
2

:C d.n. • 
.1L= 2IT ..n.. 

L. 
i.e. 

Similarly 

F(L) ~<.. 5CL 
41f 

F(L) » -3CL 
41T 

. (A - 19) 

(A - 20) 

It may perhaps be concluded from equations (A - 19) and 

(A - 20) and from figure A(ii) that 

so that 

and hence 

F(L) -£!,. CL 
471 

CL 
7T 



from which 

. (A - 21) 

Thus. suggested values of central deviation from n straight line 

of lengt!l L drarm between any tuo points on a runuay profile, to 

replace lloubolt's values (ref. 20) I).I'C 

~max = 0.00206jL ft (neu construction) 

j; max = O. 00356jL' ft (needs repair) 
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APPENDIX B 

DEHIVATION OF ARI'rHlIETIC MEAN RmmAY 

The PSD of a typical runway is given by 

If the arithmetic mean 0:' a set of values a· is required. then 
"""" 

Ari tlunetio 
r.'\ 

" _a., mean~L 
, =,./.,_-=b::.li. 

m 

b i 

= ~ [al(b2.b3.b4--) + a2(bl·ba·b4--) + a3(bl.b2· b4--) +--] 
. blb2b3b4 

Thus it is not sufficient to find the mean of the numerator and . 
denominator separately. 

Referring to figure 2.2 the PSD curves can be defined by 

stating val'"es of PSD at two points on each of the two straight 

lines. Table Bl givecr the values of PSD at.1L= 0.05 and..Q.= 1.0 

for line A and at-'L= 0.1 and..n..= 1.0 for line B fer each runway 

in reference 26. 

Taking values fromthe table, 

Line A 

Arithmetic mean of If W at ....0.. = 0.05 is 

r} A (0.05) 

Arithmetic mean 

i A (1.0) 

'" =2f = 100.486 x 10-2 
;. .. , 4.. 

m 

= 2.72 

of p (LL) at.Il.. = 1.0 

= 239.79 x 10-6 = 
37 

37 

x 10-2 

is 

6.49 x 10-6 



Line B 

Arithmetio mean of f (.n.) at...D..= 0.1 is 

i?~(0.1) = 88.470 x 10-3 = 2.39 x 10-3 
37 

Ari thmetio mean of P (ft) at JL = 1.0 is 

1?e,(1.0) = 398.61 x 10-6 =10.78 x 10-6 
37 

These values are plotted on figure Bl. 

Slopes 

a. Line A 

Log 2.72 x 10-2 = -2 + .4346 

Log 6.49 x 10-6 = -6 + .8122 

Log 0.05 

Log 1.0 

c -2 + .6990 

= 0 

Thus, slope of line A = (-6 + .8122) - (-2 + .43lt6) 
o - (-2 + .6990) 

= -2.79 

b. Line B 

Similarly, slope of line B = -2.35 

Intersection 

The point of intersection of the two lines is given by 

6.49 x 10-6 
-Sl.2.79 

= 10.78 x 10-6 

..n.2• 35 

Thus the PSD of the arithmetic mean runwaY is given by 

If ..-Il.. < 0.32 raa/tt, if C-Q) = 6.49 x 10-6 tt2/raa/tt 
JL2.79 

If -12-> 0.32 rna/tt, <i (SL) = 10.78 x 10-6 tt2/raa/ft 
2.35 

..n 
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TABLE Bl 

Analysis of runways in reference 26 

LINE A LINE B 
Fig. 

pat.sL= 0.05 p at..{L= 1.0 p at.sL = 0.1 P aUL= 1.0 

10-2 10-6 10-3 10-6 
3 1.738 3.47 2.239 11.75 

1.738 3.47 2.239 11.75 
5 0.794 7.94 1.549 7.94 
7 0.398 1.26 0.363 5.37 
10 9.120 1.26 5.623 35.48 

9.120 1.26 5.623 35.48 
12 2.692 2.24 0.550 6.31 . 
15 2.754 0.54 0.661 5.37 

1.349 3.47 0.417 20.89 
20 2.951 17.78 5.248 17.78 

2.951 17.78 5.248 17.78 
2.951 17.78 5.248 17.78 
2.951 17.78 5.248 17.78 

23 1.318 3.55 1.995 3.55 
3.981 0.00015 0.398 3.31 

26 1.413 0.631 1.318 3.55 
4.266 0.631 3.311 12.59 

29 2.818 0.013 0.525 4.47 
1.122 0.00068 . . 0.661 8.91 . 

32 10.00 0.00007 1.778 3.47 
10.00 0.00007 1.778 3.47 

37 1.445 0.00501 1.202 7.08 
1.445 0.00501 1.202 7.08 
1.445 0.00501 1.202 7.08 
1.~-45 0.00501 1.202 7.08 

40 0.933 1.00 0.166 3.16 
0.933 1.00 0.166 3.16 

43 2.951 0.0066 2.818 10.00 
2.951 0.0066 2.818 10.00 

46 1.698 8.51 3.090 8.51 
1.698 8.51 3.090 8.51 

49· 1.259 2.63 1.820 2.63 
1.259 2.63 1.820 2.63 

52 1.585 13.80 0.631 30.20 
0.794 1;>26 0.234 6.31 

. 55 1.072 14.45 2.399 14.45 
56 1.148 85.11 12.590 15.85 

~OTALS 100.486 239.79 88.470 398.61 
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APPENDIX C 

BOEING 707 DATA AND EQUIVALENT LINEAR UNDERCARRIAGE C!-IARACTERISTICS 

The basic data from which the following data and linearised 

undercarriage characteristics are derived is taken from reference 13. 

C.l Undercarriage and pilot positions 

The dimensions required for use in this analysis are shown 

in figure C 1. 

C.2 1.10.3 s es and Inertias 

• 
• • 

Gross weight oj' aircraft = 324040 Ibf 

· · L!ass of aircraft = 10078 slug 

Unsprtmg "eigh~ of two 
main undercac"riages, \\ = 4992 Ibf 

• · Unsprung m:1ss, ill = 155 slug 

Unsprung weight of nose 
undercarriage, \/2 = 342 Ibf 

• 

· · Unsprung maSD, U2 = 10.6 slug 

Total sprung mass of aircraft, UJ [l,lJ 

= 10078 - (155 + 10.6) 

= 9912 slug 

Aircraft Moment 0': Inertia in pitch about gentre of 
';ravi ty, J = 0.645 x 10 Ibf in s2 

i.e. J = 1.!J[2,2]= 5.375 x 106 slug ft2 

C.3 Modal freauencies, generalised masses, and danming for first 

6 flexible modes 

Flexible Modal Frequency Generalised /jass 
Mode No. raa,/s Slug 

1 7.22 369.36 
2 18.00 278.29 
3 23.85 701.23 
4 31.0 635.84 
5 38.8 742.54 
6 55.0 192.46 
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Damping ratio o£ air£rame, assumed the same in each mOde,j3 = 0.025 

C. 4 !'!ode shapes for first 6 flexible modes 

Flexible !Jode Location on Fuselage 
No. Main ufo Nose u/c Pilot Location 

1 -0.122 0.030 0.056 
2 0.037 0.089 0.103 
3 -0.010 0.298 0.383 
4 0.230 -0.560 -0.800 
5 -0.168 0.040 0.080 
6 -0.065 0.083 0.160 

C. 5 Undercarriage stiffnosscs 

The spring £orce curves £or the main and nose undercarriages 

shown in figure C2 are reproduced fro:" re£erence 13. The values o£ 

spring stiffnesses used for initial rosponse oalculations in this . 
investigation are the stiffnesscs (i.0. slopes of curves) at the 

statio equilibrium position \7Uh the aircraft at its ma::cimum all-up-

weight. 

Sprung weight of aircraft at max. AU',1 

• 
• • 

= 324030 - (4992 + 342) 

= 318700 Ibf 

Sprung weight on two mainwheela 

= 318,700 x £2£ = 295,300 Ibf 
708 

Sprung weight on nosewheel = 318700 x 21-
708 

= 23400 Ibf 

Thus, drawing tWlgents to the curves at these values in figure C2 

gives the following approximate values: 

kmain = kl = 500000 
20 

= 100000 Ibf/in 

1.2 x 106 Ibf/ft = 
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ls,ose = 

c.6 Undercarriage damping 

39000 x §. 
10 4 

= 7800 1bf'/in 

= 93600 1bf'/ft 

The damping coefficient curves for the main and nose 

undercarriages shown in figure C3 are reproduced from Reference 13. 

The values of equivalent linear damping coefficients to correspond 

to non-linear damping coefficients may be calculated by two main 
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methods. One is to equate the damping force of the two coefficients; 

the other iD to equate the enerey absorbed per cycle using the two 

coefficient:,. Both methods require a knowledge of the non-linear 

damping coe:'ficient, and a strolcing velocity for the oleo. The 

non-1iDear damping coefficients may be obtained from the curves in 

figure C3 by using strokes at static equilibrium position obtained 

from the curves in figure C2. The ve100ities are a little more 

difficult. There are available, in reference 13, moan square 

values, Xi 2( t), of the generalised co-ordinates of response velocity 

of the aircraft in the various modes. These may be used to calculate 

an approximato rms response velocity at the main and nose undercarriages 

which wi1~ be used as an approximate rms oleo stroking ve100i ty. 

then the mean-square value of V is given by 



For a large number of modes 22::'ViVj will approaah zero, 

so that it can be said that 
- T 
V2(t) -& ~ I (V12 + v/ + ----Vn

2) dt 

D T T 

= !J;12dt + !fV2
2dt + ---- + !fV 2dt 

T T T n 
000 

- -2 -
= v1

2(t) + V2 (t) + --- + V
n

2(t) 

Thus 

rms value of V~ J SUtl of meun-square values of Vi 

Using the mode shapes given in C.4, remembering that 

,/)3 = 1 (rigid body heave) and cp4 = -X (rigid body pitch) where 

:, is the horizontal distance from the c.g. (sub-section 3.2.1), and 

j,aking values of X. 2(t) from Table 3 (p.92) of Referenoe 13 gives 
J 

. 
U,lin unilerenrr:'_nr;e Nose underenrriage 
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·,fodo j X~<!( t) 
:J 

, 't'iJ 
i (cPh 2 i'9,frX;)'2. cf2

J 
(CP2 j ) 2 It 'P2J ) <-(xy 

3 43.33 1 1 43.33 1 1 43.33 
4 .0004354 52 2704 1.178 -656 430000 187.3 
5 1318 -.122 .0149 19.6 .030 .009 11.87 
6 27.08 I .037 .00137 .037 .089 .0079~ .215 
7 1.04- -.010 .0001 .0001 .2')8 .0887 .092 
8 12.66 .230 .0529 .670 1-.5,,0 .314 3.97 
9 3.882 -.168 .0282 .109 .01"0 .0016 .0045 
10 3.181" -.065 .00423 .0135 .Oil3 .0069 .022 

, 61".94 246.8 

Root-meun-square value of vertical velocity at main undercarriage 

= j 64.94 / 

= 8.05 in/s 

Similarly, rms value of vertical velocity at nose undercarriage 

location = 15.7 in/s 
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If these values are assumed to be the oleo stroking 

velocities they will at the best be only approximations as they 

take no account of the vertical velocity of the wheel, it being assumed 

that the wheel remains still relative to the runway. Whilst the 

mean and mean-square values of main and nose wheel velocities are 

available in reference 13, it is felt that sinoe 

s = u-:t 
where 8, = stroking velocity 

n = airframe velocity 

• x = wheel velocity 

it c~~not be said that 

since, with only two values, it cannot be !lssumed that 
T 

~ f u$r.dt '" 0 

o 

However, the above velocities give an idea of the order of 

the velocities, ano. thus vlill give on initial estimate 01' the order 

01' tl,e equivalent linear damping coeI'i'icient vlhich should be used. 

Since the ultimate aim is optimisation of' the undercarriage 

characteristics, all that is required is a starting value. However, 

it will be useful if this is as accurate as possible from the 

available d~,ta, for the purpose of comparing response values for 

the aircraft with those ,obtained by previous authors. 

F!'om figure C2(a), for the main undercarriage at static 

equilibrium position, 

stroke position '" 20 in 

From figure C3(a) 



Similarly, for the nose undercarriage, from figures 

C2(b) ani C3(b) 

Stroke position = l~ in 

GUn = ~3 Ibf/(in/s)2 

where CNm und CNn are the non-linear (i.e.VIVI) dumping ooefficients 

for the main und nose undercarriage 01e08 respectively. 

The equivalent linear dan:ping coefficient Ce may now 

be calculated using one of the methods mentioned above. The first 

method would be to equate damping forces cuused by the two damping 

coeff'icients, so that 

giving 

It is felt that the better method is to calculate Ce by 

assuming the same energy absorption by the two types of damping 

OVer a given period. It cun be shown (ref. 38) that for n 

harmonic input, equating energy dissipated per cycle gives 

wher~ S is the stroke amplitude 

W is the input frequency 

Thus,.sjncc the motion is harmonic, Sw iD the maximum stroking 

veloci ty und therefore equal to j2' S vlhere S is the rrns value of 

the stroking velocity. 

Hence, 1.2 C~ 

= 
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However, since the value of X obtained is calculated from 

the results of a random input it is better to equate the energy 

absorptions in such a process. It can be shown (ref. 38) that for 

a random input having Gaussian distribution, equating energy 

dissipated over a period of time gives 
• 

= = 

It can be seen that, of the above methods, the last one 

will give the greatest values for Cc' 

For main oleo, equivalent linear damping 

coefficient, Cem = 1.593 X 160 x 8.05 

= 2055 Ibf/in/s 

i.e,C em = 246501bf/ft/s 

For nose oleo, equivalent linear damping 

c. 7 

C.7.1 

Total 

Total 

coefficient, Ccn = 1.593 x 43 x 15.7 

Tyres 

Stiffnesses 

Main Undercarriage 

Nose Undercarriagc 

= 1075 Ibf/i~o 

i.c,Cen = 12900 1bf/ft/s 

tyre stiffness, ktl = 1.158 x 106 Ibf/ft 

tyre stiffness, kt2 = 162000 Ibf/ft 

C. 7.2 Damping 

It is assumed that the damping in the tyres is 2.5% of the 

cri tical damping for the wheel mass on the tyre. 

Now Ccrit = 2L!"h = 2LlfK = 2Jk1i' 
JIi 

• 
• • Mrihwhee1 tyre damping coefficient, 
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Ctl = .025 x 2JktlMl \ 

= .025 x 2}1.158 x 106 x 155' 

= 670.B Ibf/ft/s 

Nosl:wheel tyre damping coeffiCient, 

Ct2 = .025 x 2J162000 x 10.6 

= 65.6 Ibf/ft/ s 

C.B Summary of pnpran data for aircraft with 6 flexible modes 

for; ni tial rC3pon3e studic3 and a3 starting data for 

optimisation stu82CS 

Analysis -Program Value 
Symbol Identifier 

kl IU 1.2 x 106 Ibf/ft 

lc2 IC2 93600 Ibf/ft 

Cl,C cm Cl 24-650 Ibf/ft/s 

C2,C en C2 12900 Ibf/ft/o 

lct2 I<Tl 1.158 x 106 Ibf/ft 

kt2 KT2 162000 Ibf/ft 

Ctl CTl 670.B Ibf/ft/s 

Ct2 CT2 65.6 Ibf/ft/ s 

d iT.BASE 59 ft 

f3 BETA 0.025 

Hl L!l 155 slug 

U2 L12 10.6 slug 

f!.! . llJ[i,i] ~912, 5.375 x 106, 369.36, 278.29 JJ 
701. 23, 635.84-, 74-2.54-, 192.4-6] 

r; 
W-tJ \IJ [i,iJ [0, 0, 7.22, IB.O, 

23.135, 31.0, 38.B, 55.0J 
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Analysis Progrnm Value 
Symbol Identif'ier 

[ <p l
j] PHIl [ 1.0, 4.333, -0.122, 0.037, 

-0.010, 0.230, -0.168, -0.065J 

[ <P 2
j ] PHI2 [1.0, -54.667, 0.030, 0.089, 

0.298, -0.560, 0.040, 0.083J 

[cppj] PHIP [1.0, -64.583, 0.056, 0.103, 

0.383, -0.800, 0.080, 0.160J 
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APPENDIX D 

AIDCRAFT AND RUNWAY DATA USED FOR [,;03 T OF THE WORK IN THIS REPORT 

Due partly to some numerical error in early calculations 

and partly to some modification in thoughts on equivalent. damping 

as the work progressed, some of the vo.lues derived in Section 2 

and Appendix C are modifj ca tions of values which were actually 

used for most of the comlutcr \'lork in this report. This Appendix 

shows the actual values v hich "ere used for this work. 

D.l Runway characteristicn 

Referring to the summary in sub-section 2.2 it will be 

seen that the value of Oa calculated for the geometric mean runway 

is 3.8 x 10-7• Due to a numerical error in earlier co.lculations 

the original value calculated for Ca was 6~1 ~ 10-7• The values 

of na , Cb and ~ remain unchaneed. By the analysis shovm in 

sub-section 2.1 these values led to a value of...n.. at the interseotion 

of the two lines representing the PSD curve of 0.15. The values 

used fo), most of the computer work are summarised in table Dl. 

These values are plotted on figUre Bl in Appendix B. 

At spacia'l frequencies in excess of 0.15 rad/ft of course the 

line cojncides with that plotted from the values in section 2. 

However, at frequencies below 0.101 rad/ft it will be seen that 

the runway derived here conto.ins approximately 1.5 times the power 

contained by the run"ay derived in Section 2. 

D.2 Aircraft characteristics 

Referring to Appendix 0 it I'/ill be seen that the values 

of main and nose oleo damping COilS tnnt co.lculated from the values 
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in reference 13 were 24650 and 12900 Ibf/ft/s respectively. These 

were calculated by equating energy dissipated over a period of time 

by linear and non-linear dampers subjected to a random input having 

Gaussian distribution • 

.An earlier !:lethod used "\"Tas to equate the energy dissipated 

per cycle for a harmonic input, so that 

where Ce = eq.uivalent linear damping coefficient 

CN = non-linear (Vivl) damping coefficient 
. 
S = oleo stroke velocity 

• 
However, c.ue to an error, the rms value of S uas used instead of the 

peak value so that, referrinG to Appendix C 

Cem = 8 x 160 x 8.05 = 1090 Ibf/in/s 
3lT 

and 0 = en 

i.e. 0 = 13080 Ibf/ft/s em 

8 x 43 x 15.7 
311 

= 573 Ibf/in/s 

i.e. 0en = 6876 Ibf/ft/s 

For ease of reference all the standard aircraft parameters 

used for most of the computer work are summarized in table D2, 

although all values except oleo damping are the same as in Appendix O. 
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TABLE Dl 

Program Dlltll for Geometric !.lean Rummy 

Analysis Progrrun Value 
Symbol Identifier 

- 6.1 x 10-7 CIl 
CA 

n NA 3.58 a 

- 8.2 x 10-6 Cb CB 

~ NB 2.24 

Intersection 
JL OLIEGA 0.15 rlld/ft 

. " 



TABIE D2 

Summary of program data for aircraft with 6 flexible modes for 

initial response studies and as starting data for optimisation studies 

Analysis 
Symbol 

Program 
Identifier 

1\1 

K2 

Cl 

C2 

KTl 

KT2 

CTl 

CT2 

VlBASE 

BETA 

t!l 

L!2 

PHIl 

PHI2 

PHIP 

Value 

1.2 x 106 Ibf/ft 

93600 Ibf/n 

13080 Ibf/ft/s 

6876 Ibf/ft/s 

1.158 x 106 Ibf/ft 

162000 Ibf/ft 

670.8 Ibf/ft/s 

65.6 Ibf/ft/s 

59 ft 

0.025 

155 slug 

10.6 slug 

[9912, 5.375 x 106, 369.36, 278.29 

701.23, 635.84, 742.54, 192.46J 

[ 0, 0, 7.22, 18.0 

23.85, 31.0, 38.8, 55. 0J 
r 1.0, 4.333, -0.122, 0.037, 

-0.010, 0.230, -0.168, -0.065J 

[1.0, -54.667, 0.030, 0.089, 

0.298, -0.560, 0.040, 0.083J 

C-l.0, -64.583, 0.056, 0.103, 

0.383, -0.800, 0.080, 0.160J 
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APPENDIX E 

REqUIREMENT FOR AND DEVELOPl,IENT OF INTEGRATION MI;THOD 

E.l Requireoent 

Early versions of the Main Response Program RESPONSE 12 

used a constant step length method to cnlculate the area under 

the response PSD curve. The response PSD was cnlculated at 

intervals of 1 ra~s and the vnlues added together, in effect 

being multiplied by the strip width of 1 ra~s. Thus the 

instructLon "FOR" WF: = 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 50 was in effect a 

mid-ordinate rule, integrating the curve from W= 0.5 to 50.5 ra~8. 

Using this method of integration to produce rms values 

of response acceleration, figures El and E2 .. ere produced to show 

the variation of response at the mainwheel"and pilot locations 

respectively with variation of main and nose oleo stiffnesses. 

The curves of response at the nosewheel location were very similar 

to those for the pilot location but genernlly slightly lower. The 

aircraft parameters other than oleo stiffnesses and the runway 

parameters used to produce the~e curves flere as in Appendix D. 

The method was also used to calculate values to produce figure E3(a), 

which shows variation of rms response acceleration at mainwheel and 

pilot,location with taxiing velocity. Again the values at the 

nosewheel location flere slightly lower than those at tl:e pilot 

location. The parameters used to produce these curves were those 

described in sub-section 4.3.2 taken from reference 37. Florural 

modes were neglected in the production of all the above figures. 
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There is a conciderable amount of undulation on all 

three figures described above. In attempts to eA~lain these 

undulations the eigenvalues and eigenvectors were investigated 

for rigid body heave and pitch modec, curves of PSD of response 

acceleration against frequency "ere plotted, and the responses in 

uncoupled ricid body heave and pitch were investigated. The 

eigenvalues are plotted in figure E4 for the same parameters used 

for figures El and E2. It will be seen that they give no 

indication of anY trends which should lead to the undulations. 

The eigenvectors too gave no such indication. Investigation of 

the uncoupled heave and pitch modes however led to large changes 

of response with velOCity in an apparently inconsistent manner, 

particularly for the pitoh oase. 

Fi/ures E5 to ]]7 (oopies of ficures 4.25, 4.26 and 1+.30 

for ease of referenoe) show the PSD's of response aooeleration for 

seme extreme oases of oleo stiffness. Figures E5 and E6 use the 

parameters from Appendix D exoept that, instead of the standard oleo 

stiffnesses, four oombinations of tnice and half the main and nose 

oleo stiffnesses are used. The taxiing velooity for both figures 

is 120 ft/so Figure E7 uses the parameters taken from referenoe 

37 and a taxiing velooity of 40 ft/so It is shOlm in sub-seotion 

4.3.2 that the nose oleo damping in tbese parameters is 

unrealistioally low. This i3 evidenoed here by the extremely high 

narrow peak of the pitoh mode. 

It oan immediately be seen from figures E5 to E7 that to 

use oonstant step lengths of 1 raq/s to integrate these curves is 
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quite useless, particularly in cases such as figures E6(a) and 

E7. Figure 4.6 sho •. '3 that the same problem will exist when the 

flexural modes are considered. For the case of variation in 

oleo-stiffnesses, as the stiffness increases the frequency at which 

the peak on the response curve, pertaining to the affected mode, 

occurs increases, and thus will sometimes coincide with a frequency 

at 17hich the PSD is co.lculated, and sometimes fall between two PSD 

calculations. If the peo.k is narrow this will lead to peaks and 

troughs on the response curve. Thus, the step length must be 

sufficiently small to give scveral steps vdthin the frequency span 

of each peak. In the case of variation of response vdth taxiing 

velocity of course, the eigenvo.lues remain constant as the velocity 

chanees, and hence the peaks do not chang~ frequency. Thus the 

undulations on the curves of figure E3(a) are not caused by this, 

and in fact have a physical caUsc as discussed in sub-section 4.3.2. 

However, figureE3(b), reI roduced from figure 4.10(a) for ease of 

reference, shows the correct curves of response acceleration with 

varying taxiing velocity. Comparing this with figure E3(a) 

indicates that the effect of using too big a step length has been 

to give an overestimate of the response over the entire range. A 

little thought suggests that if any of the aircraft parameters were 

changed, thus changing the eigenvalues, the degree of this 

overestimate would change, possibly becoming an underestimate, 

depending on how close the pealcs were to a frequency at which the 

PSD.was calculated. 
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Another peint tlhich emorges from examination of figures E5 

to E7 is that for the case where rigid modes only are considered most 



of the power in the response PSD is within a small frequency range 

of about 6 raq/s, so that there is little point in integrating over 

a range of say 50 raq/s. 

Reference to fib~res 4.18 to 4.20, discussed in section 

4.3.2.2, shows that here again, for the case of uncoupled pitch 

response, there is a clear requirement for a more selective 

integration method. 

E.2 Develonment 

Clearly a much more accurate method of integration was 

required in order to give correct results for the rms values of 

response acceleration. Two main methods could be employed in 

order to nchieve the desired accuracy. Firstly very small step 

lengths could be used over the nhole range of the integration, and 

secondly very small step lengths could be used at the critical 

frequencies (i.e. at the peaks) only. 

Tbe firs t of these two methods was quicl-"..ly discarded as 

being too ;Lengthy. Al though by far the simplest method, it vrould 

require step lengths of the order of .01 ra~s, which, even for the 

C8se where rigid body modes only nere considered, would require 

several hundred steps. For the case where several flexura.l modes 

were considered, requiring integration up to perhaps 60 ra~s, 

several thousan:l steps would have to be employed. The problem 

would still remain of course of hon to choose the step length in 

order to minimise the computer time required. 
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The second method, then, appeared potentially far more 

attractive in terms of minimising the computer time used. It was 

thus decided to use small step lengths at and near to the peaks. 

Th" first lJethod considered was to compute the slope of 

the curve at each step and nhorten the step lengths as the slope 

increased. This is a perfectly reasonable method for what might 

be called more well behaved curves, but 

in the case of a curve such as that on 

figure E6(a) or 7, with very narrow high 
A 

peaks, a step from A to B (fig.E(i» 

would sense a small, and inaccurate, 

slope. In order to avoid this the 

program would have to start with step 

lengths short enough to be rul:'C of sensing the correct slope at the 

peak, and thus would use smaller steps than necessary for much of 

the time. 

It was therefore considered necessary to find the 

frequencies at which the pealc values occurred, and use small step 
, 

lengths for a range of frequencies on either side of the peak 

frequencies. Brief consideration was given to scanning the 

frequency response function in order to find the frequencies of the 

peaks. This would require either a knowledge of the pealc widths, or 

very small scanning step lengths, in order to avoid missing a peak. 

One· method would be to scan with smaller steps over any range where 

the frequency response function was found to· be greater than a given 

value, say 3. 



It was finally decided that the eigenvalues should be 

calculated, from which the values of the frequencies at the peaks 

could be found. The problems thus remained of how far either side 

of a peak to integrate in small steps, and how small to make the 

steps in these regions. However, since the eigenvalues were being 

calculated, the bandwidths of the peaks could be found. Now the 

highest damping of the curves on figures E5 to E7 is that of the 

first peak on figure E6(a), which it will be seen is a very "flat" 

peak, whose eigenvalue is given by 
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\ = -1.328 ~ i4.788 (E - 1) 

From this 

where wd. = 
W" = 
(3 = 

givillg 

~d. = LUn/l -;3 2 I = 4.788 

f3 '-"-\-... = 1.328 

damped natural frequency 

undamped natural frequency 

damping ratio 

\..0,,- = 4.970 racl/s 

f-> = 0.2672 

(E - 2) 

(E - 3) 

Now from the eigenvalue in equation (E-l), the damping ratio may 

be calcurated approximately by 

(3 = 1.328 
4.788 

= 0.2774 

Thus, comparine the values of damping calculo.ted o.bove, and noting 

the very small differenco between the damped and undamped natural 

frequencies, it may be considered that even for such a "flat" peak 

as tllis, the damping i:J low enough for it to b·3 considered a high Q 

Case, so that 



BandVlidth = ~ = Wn f = 1.328 
Q 

The peak of course occurs at the damped natural frequency, Wd 

Thus, for most damp ins Cases considered in this report, 

if the cigenvalue is given by 

A = -a.:!:. ib 

then 

Frequency of peak = b raaln 

f3 = .9:. 
b 

Cl = 1. = b 
(3 a 

Bandl7idth = a raaln 
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A method considered fol' detel'mining the oize of integl'ating 

steps, and the frequency band over Vlhich to use them, was to make 

both of these functions of the bandwidth, so that, for example, the 

width over which small steplcngths wcre to be used would be given by 

41..0 " n x bandwidth 

and the size of the steps by 

';;w " m x bandwidth 
peak height 

where n and m are constants. 

This ·did not lead to a reliable method of obtaining an accurate value 

for the inteGration, and it nas finally decided that a cethod should 

be used whereby an integl'ution .ras done, and waS sucoessively 

repeated, halVing the step length each time, until t\70 successive 

integrations were within a given small percentage, say l~S. This 

could of course be done over the whole range of integl'ation as one 

integration, but thi:l would mean that however nmall the final step 



length required at the peaks, this step length would be used over 

the whole integration, steps thus being unnecessarily small at 

non-critical parts of the curve, leading to a :urge and wasteful 
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usage of computer time. After much experimentation the method below 

was developed for the main responDe program RESPONSE 12. During 

this development the mid-ordinate method of integration was discarded, 

and a method substituted using Simpson's Rule. 

E.3 !lethod fer Uain Response ProiT~.J:l 

Figure E8 represents a curve of PSD of response 

acceleratien against frequency. The curve is shovm for the case 

where rigid body heave and pitch and 1 flexural mode are considered, 

but the method, of course, applies to any number of modes. 

The eigenvalues arc calculated and the 3 frequenoies Wa. 
WC, and i..lD ef the peaks are selected by taking the imaginary ports of 

the eigenvalues and discarding the negative values and the high 

frequencies ef the no sel7heel and mainwheel modes. The three 

frequencies are then sorted inte ascending order by the procedure 

SORT and put into the 2nd, 3rd and 4th spaces of a 5th order one 

dimensional array. the 1st and 5th spaces being reserved for LJA and 

WE where 

I.0A = 0.5 J:(JB 

WE = 1.4 x W
D 

This array now gives 4 sets ef integration limits. These in turn 

are divided into sub-sets for the actual integration as follows: 

If Ub+l - Wn -< 2 then the limi b for the actual integration are Wll+l 

Hewever, if L...ln+l -l.0n?o2 thcn the limits fer the actual 
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integration depend on whether the range being considered is a 

peak to peak range (e. g. Wc to w
n

) or a range at one end of the curve 

being considered (e. g. WA to W
B 

or Wn to WE)' 

cases nre shown on figure E 8. 

The limits in these 

Thus, if ~ ::: 5 rud/o,6.>c ::: 6.5 rud/a, wn ::: 10 rad/s, 

thenWA = 2.5 rad/s and W
E ::: 14 rud/s, and the sub-sets of integration 

limi ts "re 

WA to~- 0.5 ::: 2.5 to 4.5 

w B -0.5 to~ ::: 4.5 to 5.0 

WB to Wc = 5.0 to 6.5 

Wc towC+ 0.5 = 6.5 to 7.0 

Wc + 0.5 toWn - 0.5 = 7.0 to 9.5 

wn - 0.5 toWn = 9.5 to 10.0 

Wn to L.1J +0.5 = 10.0 to 10.5 

Wn +0.5 to wE ::: 10.5 to 14.0 

The proceduro snIPs is no" called for euch sub-set of 

integration limits. Procedure STIll'S uses Simpson' s rllle to 

integrate between the t\70 sets of limits. Now Simpson's rule 

calculates the area under the curve by 

Area =h(l; t + Last + 2 x odds + 4 x evens) 
3 

where h is the st.ep length 

1st is the heiGht of the first ordinate 

Last is the height of the last ordinate 

odds is the sum of the heights of the odd 
numbered ordinates 

und evens is the suo of the heights of the even 
numbered ordinates 



SIMPS starts by using two steps, and successively uses 4, 8 etc 

until two consecutive iterations are within TOLP%, for the 

responses at the mainwheel, nosewheel, and pilot locations, where 

TOLP is read in with tho data. 

referring to figure B(ii), it will be 

seen that at each successive iteration 

all the intermediate ordinates frOIl 

the previous iteration now beoome 
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Thus, to l~p computer ______ L-~_L __ L_~~--L-~~--~~ 
Z. 3 I .. ~ H<.r. 

odd ordinates. 

time to a minimum for eaoh iteration 

the 1st, Last, and sum of all 

intermediate ordinates are stored, to 

be used in the next iteration 0.3 1st, 

z. 3 4- 5 2nd Teef. 

2. 3 4- 5 6 7 B. 5 .3 .. .1 I~,,-,. 

Fig. B(ii) 

Le.st and sum of odd ordinates. Hence at each iteration only the 

new even ordinateo necd be calculatod and thcn uocd in equation 

(E-I,) togethcr with previously 0 tored values. Procedure SIMPS 

calls procedure POSPDY to caloulate the height of each ordinate, and 

POSPDY in turn calls procedure TRAFUN to calculate the frequency 

response functicn at the ordinate frequency. 

E.4 Method for Uncoupled Pitch Response program 

The method of integre.tion of the response PSD curve for 

uncoupled pitch response is broadly similar to the method described 

above, differing only in the method of selection of the sub-sets 

of integration limits. 

Referring to figures 4.18 to 4.20 (Section 4), comparison 



of figures 4.18 and 4.19 shows how vastly the response PSD curve 

varies for taxiing velocities of 120 and 10 ft/s, using the same 

aircraft parameters. Similarly comparison of figures 4.19 and 4.20 

sho1s how the response PSD curve varies for the same taxiing 

velocity using different aircraft parameters. Thus, using 

only the damped natural frequency as a starting point for 

calculating the sub-sets would be a satisfactory met'lOd for figure 

4.18, but not for figures 4.19 and 4.20. 

It was briefly considered that an accurate estimate of 

the area could be obtained by replacing each peak by a superimposed 

triangle as shoTIn in figure E(iii). This would of course give an 

exact value for 

and 

Fig. E(iii) 

a sinusoidal peak, 

f
,+21I 

Area A = t(l
w 2 

I 

since 

cosw)dw = 

Area B = 21f" P = P7I 
2 

p 

P7I 

It will be seen from figure 4.19 that for very low taxiing 

velocities the peaks are approximately sinusoidal, and hence this 

method would give a good approximation to the area. However, 

reference to figure 4.18 shows that the method would be grossly 
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inaccurate here. Thus the method of sub-section E.3 is used, the 

method of selecting the sub-sets of integration limits being as 

follows: 

The damped natural frequency, Wd, is found from the pitch 

equivalent of equation (4-40) (Section 4). This gives the peak 

of the aircraft parameter dependent part of the expression for the 

mean-square value of pitch response acceleration, equation (4-49). 

The bottom and top integration limits are then set at 0.5 ra~s and 

2 x Wd l'a~ s, and all the values of wf found within this range 

such that 

1 - cos !!,Wf = 0 or 2 
V 

i.e. cos .9,.wf = :t.l 
V 

Thus .9,.Wf = nil, n = 1,2.3.4 
V 

giving Wf = nllV 
d 

where V = taxiing velocity 

d = longi tUdinal din tance bctv/Gen nosey/heel and 
mainwheel locations 

These va~ues give .the frequencies of the peru(s and troughs (zero) 
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of the response PSD curve for the lower taxiing velocities (figure 4.19) • 

. However, for higher taxiing velocities where the first trough frequency 

(other than 'i = 0), 

is greater than wd, the first peru( of (1 - cos .9,.Wf) , 
V 

i.c. 'i- = ItV ro.a/n, 
d 
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does not shol'( as a peak on the response PSD curve (see figure 4.18). 

Hence it is important, in order to cut dovm the range over which 

small steps are used in the integration, toinclude ~d in the sub-sets 

of intecration limits. 

Thus, the sub-sets of integration limits for the uncoupled 

pitch response case are given by 0.5, Wa., 2 x lJd, and the 

frequencies of all the peaks and troughs of (1 - cos d Wc) between 
V 

0.5 and 2 x Wd• 
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RESPONSE 12; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" NM; 

"READII NM; 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT" THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES RMS 

ACCElERATIONS OF THE AIRCRAFT AT 
MAINWHEELS, NOSEWHEEL AND PILOT LOCATION FOR ONE 
TAXIING VELOCITY; 

"INTEGER" I,J,NSTEPS,SS,LOW,HI,NNEGO,JE,IE,NEIG; 
"REAL" BETA,Cl,C2,Kl,K2,KT1,KT2,Ml,M2,CT1,CT2, 

W B A SE, 0 HE G A , V , CA, N A , CB, NB, PS 0 fIT 0 T , PS D N TOT, PS U PTO T , Ht1, I f12 , 1Nl, IN 2, I P 1 , I P 2, TO LP, 
WF,WFMIN;WFMAX,WFFIN,Zl,Z2,ZP,PSDIN,PSDMOUT,PSDNOUT,PSDPOUT,RMSM, 
RMSN,RMSP,WFSTART,WFSTEP,MACHEPS; 

"REAL" "ARRAY" MJ,WJ,XW,YW,UW,VW,A,B,SMC5,SMK5[1:NM,1:NM),PHll, 
PHI2,SMC1,SMC2,SMK1,SMK2,PHIP[1:1,1:NM],PHllT, 
PHI2T,SMC3,SMC4,SMK3,SMK4[l:NM,1:1),C,K,MI, 
STFMX,DMPMX,UNIT[l:NM+2,1:NM+2),CMI,U[l:NM+2,1:NM+2,1:2J, 
G,X[1:NM+2,1:1,1:2J,XJ[1:NM,1:1,1:2J,F.COEFF[1:2*(NM+2),1:2*(NM+~»),O,WR,WI[1:2.(NM+2)J 

"INTEGER" "ARRAY" CNT,INT[1:2*(NM+2»); 

"PROCEDUF-E" BAL.'1;CE(N, B ,A, LO'J, HI, D) ; 
~ 

:; 

"PROCEDUT;E" CDIV(XR,XI, YR, YI,ZR,ZI);. 

H 
~ 

l;J ?:1 en cD i';; 'l:! 
0 'l:! ;;; 5l 0 

t<l (jl § 
t<l 

f-' H 

'" 'u >< 
" "" 0 

"FRO:EDUP.E" ELlf.llES (r-; ,K, L, A, IliT) ; 

"FRO~EDl1JlE" HQR2(1I, LO'J, UPP, l.~~ ~:EPS, H, ViR, VII, C!:T, F ,FAIL) ; 

~ N 

'" N 



"PROCEDUhE" TRAFUN(ARRX,ARRPHI,M,MOO); 
I1 V A L U E I' M; 

'''INTEGER'' M; 
"REAL" MOD; 
"ARRAY" ARRX,ARRPHI; 
"BEGIN" 

"INTEGER" Q; 
"REAL" SUMR,SUMI; 

SUMR:=SUMI:=O.O; 
"FOR" Q:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" M "DO" 

"BEGIN" 
SUMR:=ARRX[Q,l,lJ* 
ARRPHI[l,Q]+SUMR; 
S U tl I : = A R R X [Q , 1 , 2 h 
ARRPHI[l,Q]+SUMI; 

IIENDII; 
MOD:=SQRT(SUMR*SUMR+SUMI*SUMI); 

"END" TRAFUN; 
"PROCEDURE" SORT(ARREIG,NVAL); 
"INTEGER" NVAL; 
"ARRAY"ARREIG; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" CE; 

"REAL" VALEIG; 
"BOOLEAN" INTERCHANGE; 

SCAN AGAIN: INTERCHANGE:="FALSE"; 
"FOR" DE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NVAL-l "DU" 

"BEGIN" "IF" ARREIG[QEJ>ARREIG[QE+iJ "THEN" 

11 END ,. ; 

"BEGIN" VALEIG:=ARREIGCQEJ; 
ARREIGCQE]:=ARREIG[QE+1J; 
ARREIGCQE+1J:=VALEIG; 
INTERCHANGE:="TRUE"; 

H!::NO"; 

"IF" INTERCHANG~ "THEN" "GOTO" SCAN AGAIN; 
"PRINT" "L2S5'NATURAL FREQUENCIES IN ASCENDING ORDER'; 
"FOR" QE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NVAL ''~O'' 

"PRINT" ALIGNED(4,6),"LS19",SAMELINE,ARREIG[QE]; 
"END" SORT; 



"LIBRARY" FORMMX.READMX.MXTRANS.MXPROD.MXCOPY.SCPROD. 
MXSUM.CMXFORM.CMXPROD.CMXCOP.CMXINV; 

"PROCEDURE" PJSPDY; 
"BEGIN" CMXFORM(U.STFMXCI.JJ-W~*NF* 

U~ITCI.JJ.WF*DMPMXCI.JJ. I.J); 
.CMXFORM(G.O.O.O.O.I.J); 
GC1.1.1]:=-KT1*COS(W8ASE*WF/V)+CT1*WF*SIN(WBASE*WP/V); 
GC2, 101]: =-KT2; 
GC1,1.2]:=-KT1*SIN(WBASE*WF/V)-CT1*WF*COS(WBASE*HP/V); 
GC2,1,2J:=-CT2*WF; 
CMXPROD(X.CMI.G); 
CHXCOP(G.X); 
CMXINV(U); 
CMXPROO(X.U.G); 
"FOR" 1;=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" 
"BEGIN" XJCI.1,lJ:=XCI+2,1.lJ; 

XJCI.l,2J:=XCI+Z.l,ZJ; 
"END ll

j 

TRAFUN(XJ.PHI1.NM.Zl); 
TRAFUN(XJ.PHI2.NM,Z2); 
TRAFUN(XJ,PHIP,NM,ZP); 
"IF" wF(OMEGA*V "THEN" PSOIN:=CA.Vt(NA-l)/WFtNA 
PSOIN:=CB*Vt(NB-l)/WFtNB; 

PSDMOUT:=Zl*Zl*PSOIN*WFt4; 
PSDNOUT:=Z2*Z2*PSOIN*WF t 4; 
PSOPOUT:=ZP*Zp*PSOIN*WFt4; 
"ENO" PUSPOY: 

"PROCEDURE" SIMPS: 
"BEGIN" 

"REAL" IM2FIRST,IN2FIRST.IP2FIRST.IM2LAST, 
I t~ 2 L A S T , I P 2 L A S T , I M 2 0 0 D. IN 2 0 0 0, 
IP20DD.MODOTOT.NODDTOT.PODDTOT, 
IM2EVEN. IN2EVEN, IP2EVEN.MEVENTOT, 
NEVENTOT,PEvE~TOT; 

IIELS!:::" 



"FOR" NSIEPS:=2.4.Z*NSTEPS "WHILE" 
TOLP<lOO*l8~IIM1/IM2-1) "OR" 
TOLP<lOO*ABSIIN1/IN2-1) "OR" 
TOLP<lOO*ABSIIP1/IP2-1) "DO" 

"B~GIN" "IF" NSTEPS "NE" Z "THEN" 
"BEGIN" I~l:=IMZ; 

I'\1:=IN2; 
IP1:=IPZ; 

"END 11 ; 

WFSTEP:=(~FFIN-WFSTART)/NSTEPS; 

"IF" NSTEPS=Z "THEN" 
"BEGIN" WF:=WFSTART; 

POSPDY; 
IMZFIRST:=PSOMOUT; 
INZFIRST:=PSDNOUT; 
IPZFIRST:=PSDPOUT; 
WF:=fIFFIN; 
POSPDY; 
IM2LAST:=PSDMOUT; 
INZLAST:=PSDNOUT; 
IP2LAST:=PSOPOUT; 
flf: =flFSTART+,U"STEP; 
PUSPDY; 
IMZEVE~:=PSDMOUT; 
IN2EVE~:=PSDNOUT; 
IPZEVE~:=PSOPUUT; 

IMZOUD:=O.O; 
INZODO:=O.O; 
rPZODO:=O.O; 
MOUDTUT:=O.O; 
NODOTOT:=O.O; 
PODDrOT:=O.O; 
"GOTO" INTSUM; 

!lEND"; 



MODOTOT:=2*1~20UD: 

NOOUTOT:=2*1~20UD: 

PODDTOT:=2*IP200D: 
IM2f:Vf:N:=O;O: 
IN2EVl:N:=O.O: 
IP2EVEN:=O.O: 

"IF" NST~PS "NE" 2 "IHEN" 
"FOR" HF:=WFSTARf+WFSTEP "STEP" 2*WFSTEP "UNTIL" WFFIN "DO" 
"BEGIN" POSPDY: 

IM2EVEN:=IM2EVEN+PSDMOUT: 
I N2EVEN:=IN2EVEN+PSDNOUT: 
IP2EVEN:=IP2EVEN+PSDPOUT: 

/lEND"; 
INTSUM: MEVENTOT:=4*IM2EVEN: 

NEVENTOT:=4*IN2EVEN: 
PEVf:NTOT:=4*IP2EVEN: 
IM200D:=IM20DD+IM2EVEN; 
IN20DD:=IN20DD+IN2EVEN; 
IP20DD:=IP20DD+IP2EVEN; 
1M2: = ( I f12F I RS T + I M2LAS T+MODD TOT +ME VENTO T ) *Wrs TEP I 3; 
IN2:=(IN2FIRST+IN2LAST+NODDTOT+NEVENTOTJ*WFSTEP/3; 
IP2:=(IP2FIRST+IP2lAST+PODDTOT+PEVENTOTJ.WFSTEP/3; 

"END" OF NSTEPS LOOP; 
PSDMTOT:=PSDMTOT+IM2+(IM2-IM1)/15; 
PSDNTOT:=PSDNTOT+IN2+(IN2-IN1)/15; 
PSDPTOT:=PSDPTOT+IP2+(IP2-IP1)/15; 
"PRINT" "L2S40'FOR WFSTART='.SAMELINE.HFSTART. 
"S'AND hFFIN=',WFFIN.'.', 
"S'NSTEPS='.NSTEPS"OIV"2 •. 
"LS40 'PSOM fOT=' .PSDMTOT. 
"S4'PSD~TOf=',PSONTOT. 

"S4'PSDPTOf=';PSDPTOT; 
"END" SIMPS; 

FORMMX(MJ.O.O.I,J); 
FORMMX(WJ.O.O.I;J); 



"~OR" 1:=1 "~TEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM ''~O'' "R~AD" MJ[I.I); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "ST~P" 1 "UNTIL" NM ''~O'' "READ" WJ[I.I); 
"READ" 8ETA.Cl.C2.~1.K2.CT1.CT2; 
REAOMXIPHI1); 
READMXIPHI2); 
"READ" KT1.KT2.Ml.M2.MACHEPS.W8ASE.OMEGA.V.CA.NA.CB.NB.WFMIN.WFMAX.rOLP; 
MXTRANSIPhI1T.PHI1); 
MXTRANSIPHI2T.PHI2); 
MXPRODIXW.PHllT;PHll); 
MXPROOIYW.PHI2TiPHI2); 
MXCOPYIUW.XW); 
MXCOPYIVW.YW); 
SCPROOIXW.Cl); 
SCPROOIYW.C2); 
MXSUMIA.XH.YH); 
SCPRODIUH.Kl); 
SCPRODIVW.K2); 
MXSUMIB.UH.VW); 
MXPRODIXH.MJ.WJ); 
MXCOPYIYW.XW); 
8ETA:=2*BETA; 
SCPROOIXW.BETA); 
MXSUMISMC5.XH.A); 
MXPRODIXH.YW.WJ); 
MXSUMISMK5.XW.B); 
MXCOPYISMC1.PHI1); 
SCPROOISMC1.-C1J; 
MXCOPYISMC2.pHI2); 
SCPROOISMC2.-(2); 
MXCOPYISMC3.PHI1T); 
SCPROOISMC3.-Gl); 
MXCOPYISMC4.PHI2T); 
SCPROOISMC4.-C2); 



XXCOPYISMK1 •. PHi1); 
SCPROOISMK1.-K1); 
MXCOPYISM K2.PHI2);. 
SCPROOISMK2.-K2J; 
HXCOPYISMK3.PHI1T); 
SCPROOISMK3.-Kl); 
MXCOPYISMK4.PHI2T); 
SCPROOISMK4.-K2J; 
FORMMXIC.O.O.I.J); 
C[1.1J:=C1+CT1; 
C[2.2J:=C2+CT2; 
I'FORII J:=l I'STEP" 1 I'UNTIL" NM 1100 11 

"BEGIN" C[1.J+2J:=SHC1[1.JJ; 
C[2.J+2J:=SMC2[1.JJ; 

'IEND"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "~TEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM ''~O'' 

"BEGIN" C[I+2.1J:=SMC3[I.1J; 
C[I+2.2J:=SMC4[I.1J; 

"END'I; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" NM "DO" CCI+2.J+2J:=SMC5[I.JJ; 
FORMMXIK.O.O.I.J); 
K[1.1J:=KT1+Kl; 
K[2.2J:=KT2+K2; 
"FOR" J:=1 "~TEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "uo" 
"BEGIN" K[1.J+2J:=SMK1[1.JJ; 

K[2.J+2J:=SMK2[1.JJ; 
IIEND"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "ST~P" 1 "UNTIL" N~ ''~O'' 
"BEGIN" K[I+2.1J:=SMK3[I.1J; 

K[I+2.2J:=SMK4[I.1J; 
'IEND"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" NM "UO" K[I+2.J+2J:=SMK5[I.JJ; 



~ORHMX(MI.O.O.I;J); 

M][l,lJ:=l/Ml; 
~1![2.2J :=lIH2; 
"FORI' 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N~l IIUO II 

MICI+2.I+2J:=1/MJCI.IJ; 
MXPROD(STFMX.MI.K); 
MXPROD(DMPMX.MI;C); 
FORMMX(COEFF.O.O.I.J); 
"FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM+2 ''~O" "FOR" J:=l "STEp· 
1 "UNTIL" NM+2 "DO" 
"BEGIN" CCEFFCliJJ:=-OMPMXCI.JJ; 

COEFFCI.J+NM+2J:=-STFMX[I.JJ; 
IIENDII; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM+2 ''~O'' 
COEFFCI+~M+2.IJ:=1; 

BALANCE(2*(NM+2).2.COEFF.LOW.HI.0); 
ELMHES(2*(NM+2).LOW.HI.COEFF. INT1; HQR2(2*(NM+2).LOW.HI.MACHEPS.CO~FF.WR.WI.CNr.f.FAIL); 

"P R I N T" "L 2 S ' K 1 = ' • S A M ELl NE. K 1 • ' , S'5 'K 2 = ' • K 2. --
, 'S5' Cl= ' • Cl. ' '55' C2= ' • C2. 
"L 'KT1='.KT1.' 'S4'KT2='.KT2. 
"S4'CT1='.CT1."S4'CT2='.CT2. 
"LS2'V='.V."L2S19'EIGENVALUES'; 

"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*(NM+2) ''~O'' 

"BEGIN" "PRINT"SCALEO(S). "LS9".SAMELINE.WRCIJ."S4' '.WICIJ; 
IIENDII; 

NNEGO:=O; 
"FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*!NM+2) "DO" 
"IF" HICIJ<WFMIN "OR" WICIJ)WFMAX "THEN" NNEGO:=NNEGO+l; 
NEIG:=2*(NM+2)-NNtGO; 



"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY:' EIGENC1:NEIGJ,LIMINrC1:NEIG+2J: 

"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2-INM+2) "DO" 
"IF" ~ICIJ>WFMIN "AND" WICIJ<WFMAX "THEN" 
"BEGI~" EIGENCJEJ:=WICIJ: 

JE:~JE+1: 
IIEND'I; 
"PRINT" "L2S5'NUMBER OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE=',SAMELINE,N~IG, 

"L2S15'NATURAL FREQUENCIES': 
"FOR" JE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG "DO" 
"PRINT" ALIGNEOI4,6),"LS19",SAMELINE,EIGENCJEJ: 
SORTIEIGEN,NEIG): 

LIMINTC1J:=WFMIN: 
"FOR" JE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG "DO· 

LIMINTCJE+1J:=EIGENCJEJ: 
LIMINTCNEIG+2J:=EIGENCNEIGJ+5: 

"PRINT" "L2S15'INTEGRATION LIMITS': 
"FOR" JE:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG+2 "OD" . 
"PRINT" ALIGNEOI4,6)i"L2S19",SAMELINE,LIMINTCJEJ: 

RESPONSE: FORMMXIUNIT,O.O,I,J): 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH+2 "DO" UNITCI,I]:=1; 

CMXFORMICMI,MICI,J],O.O,I,J); 
READMXIPHIP); 

PSDMTOT:=O.O; 

~ 
o o 



PSDNTOT:=O.O; . 
PSDPTOT: =0.0; 
"FOR" IE:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG+l "DO" 
"IF" LIMINTCIE+1J-LIMINTCIEJ(2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" WFSTART:=LIMINT[IEJ; 
WFFIN:=LIMINTCIE+1J; 
SIMPS; 
11 ENDII 
"ELSE" "8EGIN" WFSTART:=LIMINT[IEJ; 

WFFIN:=LIMINT[IE]+0.5; 
slr,ps; 
WFSTART:~LIMINT[IEJ+0.5; 

WFFIN:=LIMINT[IE+1J-0.5; 
SIMPS; 
WFSTART:=LIMINT[IE+1J-0.5; 
WFFIN:=LIMINTCIE+1J; 
SIMPS; 

"cND U
; 

RMSM:=SQRT(PSDMTOT); 
RMSN:=SQRT(PSDNTOT): 

IIEND!!; 
IIENDII; 

RMSp:=SQRT(PSDPTOT): 
"PRINT""L3'ACCELERATIONS RMSM=', 

SAMELINE,RMSM,"LS16'RMSN=',RMSN) 
"LS16'RNSP=',RMSP; 

"GOTD" END; 
FAIL:"PRINT" "L'HQR2 FAILURE': 
END: "E:ND": 



BDARBHH4; 
"B~GIN" "COMMENT" THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES RMS ACCELERATION OF 

"END'I; 
f'END"; 

THE AIRCRAFT IN THE UNCOUPLED HEAVE MODE FOR A RANGE OF TAXIING 
VELOCITIES; 
I'REAL" K,KM,KN,C,CM,CN,A,B,D,P,WF,WFSTART,WFSTEP, 

WFFIN,XW,YW,ZW,M,V,OMEGA,CA,NA,CB,NB,PSDIN,PSDOUT, 
PSDTOT,RMSX; 

I'READ" KM,KN,CM,CN,A,B,D,M,OMEGA,CA,NA,CB,NB,WFSTART, 
WFSTEP,WFFIN; 

"FOR" V:=10 "STEP" 10 "UNTIL" 240 "DO" 
"BEGIN" 

"PRINT" "L3S'V=',SAMELINE,V,' 'L2'KM=',KM, 
, 'S4'KN=',KN,"S4'CM=',CM,"S4'CN=',CN; 
K:=KM+KN; 
C:=CM+CN; 
PSDTOT:=O,O; 
P:=2*A*B/(0*D); 
"FOR" WF:=WFSTART "STEP" WFSTEP "UNTIL" WFFIN "DO" 
"BEGIN" XW:=C*WF; 

YW:=K-M*WF*WF; ,. 
ZW:=(K*K+XW*XW1/(YW*YW+XW*XW); 
XW:=l,O-P*(l,O-COS(D*WF/V)); 
"IF" WF<OMEGA*V "THEN" PSOIN:= 
CA*Vt(NA-l)/WFtNA "ELSE" PSOIN:= 
CB*Vt(NB-l)/WFtNB; 
PSDOUT:=ZW*XW*PSOIN*WF'4; 
PSOTOT:=PSOTOT+PSOOUT*WFSTEP; 

. "END"; 
RMSX:=SQRT(PSDTOT); 
"PRINT" "L2'HEAVE ACCELERATION 

SAMELINE,RMSX; 
RMSX=', 



PITCH RESPONSE 6; 
"B~GJN" "COMMENT" JHIS PROG~AM CO~PUTES RMS ACCELERATION OF THE AIRCRAFT 

IiJ THE UNCOUPLED PITCH MODE AND THE HES1JLTING LINEAR ACC~LERATIONS 

AT THE MAINWHE~L., NOSEWHEEL, AND PILOT LOCATIONS AT ONE TAXIING 
VELOCITY; 

IIINTEGERII JINW; 
"REAL" KM,KN,K~,CM,CN,CE,A,B,D,E,WF,WFS1ART,WFSTEP,WFFIN,XW,yW, 

Zw, I,V,OMEGA,CA,NA,CB,NB,PSDIN,PSDOUT,PSDTOT,RMSANG,RMSM,RMSN, 
RI1SP, N, ,ID, TOLP; 

"PROCEDURE" SORTCARRW,NVAL); 
"IIHEGER" NVAL; 
"AHRAY" ARRW; 
"b~GI~" "I~TEGER" Q~; 

"HEAL" VALW; 
"tlOOLl::AN" INTERCHANGE; 

SCAN AGAIII: INTE~CHANGE:="FALSE"; 

" FOR" Q E : = 1 "S T E P" 1 "U ~JT I L" N V A L -1 "DO" 
"BI::GIN" "IF" ARRH[QEJ>ARR,i[QE+1J "THEN" 

"BEGIN" VALH:=ARRW[OEJ; 
ARRWCQEJ:=ARRW[QE+1J; 
AHRWCQE+1J:=VALH; 
INTERCHANGE:="TRUE"; 

11 E: N D 11 ; 

11 E I'~ D It ; 

"IF" INTERCHANGE "THEN" "GOTO" SCAN AGAIN; 
11 E I'~ D 11 SO R T ; 

"PROCEDURE" POSPDY; 
"8~GIN" XW:=CE*~F; 

ni: =KE- I *WF*WF; 
Zli : = 2" ( Kt: * K E: + X W * X·W ) I C D * 0 * C Y W * Y W + X W * X W ) ) ; 
XW:=l;O-COSCD*WF/V); 

"IF" WF<OMEGA*V "THEN" PSDIN:=CA*VtCNA-l)/WFtNA "ELSE" 
PSDIN:=CB*VtCNB-l)/WFtNB; 

PSLOUT:=ZW*XW*PSDIN*wF t 4; 
"PRINT" "L2'WF=',SAMELINE,WF,"S4'PSDOUT=',PSlJOUT; 

"END" POSPDY; 



It,lSli~1: 

"PROCf:DURE:"-SlMPS; 
"8fGIN" "Rf:AL" I1,12,12F1RST,12LAST,I20DO,00DTOT,I2EVEN, 

EVctnOT, NSTEPS; 
"FOR" NSTf:PS:=2,4,2.NST~PS "WHILE" TOLP<100*ABS( 11/12-1) ''~O'' 
"8EGIN" "IF" NSTEPS "NE" 2 "THEN" 

11:=!2; 
WFSTEP:=(WFFIN-WFSTART)/NSTEPS; 
"IF" NSTEPS=2 "THEN" 

"BEGIN" "PRINT" "L3S20'WFSTAkT=',SAMELlNE,WFSTART,"S5'WFFIN=',WFFIN; 
WF:=WFSTART; 
POSPDY; 
I2FIRST:=PSDOUT; 
WF:=WFFIN; 
POSPDY; 
I2LAST:=PSOOUT; 
WF:=WFSTART+WFSTEP; 
POSPDY; 
12EV~N:=PSDOUT; 

I20DD:=O.O; 
OOOTOT:=O.O; 
"GOTO" INTSUM; 
.. E NO 11 ; 

000TOT:=2*12000; 
I2EVcN:=0.0; 
"IF" NSTEPS "NE" Z "THEN" 
"FOR" WF:=WFSTART+WFSTEP "STEP" Z*WFSTEP "UNTIL" WFFIN "DO" 

"BEGIN" POSPOY; 
12f:VEN:=12EVEN+PSOOUT; 

"END U
; 

f:VENTOT:=4*IZEVf:N; 
I200U:=IZOOO+12EVf:N; 
12:=(12FIRST+I2LAST+000TOT+f:VENTOT)*WFSTEP/3; 
"PRINT" "L2S30'NSTEPS=',SAMELINE,NSTEPS,', ',"S5'12=',12; 

"END" NSTEPS LOOP; 
PSDTOT:=PSOTOT+12+(12-I1)/15; 

"PRINT" "L2S44 'PSDTOT=' ,SAMELlNE.PSDTOT; 
"END" SIMPS; 



11 REA U " V, K t·l, f<; N , CM, eN, A , B , D , E , I ,OM E G A , CA, N A , C 6 , NB, TO LP; 
"FRINT" "L3S'V=',SAMELINE,v,"L2'KM=', 

KM, , , S 4 ' K N = ' , KN , I I S 4 'C M = ' , CM, 
"S4 \CN= \ ,Cb; 

KE:=A*A*KM+B*B*KN; 
CE:=A*A*CM+~·B*CN; 

.O:=SQRT«KE/CEI*(KE/CEI.(SQRT(1.0+2*CE*CE/(KE*III-l.011; 
~:=2*WD·!)/(3.1416.VI; 
~W:=~NTIER(N)+3; 

"P R I N T" "L 2 ' WO = ' , SA 11 ELl NE, ,ID, ' , S 5 ' N = ' , N , ' , S 4 ' NW = ' , NW; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" LIMINT[l:NWJ; 

LIMINTCl]:=O.5; 
L1MINT[2J :=WO; 
LIMINTCNWJ:=2*WO; 

"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NW-3 "DO" 
LIMINTCJ+2J:=3.1416*J*V/O; 
SORT(LIMINT,NW); 

"PRINT" "L3S15'INTEGRATION LIMITS'; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NW ''~O'' 
"PRINT" ALIGNEO(2,6),"L2S19", 

SAMELINE,LIMINTCJJ,
PSOTOT:=O.O; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NW-l "DO" 

"BEGIN" WFSTART:=LIMINTCJJ; 
WFFIN:=LIMINTCJ+1J; 
SIMPS; 

"ENOII; 
RMSANG:=SQRT(PSOTOT); 
RMSM:=RMSANG*A; 
RMSN: =1,I1SANG*B; 
RMSP: =RI-1SAI~G·'E; 

"PRINT" "L2 'PI TCH ACCEU:RATION R~ISANG=', 

"END"; 
'IEND"; 

SAMELINE,RHSANG, 
"LS6'ACCELERATIONS RMSM =' 

RMSM, "LS21 'RMSN =', 
RMSN,"LS21'RMSP =',RMSP; 



" PRO C E D U R ~" S,. E f r-' 2 (L H , X S , U 8 , II X , X I" J N , HII N , N V , E PS, R EL A X , D X M A X , 
ETA, PSI, P M A X, P 1'llI LT, P D I V , Z ET A, FUN K ) ; 
"VALUE" UX,NV,EPS,R~LAX,ETA,PSI,DXMAX,PMAX,PMULT,PDIV,ZETA; 

INTEGER" NV; 
REAL" FMI~,EPS,RELAX,ETA,PSI.PMAX,PMULT,PDIV,ZETA; 

A R RAY" L B , X S , U B , H' Pi, IJ X , D X M A X ; "R E A L" "P Roe E 0 U RE" FUN K ; 
B F. GIN '''' I N T E G ER" J; "fi EA L" ALP HA, P ; 
ARRAY" XSTEP,DFDX,DFPRE1:NVJ; 
PROCEDURE" ATIvE; 
BEG IN" "R E A L" THE TA. L A M B D A , X , G ~!!i!!} "B 0 0 LEA N" BA; 

LAMBDA:=O; 
FOR" J:=l "STEp"l"UNTIL" NV"DO" 
BEGIN" BA:="FALSE"; ALPHA:=DXEJJ; 
IF" XMINEJJ + ALPHA>URCJJ "THEN" 
8EGIN"XSTEPEJJ:=XMINEJJ;XMINEJJ:=UBEJJ-ALPHA; BA:="TRUE" "END" 
ELSE" "1 F" XM iTi[JJ-=-ALPfIA <LB [J J "THEW 
BEGIN"XSTEPeJJ:=XMINeJJ;XMINEJJ:=LBEJJ+ALPHA;BA:="TRUE" "END"; 

X:=Xr1TNTJf; - - -
X M I Ne J ] : = X + D X E J J ; ALP HA: = FUN K ( X ~I IN) ;, 
XMINeJJ:=X-DXCJJ;THETA:=FUNKIXMIN)~ 

X M I r, E J J : = X ; " IF" BA" THE W' "fl E G I WO G A M M A : = FUN K I X fl IN) ; 
" IF" F M IN" L F" G A M 11 A "THE No' - - - - - - - - --

11 END 11 ; 

xr11 N [J ] : = X STEP E.,J J --;, EL SE ':':::-FM I I:!..:. =GAM~.t:... 
---

DFDXEJJ:=(ALPHA-THETA)/12*DXeJJ); 
LAMBDA:=LAMBDA+DFnXEJJ'2; 

"IF" ALPHA-FMIN)O"AND"THETA-FMIN)O "THEN" "GOTO" END; 
THE TA: = A i:l S I ( ALP H A - T H ET A ) I ( " IF" A i:l S ( F M HI ) < PSI" THE N" PSI" E LSE" F M IN) ) ; 
"IF"THETA)ETA "T~~N" IJX[JJ:=,3*UXeJ] "ELSE" 
"BEGIN"DX[JJ:=3.0X[J];"IF"DXEJJ>UXMAXEJJ"THEN"DXEJJ:=DXMAX[JJ "END"; 
END: "EI'ID" FOR; 
LAMBDA:=SORTILAMBDA) ; 
"FOR" J:=l"STEP"l"IJi~TIL"NV"DU" DrfJY.CJJ:=DFDXCJJ/LAMBDA 
"END" PROCEDURE ATIVE; 



"PROCEDURE" STEP'; 
.. t3 E (; I i'J U 11 FOR 11 J : :: 1 " S T E Pill 11 U UT! L" N V" 0 0 11 

"BEGIN"ALPHA:=(l-~ELAX)*DFDXeJJ·RELAX.DFPR[JJ; 

XSTEP[JJ:=XMIN[J]-P*ALPHA* 
( " IF" AB S ( X t·II N [ J J ) < Z ETA" T H HJ" L FT A " EL. SE" A G S ( XfII N [ J J ) ) ; 
DFPR[JJ: =Al_PHA; 
"IF"XSTEP[JJ>UR[JJ"THEN"XSTEPeJJ:=UB[JJ 
"ELSE""IF"XSTEP[JJ(L8[JJ"THFN"XSTEPeJJ:=LBeJJ 
"END"FOR; 
"END"STEP; 
P: = 1; 
IIFORII J:=l I1 STEplll I1 UNTILIINV II DO" 
"BEGIN" XMIN[JJ:=XSeJJ;DFPR[JJ:=O "END";FMIN:=FUNK(XMIN); 
DERIV:ATIVE; 
NEXT:STEP; 
ALPHA:=FUNK(XSTFP); 
"IF"ALPHA(FMIN"THEN" 
" 1:3 E G I ~," Frill, : = A L PH A ; P : = P 11 U L T * P ; 

11 PR I ~J T I1 " L 2 \ p:: ' , SA 1.'1 t: L I ~: E , P ; 
"IF"P>PMAX"THEN"P:-PMAX; 
" Fa fl " J : = 1 " S T E P " 1 " UN TI L " ~i V " [J 0 " X M I N [ J J : = X S T E P e J J ; 
"GOTO" DERIV "END"; 

P:=P/PflIV; 
11 P RI N T 11 , I L 2 \ p:: ~ , S A M ELl !~ E , p ; 
" I Flip> t: (-' SliT H f: I~" 11 G (IT () j/ r J f: i. T ; 
"ENU"STEEP2; 



BDARBH60; 
"BEGIN" "INTEGER" NM.NV; 

"READ" NM.NV; 
"BEGIN" "COMMENT" THIS PROGRAM MINIMISES THE SUM OF THE RMS 

ACCELERATIONS OF THE AIRCRAFT AT 
MAINWHEELS AND PILOT LOCATION FOR ONE 
TAXIING VELOCITY FOR VARIABLE Kl AND K2; 

"INTEGER" I.J.NSTEPS.SS.LOW.HI.NNEGO.JE.IE.NEIG.COUNT; 
"REAL" BETA.Cl.CZ,Kl.KZ.KT1.KTZ.tl1.M2.CT1.CTZ. 

WBASE.OMEGA.V.CA.NA.CB.NB.PSDMTOT.PSDNTOT.PSDPTDT.IH1.IMZ.IN1.INZ.IP1.IPZ.TOLP. 
WF.WFtlIN~WFHAX.WFFIN.Zl.ZZ.ZP.PSDIN.PSDMOUT.PSDNOUT.PSDPOUT.RMSH. 
RMSN.RMSP.WFSTART.WFSTEP.MACHEPS.FMIN.EPS.RELAX.PMAX.ZETA.PSI.ETA; 

"REAL" "ARRAY" MJ.WJ.XW.YH.UH.VH.A.B.SMC5.SMK5Cl:NM.l:NMJ.PHI1. -
PhIZ.SMC1.SHCZ.SMK1.SMK2.PHIPC1:l.l:NMl.PHI1T. 
PhIZT.SMC3.SMC4.SMK3.SMK4[1:NM,1:1J,C,K,MI, 
STFMX.DMPMX,UNIT(1:Ntl+Z.1:NM+ZJ.CMI,UC1:NM+Z.l:NM+2.1:Zl.XS.LB.U~.XMIN,DX,DXMAXC1:NV]. 
G.XTC1:NM+Z.l:l.l:ZJ.XJC1:NM.l:l.1:2l.F.COEFFC1:Z*(NM+Z).1:Z*(NM+Z)l.B.WR.WIC1:Z*(NMnZ)] 

"INTEGER" "ARRAY" CNT.INTC1:Z*(Ntl+Z)l; 

0 

"PROCEDURE" B.ALl>.NCE(N,B,A,L0l7,HI,D); 
:'ii 
H 
c:: 

to H 
t:! co 
?; ~~ 

>Cl 
"PFOCEDUFE" ELWlES(N,K,L,A,IliT); 

tp H 
:er: 0 
a-, :z: 
0 "PROCEDUFE" CDIV(XR,XI, YR, YI,ZR,ZI); 

;g 
i';; 0 

~ t;J 
:z: 
t:! 

"PROCEDURE" HQR2(I1 ,L07l, UPP ,!f:ACHEPS ,H, WR, l'II,CNT ,F ,FAIL); 

H 
>< 
"-I '" 0 

(» 



"PROCEDURE" TRAFt'N(APPJ:,.APJ'J'HI, 1,;, ),:OD) ; 

1!J.1BH.P~:~ JI FORl.:UX,READ1.~,J,J~'rp.ANS ,1~?ROD, ill:COFY ,SCPROD, 
MXS Ul.l , C!DCFOEJJ, C!.fJCPROD, CL:XCOP, Cl:XUW; 

"PROCEDURE" POSPDY; 

"PROCEDURE" SUPS; 

"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FUNKIXJ; 
"ARHAY" x; 

"COMMENT" IN THIS PROCEDURE XllJ~Kl,XI2J=K2; 
"BEGIN" COUNT:~COUNT+l; 

"PRINT" "L3'ENTRV TO FUNK',SAMELINE,COUNT; 
MXPRODIXW,PHllT;PHllJ; 
MXPRODIYW,PHI2TiPHI2); 
MXCOPY I U,J, X,I J; 
MXCOPY(VH,nl); 
SCPRODIXVJ,C1J; 
SCPROD(YVJ,C2J; 
MXSUHIA,XW,YfI) ; 
SCPRODIUW,X[l]); 
SCPROD(VH,X[2]J; 
MXSUMIB,UW,V,I) ; 
MXPROD(XW,MJ,HJJ; 
MXCOPY(YW,XW); 
SCPROD(XW,8ETA), 
MXSUMISMC5,XW,A?; 
HXPROOIXW,YW,WJ?; 
MXSUM(SMK5,XW,B?; 



-
MXCOPY(SMC1.PHI1); 
SCPROD(SMC1.-C1); 
HXCOPY(SHC2.PHI2); 
SCPROD(SMC2.-C2); 
HXCOPY(SMC3.PHIlr); 
SCPROO(SMC3.-C1J; 
HXCOPY(SMC4.PHI2T); 
SCPROD(SMC4.-C2); 
HXCOPY(SMK1.PHI1); 
SCPROD( StlKl.-XC1J); 
HXCOPY(SMK2.PHI2); 
SCPROOISMK2.-XC2J); 
MXCOPY(SMK3.PHI1T); 
SCPROOISMK3.-X[lJ); 
MXCOPY I St1I(4. PH I 2T); 
SCPROD(SMK4.-X[2J); 
FOHMt-1X le. 0.0. I • J) ; 

C[1.1]: =C1.CT1; 
C[2.2J:=C2.CT2; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH 
"BEGIN" C[l.J+2J:=SHC1[l.JJ; 

C[2.J+2J:=SMC2[1.JJ; 
11 END" ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM 
"BEGIN" C[I+2.1J:=SHC3[I.1J; 

C[I+2.2J:=SHC4[I.1J; 
IIEND"j 

I' 

liDO" 

1100 11 

"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 

"UNTIL" NM "DO" C[I+2.J+2J:~SMC5[I.JJ; 
FORMMX(K.O.O.I.J); 
K[l.lJ:=KT1+X[lJ; 
K[2.2J:=KT2+X[2J; 
"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH "DO" 
"BEGIN" K[l.J+2J:=SHK1[l.JJ; 

K[2.J+2J:=SMK2C1.JJ; 
!lEND!!; 



"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH 
"BEGIN" KCI+2.1J.:=SHK3CI.IJ; 

KCI+2.2J:=SMK4CI.1J; 
11 E NOli ; 

"0011 

IIFORII 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM 1100 11 IIFOR" 
"UNTIL" N~ ''~O'' KCI+2.J+2J:=SHK5CI.JJ; 
HXPROO(STFHX.HI;K); 
MXPROO(OHPHX.HI;C); 
FORMMX(COEFF.O.O.I.J); 

J:=1 "STEP" 1 

"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM+2 "~O'' "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 
1 "UNTIL" NrI+2 UOO" 
"BEGIN" COEFF[I;JJ:=-OMPMX[I.JJ; 

COEFF[I;J+NM+2J:=-STFHX[I.JJ; 
"END"i 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH+2 "~O'' 
COEFF[I+NH+2.IJ:=1; 
BALANCEI2-INM+2).2,COEFF.LOH.HI.0); 
ELMHESI2*{Ntl+2),LOW.HI.COEFF.INT); HQR2{2*INM+2).LOW.HI.MACHEPS.COEFF.wR.WI.CNT.F.FAIL); 

" PR I N T" "L 4 S ' K 1 = ' , SAIl ELl NE. X C 1 J , ' , S 5 ' K 2= ' ,X C 2 J • 
• , S5' Cl=', Cl, ' , S5' C2=', C2, 
·'L2'KT1=',KT1,'·S4'KT2=',KT2. 
·'S4'CT1='.CT1,"S4'CT2=',CT2, 
I'L2S2'V=',Vi 

NNEGO:=O; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*INH+2) ''~O'' 
"IF" WI[IJ<WFMIN "OR" WICIJ>WFHAX "THEN" NNEGO:=NNEGO+1; 
NEIG:=2*(NM+2)-NNEGO; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" EIGENC1:NEIGJ,LIMINTC1:NEIG+2J; 

JE:=lI 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*(NH+2) "DO" 
"IF" WICIJ>WFMIN "ANO" WICIJ<WFMAX "THEN" 
"BEGIN" EIGENCJEJ:=WI[IJ; 

JE:=JE+l; 
IIEND"; 
"PRINT" "L3S5'NUMBER OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE=',SAMELINE,NEIG; ~ 
SORTIEIGEN,NEIG); t: 



LIMINTE1J:=EIGENE1J/2; 
"FOR" JE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG "DO" LIMINTEJE+1J:=EIGENEJEJ; 
LIMINTENEIG+~J:=EIGENENEIGJ·1.4; 

"PRINT" "L3S15'INTEGRATION LIMITS'; ~ 
"FOR" JE:=l "STEP" i "UNTIL" NEIG+2 "DO" 
"PRINT" ALIGNEO(4.6);"L2S19".SAMELINE.LIMINTEJEJ; 

PSOMTOT:=O.O; 
PSDNTOT:=O.O; 
PSOPTOT:=O.O; 
"FOR" IE:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG+1 ''~O" 
"IF" LIMINT[IE+1J-LIMINTCIEJ(2 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" WFSTART:=LIMINTEIEJ; 
WFFIN:=LIHINTCIE+1J; 
SIMPS; 
IIEND" 
"ELSE" "BEGIN" 

"IF" IE=1 "THEN" 
"BEGIN" WFSTART:=LIMINT[IEJ; 

WFFIN:=LIMINTEIE+1J-O.5; 
SIMPS; 
WFSTART:~LIMINTEIE+1J-O.5; 

WFFIN:=LIMINTEIE+1J; 
SIMPS; 

IIENDI' 
"ELSE" "IF" IE=NEIG+l "THEN" 
"BEGIN" WFSTART:~LIMINTEIEJ; 

IIEND" 

WFFIN:=LIMINTEIEJ+O.5; 
SIMPS; 
WFSTART:=LIMINTEIE1+Q.5; 
WFFIN:=LIMINTEIE+1J; 
SIMPS; 



IIELSEII 
"BEGIN" .WFSTART:=LIMINT[IEJ; 

WFFIN:=LIMINT[IEJ+O.5; 
SIMPSt b 

IIEND" 
"END!I; 

WFSTART:=LIMINT[IEJ+O.5; 
WFFIN:=LIHINT[IE+1J-O.5; 
SIMPS; 
WFSTART:=LIHINT[IE+1J-O.5; 
WFFIN:=LIMINT[IE+1J; 
SIMPS; 

R lIS 11 : = S OR T ( PS 0 MT 0 T ) ; 
RMSN:=SORT(PSONTOT); 
RMSP:=SQRT(PSOPTOT); 
"PRINT""L3'ACCELERATIONS RMSM='. 

SAMELlNE.fH1S11.' 'LS16'fHlSN=' ,RMSN. 
"LS16'RMSP=',RMSP; 

!lEND"; 
FUNK:=RMSM+RMSP; 
"PRINT" "L2S16~FUNK=',SAHELINE,RHSM+RMSP;.· 
"END" FUNK; 

"PROCEDURE" STEEP2 (LB.KS,UB,DX.XMIN.FHIN.NV.EPS.RELAX,OXMAX. 
ETA,PSI.PMAX.ZETA.FUNK); 

FORMHX(MJ. O. O.I.J); 
FORMMX (WJ. 0.0. I ,J) ; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH "~O" "READ" MJ[I.!J; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH "DO" "READ" WJ[I.IJ; 
"READ" BETA.Cl.C2.Kl.K2.CT1,CT2; 
REAOMX(PHll); 
REAOMX(PHI2); 



"READ" KT1,KT2,Ml,M2,MACHEPS,WBASE,OMEGA,V,CA, 
N A , CB, NB, W F.M IN, W F M A X , TO LP; 
MXTRANS(PHllT,PHI1); 
MXTRANS(PHI2T,PHI2); 
BETA:=2*8ETA; 
rORMMX(MI,O.O,I,J); 
HlC101]: =l/M1; 
11 re 2,2]: = 11M2; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" 
HI[I+2,I+2]:=1/MJ[I,I]; 
FORMMX(UNIT,O.O,I,J); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NH+2 "DO" UNIT[I,I]:=l; 
CHXFORH(CMI,HI[I,J],O.O.I.J); 
READflX(PHIP) ; 
COUNT:=O; 
XS[U: =K1; 
XS[2J:=K2; 

L8[1J: =XS[U/2; 
UB[1J: =XS[1]*2; 

LB[2J :=XSC2JI2; 
UB[2J:=XSC2J*2; 

DX[lJ:=XS[lJ/50; 
DX[2J:=XS[2]/50; 
DXHAXC1J:=XS[lJ/5; 
DXHAX[2J:=XS[2J/5; 

"ENDII; 

"READ" EPS,PSI,ZETA,ETA,RELAX,PMAX; 
STEEP2(LB;XS,UB,DX,XMIN,FMIN,NV,EPS,RELAX.DXMAX, 

ETA,PSI ,PMAX.ZE.TA,FUNK); 
"PRINT" "L3'OPTIHUM VALUES ARE'. 

'~L'ACCELERATION RMSM+RMSP='. 
SAMELlNE,FMIN.' 'LS22'Kl=', 
XMI~[lJ.·'S4'K2='.XMIN[2J; 

"GOTO" END; 
rAIL:"PRINT" "L'~QR2 FAILURE'; 
END: "END"; 



OPT I .~ I S <IT I (]" n cl '\ ~ p" '.1 Xl J J A T t ru.: s P 0 1< S E F U iJ C'- I 0 fJ 5; 
11 8 E (; I :'~ I( 11 I I'~ T r.: c: 1-:: .... )" I'~ 11, ,\IV: 

"REAl.'r SUi~RW,llrFWF: 

" ij E:; I W' "C 0 1·1 M ~ '.! T" T Y I S fj R 0 G fl All '1 H JI ell s r: S THE SUM 0 F S I MP LEA P PRO X I HAT! 0 N S TOT HER M S 
ACCELERATIONS OF THE AIRCRAFT AT 
,'I A j : J " >1 ,.: FL S A J~ il P I LOT L 0 CAT ION FOR 0 N E 
TAXIINll V~I_OCITY FOR VARIABLE MAINWHEEL AND NOSEWHEEL POSITION; 

" I N T E G E'," I. J • Ss. L 0 IJ , HI. N N EGO. J E , lE. NE I G • CO U N T ; 
"REAL" PETA.Cl.C2.Kl.K2.KT1,KTZ,Ml,MZ.CT1,CT2. 

OK1.0K~.OC1.I)C2.0KT1.0KT2.0CT1,OCTZ.OM1.0H2.0DHAIN,ODNOSE,NDMAIN,MNMULT,NSMULT, 
WBASE,OMEGA.V.CA.~A.C8.N8.PSDMTOT.PSDNTOT.PSDPTOT.BWMULT. 

WF.WFMIN,WFMAX.Zl,ZZ.ZP,PSDIN.PSDMOUT.PSDNOUT.PSDPOUT.RMSM. 
RMSN.RMSP.MACHEPS .FMIN.EPS,RELAX.PMAX.PMULT.PDIV.ZETA.PSI.ETA; 

"R~AL" "A~RAY" MJ.WJ.XW.YW.UW.VW.A,B,SMC5.SMK5[1:NM.l:NMJ.PHll. 
PHI2.SMC1.SMC2.SMK1.SMK2.PHIP[1:1,1:NMJ,PHllT. 
P~12T,SI1C~.SMC4.SMK3.SMK4[1:NM.l:1J.C,K.MI, 
S T F 11 X • 0,'1 P 11 X • U I~ I re 1 : N 11 + 2, 1 : 1,11 + 2 J , C M I , IJ [ 1 : N M + 2, 1 : N M + 2, 1 : 2 J • X S • L B , U B • X f11 N , D X, 0 X M A XC 1 : N V J , 
G.XT[1:NM+2,1:1,1:2J.XJ[1:NM.l:l.l:ZJ.F,COEFF[1:Z.(NM+z,.1:ZD(NH+2,J,D.WR,WI[1:Z*(NH+2,: 

"INTEGER" "ARRAY" CNT, INT[1:2*(I~M+2)J; 

"PROCEDURE" EALAt:CE(N ,B,A,LOW, HI, D); 

"PROCEDURE" EL1C~:ES(If,K,L,A,INT); 

"PROCEDURE" CDrV(XR,XI,YR,YI,ZR,ZI); 

"PROCEDURE" HQR2(N ,LOW, UPP, I.1ASlEPS, H, ~,\7I,~NT ,F ,FAIL); 
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"""O''''DOljffi1C 1I T'''''TT)f(pypV j."RF· "I " "OD)' ... v~ _'-" ,'.l'._.... ' __ """,..... __ 'u.,... , 

i'· 
"LIERl:.RY" l!"'IORMtX,EEAD1,~, rXTHAnS, t:XPROD~ t:xCOpy, SCPROD, 

!.:XSUt!, C!:XFORt!, C!,:xFROD, CUX:OP, CI,:XUN; 

"FROCEjUREII POSPDY; 

"REAL" "PROCEDURE" FUNK{X); 
"ARRAY" X; 

"COMMENT" IN TH1S PROCE~URE X{1)=PHll[l,2J; 
"BEG1N" COUNT:=COUNT+l; 

"PR1NT" "L2S5'ENTRY TO FUNK',SAMEL1NE.COUNT,··S5'V=',V; 
PHll[l.2J:=X[lJ; 
PH12Cl,2J:=pHll[1.2J-WBASE; 
MNMULT:=A8S{PH12[l.2J/ODNOSE); 
NSMULT:=PHll[l.2J/ODMAIN; 
K1: =OKl*t1NMUL f; 
Cl: =OCht·1Nt1UL T; 
KTl:=OKT1*MNMULT; 
CTl:=OCT1*MNMULT; 
K2: =OK2*:,SMUL T; 
C2: =OC2*~JSI1UL T; 
KT2:=OKT2*NSMULT; 
CT2:=OCT2*NSMULT; 
111 : = OIH * 111': M LJ LT; 
M2: =OI12d,SMUL T; 
MXTRANS{PHIlT.PHIl); 
MXTRANS{PH1;oT.PH12J; 
11![1.1l:=1/Ml; 
111 [2,2] :=1/M2; 
CMI[l.1,lJ:=MI[l.1J; 
CM1[2.2.1]:=Ml[2.2J; 



MXPROD(XW,PHllT,PI1]1); 
.'1X PRO D ( y·w , PHI 2 T , PHI 2 ) ; 
,'1XCOPY (Ut'l, XW); 
MXCOPY (V:-i, Hi);
SCPROO(XW,Cl); 
SCPROD (Yfl, C2) ; 
i1XSU.'1(A,XW,ni) ; 
SCPROO (UI-i, KlI ; 
SCPROO (Vi~, K2); 
MXSUM(B,UW,VW); 
MXPROO(XI-i,MJ,WJ); 
MXCOPY(Yi~,XfJ) ; 
SCPROO(XW,BETA); 
MXSUM(SHC5,XW,A); 
MXPROO(XW,YW,WJ); 
MXSUM(SMK5,XH,B); 
MXCOPY(SMC1,PHI1); 
SCPROD(SMC1,-Cl); 
MXCOPY(SMC2,PHI2); 
SCPROO(SMC2,-C2); 
HXCOPY(SMC3,PHllT); 
SCPROO(SMC3,-Cl); 
MXCOPY(SMC4,PHI2T); 
SCPROO(SMC4,-C2); 
MXCOPY(SMK1,PHll); 
SCPROO(SMK1,-Kl); 
MXCOPY(SMK2,PHI2); 
SCPROi)(SMK2,-K2); 
MXCOPY(SMK3,PHlfT); 
SCPROO(SMK3,-Kl); 
MXCOPY(SMK4,PHI2T); 
SCPROD(SMK4,-K2'; 
FORMMX(C,Q.Q, I ,J); 
C[1,1] :=Cl+cTU 
C[2,2J :=C2+CT2; 



"FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N~I "DO" 
" '1 E GIN" eLl! J + 2 j : = S ,.\ C le 1 • J J ; 

C[2.J+2J:=SMC2[1.JJ; 
"END"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" 
"BEGIN" CCI+2.1J:=SMC3CI.1J; 

C [ I + 2 • ;> J : = St·! C 4 Cl. 1 J ; 
"END"; 
uFOR" I ::::1 "STEp!! 1 "UNTIL" Nt-i "DO" IIFORI! J:-=l "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" NI" ''~O'' CCI+2,J+2J:=Sf!C5Cj,J]; 
FORMMX(K,O.O,I.J); 
KCl,lJ:=KT1+Kl; 
KC2,2J!=KT2+K:~: 

" FOR" J: = 1 "S T E P" 1 "U N T I L" N t1 "DO" 
"BEGIN" KC1.J+2J:=SMK1Cl.JJ; 

KC2,J+ZJ:=SMK?Cl.JJ; 
"END"; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" 
"BEGIN" KCI+2.1]:::SMK3[I,lJ; 

KCI+2.2J!=SMK4CI,lJ; 
"END"; 
"FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" "FOR" J:=l "STEP" 1 
"UNTIL" N~ "DO" K[I+2.J+2J:=SMK5CI,JJ; 
MXPROD(STF.'1X,MI ,K); 
MXPROD(DMP~X,MI,C); 

FORMMX (COi:FF, o. a. I. J); 
11 FOR" I::: 1 "S T E P" 1 11 UN T I L 11 N M + 2 "D 0 tl " FOR U J: = 1 11 S T E P 11 

1 "UNTIL" NM+2 'DO" 
" 8 E GIN" Co E F F L i • J J : = -[1 M P t1 XCi, J J ; 

COt: F F Cl, J + N M + 2 J : = - S (F tl X Cl. J J ; 
uEND"; 
"FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM.2 "DU" 

COEFFCI+kM+2,IJ:=1: 
RALANCE(2.(NM+;»,2,COEFF.LOW,HI.D); 



ELMHES(2o(NM+2),LOH,HI,COEFF,INT); HQR2(2*(NM+2),LOW,HI,MACHEPS,CDEFF,HR,WI,CNT.F.FAIL); 
" PR j N T " , , L 2 S 2 ' i'< 0 fl A I rJ = ' , S A M ELl tJ E , PHI 1 Cl , 2 J, "L 2 S b ' K 1 = ' ,K 1 • ' , S 5 ' K 2 = ' , K 2 , 

"S5 \ Cl=', Cl, I I S5 \ C~= \, C2, 
"L2S5'KT1='.KT1,"S4'KT2=',KT2, 
"S4'CT1=',CT1,"S4'CT2=',CT2. 
, , L 2 S 6 ' M 1 = ' ,M 1 , ' , S 5 ' M 2 = ' , fl2 ; 

NNEGO:=O; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*(NM+2) "DO" 
"IF" WICIJ(WFMIN "OR" WICIJ>WFMAX "THEN" NNEGO:=NNEGD+l; 
NEIG:=2.(NM+2)-NNEGO; 
"BEGIN" "REAL" "ARRAY" EIGENC1:NEIG,1:1.1:2J.PSOM.PSON.PSOP[l:NEIGJ; 

JE: =1; 

"FOR" 1:=1 ·STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 2*(NM+2) "DO" 
"IF" WICIJ>WFMIN "AND" WICIJ(WFMAX "THEN" 
"BEGIN" EIGENeJE.1,lJ:=-NRCIJ; 

EIGENCJE,1,2J:=WICIJ; 
JE:~JE+l; 

!lEND'I; 
"PRIIIT" "LZS10'NUMBER OF EIGENVALUES WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE='.SAMELINE.NEIG. 

, 'L2S24'EIGENVALUES'; 
"FOR" JE:=l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NEIG "00" 
"PRINT" ALIGNEO(4,6),' 'L2S13' ',SAMELINE,EIG~NCJE,1,lJ,"S4' ',EIGENCJE,1,2J; 

PSOMTOT:=O.O; 
PSONTOT:=O.O; 
PSOPTOT:=O.O; 

"FOR" JE:=l "STi:P" 1 "UNTIL" iJEIG ''~O" 

"BEGIN" WF:=EIGENCJE.1.2]; 

"END"; 

POS;";)"; 
PSJM[JEJ:=PSOMOUT; 
PSJ'J(" Ji: J: =PSIHWUT; 
PSDP[JEJ:=PSDPOUT; 
PSDMTOT:=EIGENCJE,l,lJ*PSOMCJEJ+PSOMTOT; 
PSDNTOT:=EIGENCJE.l.1J*PSDNCJEJ+PSDNTOT; 
PS8PTOT:=EIGENCJE.l.1J*PSOPCJEJ+PSOPTOT; 



FU1S~';; =Sr:RT (PSnt'lTOi"); 
RMSN:=S0R"T(PSn~JTOT); 
RMS~:=S~Rl(PSDPTOr); 

IIIFII i~t:IG=2 "fH-fiJ" 
"~EGIN" SLM8H:=EIGENL1.l.1J+EIGENC2.1.1J; 

DIFWF:=ARSIO.75*(EIGENC1.1.2J-EIGENC2.1.2J)); 
"IF" DIFWr(O.2 'lOP" 

DIFhF(U.033*EIGENC2,1,2J"OR" 

ltEND"; 

DIFWF(II.05*SUMBW "THEN" 
"GOTO" f,PFAIL; 

"IF" SUMBfi>DIFWF "THEN" 
"BEGIN" BfiMULT:=SQRT(OIFWF/SUMBW); 

RMSM:=BWMULTaRHSM; 
RMSN:=BWMULT*RMSN; 
RMSP:=BWMULT*RMSP; 

"ENDU; 

"PRINT'" 'L?S5'ACCELERATION APPROXIMATIONS 
SAMELINE.RMSM."LS35·RMSN=',RMSN, 
"LS35'RMSP='.RMSP; 

"EtJD"; 
FUNK:=RMSM+RMSP; 
"PRINT" "L2S35'F~NK='.SAMELIrIE,RMSM+RMSP; 
IIENOII FUNK; 

RMSM='. 

"PROCEDURE" STEEP~ (LH,XS,UR,DX,XMIN,FMIII,IJV,EPS,RELAX.DXMAX, 
ETA, PSi. P 11 A X • P t~.1) LT, P D I V , Z t=T A , FUN K ) ; 

FORMMX(MJ,O.O.I,J); 
FORMMX(WJ.O.O.I.J); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NM "DO" "REAU" MJCI.I]; 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEP" 1 "U~nIL" N~i "flU" "READ" WJCI.I]; 



rrREADrr H~TA,OC11[JC2,OK1,OK2,UCT1,OCT2; 

READr<x(Prllll ; 
READM::IPHI2) ; 
"READ"O ~Tl.OKT2.CM1.0M2.MA~HFPS,W8ASE.OM~GA.V.CA. 
NA.CB.N8.WFMIN.WF~AX; 
BETA:=?*8I:'TA; 
FOR ~I fl X ( M I , 0 . Q • j • J ) ; 
"FOR" I :=1 "STEP" 1 "LHJT Il" W! "D(," 
MICI+2.1+2J:=1/MJ[I.IJ; 
FORMMX(UNIT.O.O,I.J); 
"FOR" 1:=1 "STEp" 1 "UNTIL" NM+2 "00" UNITCI.IJ:=1: 
CMXFORM(CMI,MICI.JJ.O.O.I.J); 
READ~!X(PHIP) ; 
COUNT:=O; 
" REA D" N Of! A IN; 
XSCll :=NDMAIN; 
ODMAIN:=PHI1C1,2J; 
ODNOSE::-PHI2Cl.2J; 

rrFORI! I:=1 rrSTEprr 1 rrUNTIL rr NV "00" 
"BEGIN" lBCIJ:=XSCIJ/2; 

Ll8CIJ:=XSCIJ-'-2; 
DXCIJ:=XSCIJ/?O; 

DXMAXCIJ:=XSCIJ/?; 
"ENDII; 
"READ" EPS,PSI.ZETA,ETA.RElAX,PMAX,PMUlT.POIV; 
STEE P 2(LR.XS.UB.nX.XMIN.FMIN.NV.EPS.RElAX.DXMAX,ETA.PSI,PMAX,PMUlT.PDIV,ZETA,FUNKI: 
PHI1C1.2J:=XMINllJ; 
PHI2[l,2J:=PHI1Cl,2J-WBASE; 
MNMLllT:=AASIPHI2Cl.2J/ODNOSE); 
NSMULT:=PHI1C1.21/0DMAIN; 



U f.J i, I ;-,; T H I I L 3 \ 0 PT I \'10 :)1 \J A L U t: S ARE: - ' 1 

11 END!!; 

"55'ACCELE~A~InN APPROXIMATION,RM5M+RM5P=', 
5 A HE L I tJ E: , F 111 :'J , ' , L 2 S ') 8 ' N [H'I A ! N = ' , Xfl UJ[ 1 J , ' , L 2562 ' K 1 = ' ,OK 1 * M N M U LT, 
"55 'Cl=', OC1*flNMUL T," L562 'K2=', 
OK2>!~SI1lJl_ T,' 'S')' C?=', nC2*NSMUL T, 
"L2S61 'KTF', OKH*11NHUL T," 54 'CT1=', 
o C T PM N ~ U LT, ' , L S 61 'K T 2 = ' ,OK T 2 dJ 5 flU LT, 
"S4'CT2=',OCT2*NSMI.ILT,"L2S62'Ml=', 
0111 * 11 N M U LT, ' , L S 6 2 ' M 2 = ' , 0 f12 * N 5 'I U LT; 

"G01"O" END; 
FAIL:"PRIrH" "L'HOfI2 FAILURE'; 

"GOTO"E~JD ; 
APFAIL:"PRINT'" 'L2S5'ACCELERATION APPROXIMATION HAS FAILED', 

"L2S5'DIPFERENCE IN RESONANT fREQUENCIES=', 
5AMELINE,DIFWF/O.75, 
• 'L2S5'SUM OF BANDWIDTHS=',5UM8W; 




